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THE OIL. Am> GAS RESOUROr::S OF ANDERSON COUNTY, KANSAS 
Introduction. 
General statement. 
This report on the oil and gas resources of Anderson County, 
Kansas was prepared· from data· secured by the. wr.itor whiie engaged in 
. ' ' ' ' 
professional geologia work in that county. It ,is presented to give 
other geologists ar:id the general _publio detaii~d int"ormation on somo 
· of the shallow oil and gas fields of eastern Kansas• particularly 
those of the well-known "shoestring" type. Theso shallow fields are 
of only slight economio importance as ~ompared wit~ othor fields of 
the Midoontinent region. For this reason and beoause o~ the l~·ok of 
dependency that oan be·plaoed on the application in this aroa of the 
. methods oomnonly employed f'or discovering oil and gas, they have re-
ceived only passingnotioe f'rom the geoloBiO profession. The same 
problems of oil aooumulation as11in Anderson County occur in other parts 
0£ the 1.!idcontinent oil fields.· Howeve·r, in these lat tor places, these 
problems frequently are not recognizod or t·reated in tho proper light 
due to their minor occurrence and duo to _tho popularity of tho anti-
olin:11 theory of oil accumulation which. is successfully supported in 
these places by the more general oocurrenoo of the factors neoossary 
f'or its use. This theory is ·:maitened ereatly whon appliod in regions 
where the sands havo irregular distribut'ion, ao in the district oovored 
by this report. The writer hopes that the information presented hore · 
wiil aid in pointing out that in some places sand deposition mnst be 
given as weighty oonsidoration as "structure" during a _search for o_il and 
gas. ~ider reoognition of this proposition should leu.d to a more success-
ful application of geologic methods in certain areas which now are· 
( 1) 
. ( 2:) 
explored or·developed with "structure" as the predominating essential 
condition in mind. 
A oknowledgment s. 
Acknowledgments are made to the muny people whoso combined oon-
tributions of advice and information are represented in this work. 
llr. Edgar w. Q\ven, with whom the writer was associated for two years 
in the· field, is due speaial credit for reviewing the manuscript nnd 
contributing ~any constructive suggestions and oritioisms. Dr. John 
rH Rioh, oonsulting geologist of Ottawa, Kansas, very kindly furnished 
helpful ideas induoed by his long experience in the "shoestring'' 
fields. Dr. R. c. Moore, h~ud of the dep3rt~ent of geology at the 
University of Kansas and Dr. Kenneth K. Landes, instruc~or in charge 
and advisor during the proparatio11 of this thesis, gave valuable 
assistance in keeping with their positions. Tho discussions and data 
furnisheJ by other geologists with whom the writer oame in oontaot 
servod to'enlarge his own knowledge of the a-rea trented upon and to make 
a better written presentation of it th3n he would have boen able to do 
othor..:ise. 
The writer wishes to thank the State Geolosioal Survoy of Kansas 
for the recognition given this wor~ by inoluding it among its publioa-
tions, as Part VII ot Bulletin 6. This faot accounts for the figures 
and plates being prints from etohings and halftonos rather thnu oruinary 
blue prints. 
Location and Culture. 
Anderson County is in the midJlo-eastorn part of Kansas, approx-
imately 25 miles trom the :Missouri state line. The county is made up 
( 3) 
of 576 seotion3, which form a block 24 miles square.· 
Fit:j- I. Index map of Kan.sos showin9 locafion of Ander.son Counfy. 
Anderson County is devoted prim!lrily to agrioulture and stook-
raising. The important orops are native hay, corn, wheat, and oats. 
Pas turos and hey meadows comprise large :.;irea·s of the rougher uplunus. 
The bhree ·pri_noipal towns, Garnett, Colony, and Groeley, uro 
,, 
within the narrow belt of oil .and gas produoing territory which extends 
northeast-southwest thro~gh.the county. Garneot, the county seat, has 
a popul .... tion of about 2500. It is typioal of' un agricultural rather 
than an oil district. Colony, in and near which t hore £ormerly was 
large gas production, is a villngo of abS>ut 1000 inhabit~nts in the 
southern part of tho county. Groelo:1, another small villago, is 10 
miles northe~st of Garnett. 
':'he Southern Kansas branq_h of the A tohison. Topeka and Santa ·:re 
Railway extends north;...south through the county. ?he Kansas City-
tittle Rook line and two minor brunches of the Missouri Paciiio tra-
verse the county from eJst to west. The main line of the Missouri, 
Kansas, and ~exas system crosses th~ southeaotern corner. 
(4} 
The highways follow the section lines except whore anusual topo-
gr3phio features force them from their direot courses. Clay roads, 
the predo:-nina ting type, are kept we 11-gradecl and in gener;.d good 
condition when the weather·is favorable, but they oeoome uninviting 
to traf:.Ho during the rainy seasons. A few of the main roads have been 
improveJ with chert gravel .aud are re~dily passable during all seasons. 
Topography and Drainage. 
Anderson County lies in an area of rather deoply-disseoted plains. 
The chief topographic features are east-facing esoarpments and broad 
intervening slopos~ '~he escarpments are oapped by the Iola nnd Platts-
burg-Stanton limestones and hard sandstone members of the Lawrence shale. 
f.'.'1 th many deviations they follO\V the strike of the rooks. The sou rps 
/. 
can be traced for long distances in;.parta or the oounty but·in other 
parts they are covereu by olay and gravel and merge into rolling,, fen.;. 
tureless hills. toss prominent rollinB hills aro charloteristio of the 
nre·1s underlain by shale. Outliers of resistant bods are numerous. 
Where the major streams have out through the hard beds, the valley walls 
are bluffs 100 to 150 feet high. In the large valleys the streams have 
developed flood plains and flow in meandering courses across them. 
The eleV-ltion r,.1nges from 1200 feet at points in the eastern part 
of the county to 850 feet in the valley of' l>ottawatomie Creek in the 
northern -part. The aver.1ge elevation is about 1050 feet. 
Pottawatomie Creek is the major stream. It and numerot.ts tributaries 
which drain the northern t~o-thirds of the county flow eastward and 
northeastward and leuve the county nonr the northeastern corner. south 
Pottawatomie rises two miles east of \':elda, f~ows northward 4 miles, 
then turns northeast and flows past Garnett to finally enter the main 
l5) 
stream a mile northwest or Greeley. Cedar Creek: has its souro·e south-
west of ';!elda, ±"lows northe·astward, and enters Pottawatomie Creek 
three miles north of Gurnett. The southern part of the county' is drained 
by streams £:lowing southward and so~thwestward. All except the larger 
streams are· dry during the summer r.ionths. 
History of 011 and Gas Developmont. . 
The first well put down for oil or gas was drilled about 1685 on 
the John Neville farm in the SW.-;- seo. 6, T. 20 s., R. 20 E. This 
well is reported to have had a good showing of oil, but it was not com-
pleted as a oommercfal well because gas was being prospected fo·r at the 
time. Another o:r tho very early, wells ·was drilled on the Hcnrf Doering 
· farm in the SE. t soc. 19, T. 20 S., R~ 20 E. It oucountered only a 
small f'loy1 of gas and was abandoned :-1 t about 500 feet. Only a few 
scattered walls were put down during the next· several year$. 
The first activity of importance took plaoe after the_ discovery of 
gas a mile southeast of Garnett in 1904. Mr. Fred Ball was the operator 
who opened this tield. He sold his interests to the Garnett Gas Company 
whioh in turn was ta~en over by the Garnett Light & Fuel Company. Each· 
of these operators supplied gas to tho oity of Ga~nett. As tho wells 
near town became exhausted, prospecti.ng ,uas carried northeastward down 
-the valley of South Pottawatomie Creek. Both oil and ga~ were found in 
a narrow, discontinuous belt from Garnett to Greeley. The most recent 
development in the belt is the gas field discovered one and a half miles 
south of Greeley in 1923~ 
The southern part of Anderson County remained unexplored until the 
summer of 1921. At that time the first gas well was drilled in the Col-
ony gas field. An extonsive drilling campaign resulted from this discov-
(6) 
ery. Within 18 months an unbroken strip of oil ':1nd g~s producing 
.territory, 12 miles long, w~s opened from Colony to a· point near 
Mont Ida. In September 1921 the f'irst·well of the Garnett oil shoe-
string came in. 'i'his narrow field has been extended westward to a 
point where the sand contains neither oil, nor gas, nor water. The 
last but most important field in Anderson County is the Bush City 
shoestring. The disoovery well was brought in during Uaroh, 1923. 
Three and a·hol£ yenrs were oooupied in drilling up this trend, which 
proved to be a rioh shoestring extending l4·miles through the county. 
A few small· gas pools were opened up while 'the major purt of the develop-
ment was taking plaoe. 
Many wildcat wells.were drilled from 1921 to 1927, the majority of 
them within four or five miles of the preseut· productive territory. · 
About 2467 wells have been drilled in the county to date (January. 1, 1927), 
of whioh 816. or 33 per oent, are dry holes; 518, or 21 per oent, are 
gas wells or ubandoned gas wells; and 1133, or 4& per cent, are oil 
wells or abandoned oil wells.• 
• These figures include the wells on the production map uooompanying this 
report {Pl. IX). Shallow. gas wells at Grooley and all the the tovmlot 
\Valls· at. Colony could not be shown. A few o:t" the oldest wells muy not 
be represented~ but almost every one drilled du.rlngthe last five years 





The rocks exposed in Anderson County consist ohiefly of alter-
nating beds of. shale, limestone, and sandstone. They belong to the 
middl~ part of the Pennsylvanian system with the exception ot deposits 
or Quaternary age in the stream va.lleys and some sur.f'aoe gravels ot· 
Tertiary(?) age. 
Because the regional dip is toward the northwest, the formations 
orop out 1n bands having a general northeast-south\vest direction. Suo~ 
oessively younger beds appear as the county is crossed in the direction 
of the dip •. Escarpments of the limestones extend ·up the sides ot the 
. . . 
valleys, enclosing wedge-shaped ou.tcrops of the underlying .shales. sur-
face gravels and geologically recent deposits of olay and sund looally 
hide the rooks. These combined features furnish m:my irregularitie's 
to the areal geology. 
Qu..~ternary system. 
Recent series. 
Unconsolidated olay, sand, and gravel, laid down du.ring the Reoont 
epooh as slope wash or deposits on the flood plains or beds of streams, 
are the only representatives or the Quaternary system in Anderson County. 
Tertiary (1.) system. 
surface gravels, composed chiefly of chert pebbles, rorm a mantle 
0 to 20 feet thick over large areas in southeustern·Kansas. Although 
their position has not boon mapped 111 detail they appear to lie in irre·g-
ular, broken bands several miles wide. Those 1n Anderson County nre. oon-
f'lnecl almost entirely to the hill tops and ridges. ':'ha poor assortment 
(6) 
and wide variation in size of the pebbles are striking featuros. ?.he 
pebbles aro round, subangular, or flat, and most of the angular and 
flat fragments have rounded edges. Shallow, soooth depressions help 
make the pieoes of gravel irregular in shape •. The oolor is predomin-
antly brown, but the individual fragments rrray runge from clear, whi~e 
quartz to dark, amber-oolored ohart. From a position several.feet from 
the £ace of a pit, one may deteot faint traces of bedding in plaoas. 
The bedding planes cannot be traced far before they merge into ~nassort-
ed gravel. The beds--more nearly lenses--are made up of pebbles of 
. nearly the same size intermixed with quartz sand ranging_ from very tine 
grains to ~hose a quarter of aninoh in diameter. Olay oootl:rs in vary-
ingamoµnts. The correct proportion or this a~ay &ud sand ma.tees a sat-
isfactory binder·when the gravel is used for roads. 
The following size analyses from various pits in the oounty ~ere 
furnished by .ltr. F. T. Bonebrake, County Engineer: 
· $,ize analyses ·.QJ_ chert gravels ·.!B. Anderson Count;£, Kansas. 
.5/Z.E. OPENING L OCATION 
PASSED llE.TAINEO sw.~ 22.-eo-20 se.4 1-e1-19 sw.},. /i!-e!-19 SIY.~ /-e~-19 Q ON N£~/i!-e3-/8 
INC 'fES 
z !}z 3.3 - e.z - s.o 
'~ I II. 0 Ile. 14.3 IQ4 '7. 7 
I ~~ /4.i:_ ,e.9 rr.:J /9..5 8.i!,. 
-% ~ ee.e ld7 e4.9 es.4 /S:6 -
~ %,, TB.a 18./ 18.8 14.9 17.3 
·~ - 30.5 ..39. I e2.S er;.s 46.1 
TOTAL PERCENT 1oao 100.0 1oao 99.7 99.9 
.SIi. T AND CLAY-
/S.O eaa 8.5 /0.0.IJ. l.05S BY WASHING .3.6 
! li!.-e3-l8 secl-ion ~ io_wnship-ran'Je 
- averaye · · 
( 9) : 
Fossil imprints indicate th3t the gravel was derived from ohort· 
of upper Pennsylv:..tnian or lower Permian· age. · Limostones of these· 
ages, that oontain an abund:moe of chert,· crop out in several counties 
. tarther west. In some areas, not,a:t>_ly the Flint Hilla of Greenwood 
County, sharp-edged fragments of ohert or '.'flint" ha.ve beon .left after 
the weathering of their parent limestones.· 
The rounded edges of the pebbles in the Ande:rson C~unty gravels 
seem to Justify the conclusion truit they have received water.transport-
ation, although further rounding may have resulted from solution after 
the gravel was brought into place. The poor assortment might be uooounted 
for by considerable vertical sl~~-during a long period ot,weatherihg.· 
The age of the rivers that may have spread this material over the 
southeastern part of the state is. uncertain. 'Lu.ter streams. in carving 
the surface of the land, have out aoross tho bands of gravel and left 
remnants of them only in the higher places. Muoh of the Tertiary 0£ 
western Kansas is made up of gr.ivels or gr~ivelly sands that a.re app:.1rently 
river deposits. The chert gravels of Anderson County may ha.ve been dis-
tributed hy rivers of the same age. Thay aro tentJtively aasigne<l to the 
'.:ertiary. 
Pennsylvanian system. 
The Pennsylvanian system is ropresonted among tho exposed roc~s by 
most of the Douglas formation. all the Lansing formation, und the upper 
part of the Kansas City formation. 
Dout:;las forroa. t ion. 
~he Douglas for::iation is made up chiefly of shale and sandstone 
with an uppel"~ost member consisting or three limestone beds seP3rated by 
shales. and another limeotone member, thin and non-persistent, about a. 
{10) 
third o:f' the way up from the bottom of the forrration. Most of the form-
ation, represented by a thickness .of about 300 feet, crop out in the 
county. Only the lowest bod·iof itsJ.L1'.lportant limestone member crosses 
the ~ounty lin~, so nearly all the rooks at the ·suri~1oe are shales· and 
sandstones. ~he Douglas occupies u wide b~nd in the wetern third of 
the county, the topography of which is· flat on the easterll side and made 
up of sandstone-capped hills on the western side. Comparutively little 
information is nvnilable oonaorning· tho formation. beoauso most 0£ it is 
~ade up of soft, -poorly exposed shale and because only about 2 per oent 
of' the wells have been drilled within its outcrop. 
Oread limestone ~~.--The lowest of tho three limestone beds of 
the Oreud member forms a high escarpment i~ the vicinity of Amiot. 
It is a burr thin-bedded oryotalline limestone about 6 foot thlo.tt that 
weathers into small rounded blocks. Among the many fossils, l?oramin-
i:f'era of the genus Fusulina are th~ most abundant. 
Lawronce shale momber.--An abundance of arenaoeous material. chiefly 
sandy shale, oharaoterizeEl this mer.1bor. Sandstones in tho tawrenoe oap 
the.rolling hills in the western part of the oounty 9 holding up the 
scarps as do the limestone o~ps in the eastern purt, but not as effect-
ively. A thin coal seam i~ roported to ooour in this unit in the vioinity 
of tlestphalia. A fuw thin liimost·onos are recorded in the log of' t.he only 
well in the county which was started a'uO\:O the Lawrence. ~his log shows 
193 (?) feot. of' the. member .• 
Iatan limestone .!!!fila..~.--no positive identification of this limestone 
has been made by the writer. In other localities outs1d~~ of A~derson 
County it is thin and rarely i-orms a prominent outorop. It :ts probable 
that the Iatun io thin in Anderson Oowity an~ tor that reason is not 
(11) 
Geologiosl divisions of Anderson County, 
~ their relation to other .!:Q.Q!£ formations of Kansas. 
,iuaternary system. 
Reca~t series. 
Alluvium. ( includes sand, gravel 1!lli! oluy denosits 
along streams .!B Anderson Countx.) 
Pleistocene series. 
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Tertiary system. (western Kansas.) (Sur.face gravels in Anderson 
. · County?} 
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Bermian ·system. ( oent ral Kansas) • 
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Ordovician system. 










well exposed. Hear Westphalia are two yellowish-weathering finely cry-
stalline fosslliterous limestones separated by 3 to 10 feet of shale. 
Perhaps these beds represent the Iatan -member. of' the Douglas formation. 
Weston shale me!!lber.--The Weston.orops out along the eastern aido of 
the ~ide shale area between the Oread limestone escarpment and the escarp-
ment of the uppermost lim~stonos in tho formation beneath the Douglas. 
It consists of blue and gr.i.y clayey shales containing very little sund. 
This lack of arenaoeous material distinguishes it from the Luwronce shales.· 
The '~:eston is estimated to bo 90 to 100 feet thiok. 
Lansing formation. 
The entire thio~ness of the tansing formation. totaling 190 to 
260 feet, is exposed and i'ts outoropa ·oocupy a wide band axtouding 
northeast-southwest across the oentral pa.rt o.t the oounty~ About a 
fourth of the formation, lying near the top,. is oaloaroous. The 
rem.~1inder i~ made up essentially of shale or sandy snale, u few irreg-
ular lentils of sandstone, nnd local thin limestones. 
Stanton limestone ma:nbor.--The Stanton is mlde inconspicuous by its 
oocurrence a short dist,mce above the thicker and more massive Platts-
burg limestone. The member is 2 to 20 feet thick ut the surface but 
attains greater thickness in the southern and woste.rn p~irts of the county 
where 36 to 50 feet or it have been loggou. The Stanton is thin-beddod, 
dense, and light gray to whito, and weathers into small, thin smooth 
white to yellowish slabs. Locally it is made up of two limestone di~isions, 
an upper white crystalline bed and a lower dense d.~rk gray beu that is 
given a porphyritic appearanco by protruding crystala of calcite-. The 
two beds are sopnrated by 2 to 4 feet of shale. Where the Stanton is 
th:in, only the upper white bed is·present. 
;:i. 
.J. O. Bruen 
Nol M<E"'7 
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{13) 
Vilas shale membor.--'this shale member ot the Lansing is much 
thinner in Ande_rson County than in its type loo~lity in ~r:ilson County •. 
Its most striking feature is ~the very abrupt and inconsistent manner 
in which it.thickens and thins,.but there is no evidence to show 
that this condition .is du11 to other truin uneven deposition. 't'ha thinnest 
ooourrence is in the HE. i sec. l, T. 21 S., R. 19 H., where 1 toot 
of shale includes all the member. The greatest thickness is reported 
from the Colony gas field where 40 feet was logged in several walls. 
In T. 21 s., R. 20 £. and T. 22 .s., R. 20 ~. it varies between 9 and 
27 i'eet. No single measurnment oan be applied over more t lian a small 
area. The member is groonish or bluish gray. It is sandy in places 
and contains some thin lenses 0£ bro\m sands tone. 
Plnttsbt1rg limestone mamber.---This limestone, with tho Stanton, f'rom 
which it is ~eparatod by the thi11 Vilas sh.alo, forms a stoop, double 
esonrp:nent that is oontinuomi ±'or many miles. Tho escarpment is es~ 
peoially high arid prominent along the v:.illoys near Garnett and in ~he 
northeaotorn p':l.rt of' the _Oouuty. The rolling hills wost oi" Bush City 
and those iri the vioini ty of 'iielda and Colony ~re oappod by thBse lime-
stones. 
The ~l3ttsburg has a variety of' 11tholog1c oh.Lracters which are re-
voaled under the influence of weathering. The sides of its steep escarp-
ments are covered with ~ellowish-brown fragments scattered sover~l feot · 
below the base ot the outcrop. On gentle hillside slopes ti1e limestone 
occurs as lurge 1 smooth, white to dar~ grJy partly-buried slabs. On 
i'lat surf ices it com:,1only weathers into irregular, pitted blocks 2 or 3 
inohes to- 4 feet square. A considerable resernblanc·e exists between the 
Plattsburg.lbestone "in those latter exposures and the Iola limestone. 
,However, the weatherau fraBments of the former are smaller nnd are more 
· { 14) 
easily hidden by vegetation. 
pads of ~reenish-gray. shale, from 1 to 3 feet thiok; separate some 
of the limestone strata. These brerrks are not regular in thickness or 
la terr.ll extent. A com:non featuro is a basal bed of dense limestone 
6 inches to 3 reet thick. This beu weathers into brownish-yellow blocks 
thut are useu for building stones. In places it is separated. :t"rom the 
main member by l to 3 feet 0£ greenish-gray shale. Loo:llly, thin cho"t 
beds are interbedded with t~e limestone. The brown chert fragments are 
mingled with the limestone .r"ragments in the outcrop~. 
One of the best vertiool exposures .is in the quurry two miles north 
of Garnett and just east of the main road to Ottawa.· This unweathored 
20-foot exposure is made up of massive beds. A majority ot them ure 
fine-grained but sorne nre ooarse-grained and oontnin:guarly voins o! 
crystallin~ oulcite., The limestone is grayish-white and sparsely fos-
siliferous at this pla.oe. A thin stratu.r:i of gray sh.ale between two of 
the beds has unovon wuvy contacts such as might be made by a current or 
waves. 
T'.1e thickness ot tho member, where observo,l by the writer, ran~;es 
i'rom 8 to 46 foot. It is thinnest in 1. 20 S., R. 21 E. and in a gen- · · 
oral ares wit~in a radi~s of five miles or Greoley. ~he maximum thiok-
noas is in tho eastern half of seo. 9, T. 21 s., n. 19 E. According 
to well records this wrmimurn thickness observed on tho surf.,oe is exceeded 
in the southwestern part of the oo.unty, \'1here ,: in W'.llls u t Colony, 60 
feet of Plat ts burg has been rcpo1·ted. l~owever, it happons frequently 
that the hard, calcareous sandstone a few feet below the. top of the Lnna 
shale, which underlies the Plattsburg member, is logge~ as a part of the 
Plattsburg. for tllls reason tho thickness sho·.vn in logs r:JJ.lY be above 
(15) 
the true figure. 
:'his limestone cont1ins many fossils, most or ·.vhich .are well 
preserved. "'>: 
~ shale membor.--The Lane consists of.' 3ray and greenish-gray 
shale and sandy shale, lenticular s.andstonea, ~nd some irregular. 
·1enses of lir.iestone. It is 65 to 175 feet thiolc. ~ha maximum thiok-· 
ness is about a mile no·rth of Garnett in the oustern part of T. 20 S., 
R. 19 E •. and the western part of the adJo.ining township on the· eas i; .. 
From this ar~a .1.t· thins towa~ tho east, north,und west. ~he £ollow-
ing table ·give-s the variation· in thiclcness ns ohown by well records. 
Variations in thickness of ·tho leru! shale .!!! ~~ County, Kansas. 
Locality 
Between Garnett and Bush City 
Between Bush City, Kincaid, and Lone Elm 





Near Central Oity 
llear Gree loy 










IUne milos east of Garnett, in secs. 33 and 34, T. 20 s., n. 21 B., 
both the upper and lower contnots ot the Lane rnuy be observod. At 
this point the thiokness is 110 feet. 
The best.partial section of the Lane member is in the SE. t seo. 33, 
T. 20 S., R. 20 r.! .... ' in a ~lu££ formed by the east bank of South Potta-
watomie Creek. The section is us follows: 
Partial seotion_.Q! llli!. ~ shale 1!! Andorson County~ .K~· 
(in descending order.) 
Itoet. 
l. Grayish, impure fossiliferous 
limestone which weathers bro,vn. l 
( lG} 
2. !.tass i vely bedded, fine-grained 
oalo.1reous sand.stone t resistant 
to weathering. Som~ shale brea~s 
4 lnohes to 1 foot thi~. not 
persistent laterally. Upper 
sides ot sandstone beds ripple-
marlted. Reddish-brown blotches 
on exposed surfaoos. 
3. Very thin-bedded gray sandstone. 
Splits.along bedding planes .with. 
exposure of abundance ot tiny 
!lakes of mica .. · Contains plant 
remains. 
4. Greenish-gray, sandy shale which 
weathers readily. In places has 
flow struature. 
5. Bluish-gray, poorly bedded, sondy 
shale. Contnins thin beds of 
.calcareous sandstone which form 
leJges in softer shale. 







Tho following seotion_,vas measured four and halt .miles north ot 
Garnett in the NE. t NE. t seo. l, T. 20 s •• ·n. 19 Ea 
Average section ..Q.! unner part of the Lano~ in Andorson ,Pount:,, Kansas, 
(in descending order.) 
Baso or Plattsburg limestone 
1. Greenish-gray sandy shale. 
2. Very culoareous sandstone. 
Upper part massive and fossil-
iterous. Some thin shnle beds 
in lower part. 
3. Brown sandstone und gray sandy 
ohale .. 
4. Gray sandy shale.· 
5. Brown sandstone .. · 










The caloareous sandstone in the above section is generally 
present at approximutely·the samo·horizon over most of Anderson 
County. 
An exceptional feature 0£ the Lane is a ·1arge lentioular body 
of limestone whioh oooupies tho middle of tho formation in tho south-
western quarter of T. ·21 S., n. 19 ~., in the southeastern part of 
T. 21 s., n. 18 E •• and the northern two-thirds of T. 22 s., R. 19 E. 
This stray limestone· is thioke.st in secs. 31. 32,. and 33, T. 21 s., 
I. 
R. 19 E., where it is 50 feet. One or two shale breaks are in it in 
this locality. It is desoribed in some of the well records as gray and 
hard. 
Kansas City formation. 
The Kansas City formation is rqprosented among the o~posed rooks by 
the Iola limestone,.Ohanute shale. Drum limentono, Cherryvale shale, and 
···1nterset limestone. The thioimeas of' t~e exposed section is 125 feet. 
~ limestone member.--Tha Iola forms· the rocky walls ot long, narrow, 
shallow valleys. the slopes of which are covered profusely with irregular 
limestone fragments. Thin irregular orystulline gruyish-white bods pre-
dominate, but ll few massive beci.s l to 2 feet thiok are locally prosont. 
Fossils oocur sparingly. The Iola maintains a rather uniform thic4ness or 
25 to ~5 feet throughout the urea of its outcrop in tho oastorn and south-
eastern parts of the county. ~his lir.1estone is bettor kno\vn in Andorson 
County as a.subsurfioe formation beoause the line of its outorop is oast 
of the section in whioh most oi'" the wells have been drilled.· 
Chanute shale member.--The Ohunute member is a grayish shale which 
contains local sandy shales and calcareous sandstones. Very thin sea~s 
of L~pure co~l and baas of shale ooutaining plunt fossils suggest the 
co.ntinental origin of at least part or the member. The thickness of the 
{18} 
Chanute is 10 to 60 feet. 
Drum limestone mcmber.--The chief oharaoteristios of' this limestone, 
its numerous und abrupt changes in thickness and composition, are 
maintained in this county. In one loo~lity tho Drum is a single, medium-
.grained gray fossiliferous limestone, 8 to 10 inoh thick. The exposo<l 
su1·f=1oe of the bed is light yellow. It breaks off, where undennined by 
the weathering· of the underlying soft shale, into slabs l to 4 feet 
wido and 2 to 8 feot long. The surfaces of the slabs are made irregular 
by smooth-tuced pi ts and nurnorous fossil fragments, including st1ells ot' 
br~chipods, bryozoans, and orinoid stems. It is probable that the Drum 
is impure snndy limestone in so~o plaees. The member varies in thioknoss 
f'rom a few inches to 10 feet. If all the strata between :md including 
two thin limostones as shown in well logs ure oonsidered to be tno Drum, 
then it is as much as 35 feet thick at its muximwn. However, in suoh 
cases 1 t is likely that the upper bed is the Drum limeston.e and the lower 
bed a calcareous sandstone or sandy limestone member of the Cherryvale 
shale. 
Cherryvale shale member. --The Cherryvale is a light greonish.;..gray 
soft clayey shale that is rarely exposed. A few iron-stained bands on 
weuthered vortic~l exposures indicate that the amount of iron-oxide 
vnries in the different str·1tn. The member is 20 to 35 feet thick. 
'ITI'iuterset limestone member.--This is the oldoat .t'ormation exposeJ in 
Anderson County. It crops out in a few places along the eristern· boundary. 
The Winterset is m.'lde up of thin, irregular beds of hurd, donse, gray 
I 
limestone •. ,?:eathering has tinged some of the ex.posed fragments a taint 
yellow. Fossils are plentiful and chert nodules may be found in the 
uppennost beds. A massive benoh of irregularly-bedded limestone about 
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20 f'eet from the top crops ·out more prom.inently than the. rest qf the 
member~ Large pitted bloolts have broken from this bench.. The reddish-
bi·own· soil immediately above. the i:7interset is miz:ed with angular £rag- . 
ments ot chert. The thickness ranges from 30 to 40 f'eet. 
ROCKS NOT EXPOSED. 
Tho unexposed rooks of Anderson County range from those of .Ponn-
sylvaniun age to tho oldest rooks itnown, thaPr~~Cambrian. By correl-
ating the formations from other areas, partioularly from Oklahoma where 
tho older rooks have been givon detailed study, it has become known that 
some of the major divisions of geologlo time aro not represented among 
tho unexposed rocks of this district. However, those present• besides 
. . . 
the Pennsylvanian and Pre-Cumbrian 1•ocks. are parts o:f at least threo 
systems--the Mississippian, Ordovioiau, and Cambrian. 
· Pennsylvnninn system. 
The buried Pennsylvanian formations continue without a break beneath 
those desoribed under ROCKS EXPOSED. They oomprise part of the Kansas 
City formation, all the Marmaton .formation, and the Cherokee shale. The 
several members ot eaoh of thea~ units are listed in the tabla on page. 11. 
Because these formations are not available £or detailed study, only the 
major features of each formation, treated as a whole, will be mentioned.· 
.Kansas City formation. 
The entire Kansas City .form:1tion has a very oonstan~ thiokne.ss 0£ 
200 to 225 t'eot in Andorson County. of which 60 to ·70 per oent are .lime-
stones. The uppermost momber, the Iola limestone, whicil, as previously 
noted, dipo _beneath tho surface in the southeastern part of the county, 
(20) · 
is the best known. of nll the unoxposed rocks. Beoau3e of its uniform 
occurrenoe, constant thickness, and easily distinguishublo position 
in the stratigraphic oolt1Jnn, it is always recognized by drillers. 
I·, l, 
sands or water horizons are frequently identified by tlleir posit ion in 
reference to ~l1e · top of the Iola limestone. 
The lowo:r p:1rt of t.ho formation is made up of three· massive lirrie-
stones separated by black.,': oarbonaoeous ·shales, 5 to 15 feat thiolt. 
This lower group has a thickness or 100 to 126.te~t and• because of the 
predomi11ance of lirnostone, is commonly. r~f'errod to as the tH_>~g lime''• . 
It includes tha following members: Winte:rset limestone, Galesburg shale, 
Bethany Falls limestone, Laaoro shale, and Hertha limestone. The two 
shale members of this series uro wator~bearing. 
Marmaton formation. 
Tho l!armaton is r.1ade up of alternating limestones and shales, and 
comprises members from the .. La Cygne shale .to the Fort Scott ~imeatone, 
inclusive. The thickness varies bctwean 300 snd 375 feet. On the basis 
of lithologio .character the ~!.D.rrnaton may be divided into two parts, an 
upper part consisting of 150 to 176, feet oi' shale genel:'ally free oi' both 
sandstone and limestone. and a lower part, 150. to 200 feet thio~, con-
taining thin, persistent limostones ~eparated by shales .. The lurge body 
ot shale comprising the upper part or .the formation, the "big shalo" of 
drillors and operUtors, is made up or the La Cygne and liowata members. 
The Lenapah limestone, which uormnlly sotnrates them, is absent over most 
of Anderson County. but it may be represented by a thin limentone recorded 
in the logs of a few scattered wells. A thin sandstone or s:mdy shale 
that is oooasionally found in the Nowat~ shale is at the same horizon as 
' ' I* 
the Peru-~ayside sand or llontgomery and Chautauq~ Counties. In places 
*The superior numbers indicate references in the bibligraphy, p. 109~ 
(21) 
u nonpersistent sandstone occurs in the ohale (Banderai beneath the 
uppermost limestone (Altamont) or the lower part of' the ttarmaton. · 
~his sunds tono, referred to as the "600-f'.Oot"··· sand, corresponds to the 
1 Weiser snnd of southenstorn Knnsas. 
Cherokee shale. 
The Cherokee shale in Anderson County is composed ot 350 to 460 
£eat of undif:f'erent iated shuia in which are inoludod sandstonea of 
.. 
irregular character and extent. DarJ:5 blue, dark gray, and blacK: shales 
predominate, but aome'light blue, light gray, and w~ite strata are 
present. Pyrite is a common constituont of some or the beds. Their 
lithologio oharaoter varies considerably, both laterally and vertically. 
Sandstones and sandy shales are rep1,aced by· pure clay shules within · 
short distances. 
Most or the sond bodies occur at two horizons in the upper p~rt 
of the formation, but many lonses of sand and sandy shnlo nre aoat tor-
el throughout its extent. Tho larger sand lenses are 80 to 150 reet 
bolow the top. Other sand bodies, which have tho .oharaotoristics ot 
shallow wntor and river channel deposits, ooour 20 to 50 feet below the 
top. If the origin of the latter is correotly interpreted, the latter 
part of Cherokee time must havo be~n marked by the emergenoe*and erosion 
•This emergence is not believod by the writer to be of sufficient import-
ance to plaoe tho top or the Cherokee formation at the channel horizon, 
ns hus boen sugges·teJ. Probably the Cherokee sea wss rather shallow in 
eastern Kansas as ovidonood by shallow-water sand deposits and deposits 
or coal.· :.,ocally the sea \71 thdrew for short periods, during which nat-
ur·1l drainage aystmes developed. The Andergon County ohunnei' deposits 
are believed to have been fo;rmed during one or those periods. S1milar 
channel deposits in Allen and Neosho Counties are 200 feet below the top 
ot the Cherokee. This shows that like oondi t ions took pluce earllew in 
Cherokee time. In answer to tho suggestion that the channel deposits ot 
the two areas were laid· down at the S!lme time and represei1t a single 
widesTJread condition, it io pointed out that it is no·t Justifiable to 
correlate as the same, deposits only 50,miles apart, separated by suoh 
a wide vertical range in a formation having the same thickness ~t eaoh place. 
. (22)" 
of the newly.for.nod shales. The thio~nesa of the .ro~tion does not 
ysry regularly in any dir~ction. This is due probably to: (l) the 
. . 
shales having~;been laid -down on an unevenly erode~ llississippi~n floor, 
(2) the unoont',ornities in the u9per part of the formation, (3) the sev-
eral natural oausas for the uneven distriuution of muds during deposition. 
Mississippian system. 
The chief oornponent of the Mississippian rool;ts 1& 275 to 325 feet 
or very hard, crystalline limestone, witlt ohuraot·eristio white 01· light 
. ' ' ~ ' . . ' ' 
gray color, that is referred to .bS>" -t~e operators and drillers. as the. 
"llissi~slppi lime~l. ~he top .of this Ume~_,tone ranges_ in depth from about 
900 feet in the southeastern part of- the county to 1400 feet in the 
northwestern part, as effected by the dip and ;topography~ Large amounts 
.. 
of chert occur. especially in the L1.pper pa rt. A very· irreguln-r zone 
of' sand or sandy limestone, Oto 50 reet in thickness, riQ'mnally is pres-
. ent 5 to 40 f'eet below the top of the formation. This zone, is widely 
distributed over eastern Kansas a:nd northeastern Okla~o~~ .r,frHl is pop-
ularly called· t~e "first break" in the ":Mississippi lima!,. The rocks of 
:assissippian nge in Anderson County are a continuation oi those whioh 
cr_op out in the extretne S')Utheaste!'n corner .or the state. They form 
·R. the Boone limestone which is believed to belong to the Warsaw division. 
IUssissippian (?) system. 
A short stratigraphic unit composed chiefly of shale whioh under-
lies the thick ttississippian limestone 1n eastern Kansas is.oulled the 
"second break" in the ·~!.Ussissippi lime". Tho uppe~ part of the unit 
in Anderson County consists of 30 to 40 .feet 0£ blue shale Wlderlain 
by 10 teet of brownish-gray limestone. In view o, the t'aot that a looally 
ooouring doposit below these strata has been classified as of Mississippian. 
( 23) 
age, it appears that -the limeotone and blue shale are also or tliat age.-* 
· - Fo1~ty feet of black: shale r:1:1~0 up the lower part. of the "second, · 
break" !11 tho sputhwostorn part of the county. · i part of' thi.s shale 1 
,, 
m:1y be represented at ·the same horizon in the remainder of the county• 
but it has not been identified, due to the lack oi samples,and proper 
descriptions in the loge. ?llis 'bluok sh:1le has been correlated tentatively 
with the Chattanooga of -Oklaho~. and Uissouri, whioh is considered now 
·;~.. 3 
to be of lower Uississippiun uga rather than oi- J)e.vonfan age. 
Ordovioian ~ Onmbriun systems •. · 
,A thiok series of limestones and dolomitia limestones with a few 
interc~latod beds of shale are the representativo~ of the ·ordovioian 
and Cambrian sys toms in eastern Kansas •. Only a- geuor~ll idea is had of 
the charaoter or thic~nass of theso strata beneath Anderson County· 
because no well has completely penetratetl them. Tl1e deepest one ot whioh 
a record has boon obtuined \vas drilled iuto them 1125 feet. A wall at 
Iola, 10 miles south of Anderson Coun tiy, ·was drilie,l t_hrough 2200 foot 
of them without reachi~ tho basemen~ igneous rocks •. The top of the Ord-
ov1c1an-Cnmbrian aeries is nea.rly £lat aud probably is· u n.enrly base-
leveled lnnd surface that has been made porous l:)y woathoring. It inv:..1riably 
holds water in this part of Ka11sas. However, it is worthy o·r mention 
th.at small oil and gas pools occur in thfo zone in· southeas torn Kansas, 
where ,many more dee:p t'asts luve boeu drilled than in AndersQn County. 
Deep wells in '7,~ilson and ,roodson Counties have· shown that 25 to 125 .feet 
or arkosic sandstone is between the Cumbrian limestones and the g~anitio 
*3a:nples of this limestone and shale suiJmittod ·to the.geological department 
of the Atlantia Oil Producing Company, Tulsa, Okla. were identified as 
of Kinderhook ago. 
(24} 
roOks of Pre-Oambrinn uge. Th1s onndstone may be expected to oontinue 
across Anderson County. 
Pra-O~mbr1an.rooks. 
'l'he oldest rooks ·benoath the surface comprise the "basement complex" 
on which all the lntor form:itions h~ve been deposited. These.basal rooks 
have not been renohed by the drill 1n this county and probably lie at a 
depth below 3000 feet. Where they have been encountered in adJo1n1ng 
counties thoy consist mainly of schists and granitos. Rocks ot the same 
type, and very likely of about the same age,. o~op out in tha mountain 
ranges ·,1hioh border tho ?Jidoontinant region. Soma of' these ranges are. 
tho A rbuoltle and "n1ohi ta Uount :tins 0£ Oklal1om~, the Roo;:y Mountains of 
Colorado and adjoining states, nnd the Black Rills of South Daitota. 
STRUCTURE 
Regional Structure. 
Tho regional struoture of eastern Xanans was developed in post ... 
Paleozoic time. It resulted from an uplift whioh had its center in 
tha Ozark region or southwestorn ltissouri. Tho strata were tilted in 
such n canner thlt they now dip northwestward ut the rate ot 15 to 20 
foot per r.11le. The grent 11t2i11ber of variatio11a from the general dip 
include most of the conrnon structural forms, such as anticlines, syn-
' olines, do~os, and terraoos. 
Looal ~Ztructure. 
~ho structure of the fo:rmafio11s was determined by obtaiuing the 
) 
elevations of' the· s:irfnce beds at many soattare.J points or by rinding 
( 25} 
the elevation of some readily-rooognized bed penetrated by driling, 
the elevation of the wels na.ving previously been.secured. The hor-
hon used most· often for the st11dy of the subsurface structure ~s . the 
top of' tho Iola limestone. The Iola is a very oasily-raoognhed l"orm-
ation of uniform oocurrenoe, and nearly al the wels wore started 
above it. 
'l'ypio'.l struoturos in tho oounty which a~; present h.·wo no prod-
uction _on thern, and structures which aro produotiv'e only bocuuse of 
tha coiuoidontal ocourronce of' oil. or gus undor port iono ·ot tho.ti wil 
be described here. The otho1•s. wil be dosoribed in tho disoussion of 
the fields in which they nre located.· 
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Contour interval ,s 10 feet ---inferred - barometric survey 
Fi9,. e . .Surface .sfrucl-ural m~p of Anderson 
Counry; Con fours are drown chiefly on fhe Iola and 
PJofl.shur9 lime.sf ones. :4 · is helieved fo be o sl-ruc-
-fu7:e ~aused hy foldincp "B; a sfrucfure caused hy 
th1nn1nr of O .shale 177emher l:,eneofh the limesfone 
used for dafum. The nryionol dip is foward fhe noTfhwesf. 
(-28) 
,\n anticline in the southwestorn part pt ~. 20 ~3., R • .2t -~ ' ;;... 
is the largest in tho county. I ts major axis mcte11da from tho· south-
west corner of sea. 16, ':". 20 s., R. -21 E •. to tho middle of sec. 5, 
:. 21 s., R. 21 E., a distance of throe and a half miles. The south-
ern end of the structure terminates in a dome with a olosure or_ 20 
feet. A structural nose which projeots northwestward from this anti-
cline covers parts of seos. 18 snd 19, T. 20 s., R. 21 E. and.secs. 
13 and 24, T. 20 8., R. 20 :s. The Bush Oity .shoestring fiold to.uohes 
the southeastern tlank or this struotur~ in th~ NW. J seo. ,4, T. 21 S., 
R. 21 Jo;. A very narrow gas pool ha.s been oponed in the SW. t sea. 16, 
T. 20 s., R. 21 E. and .vicinity. Another narrow shoestring of gas wells, 
about three-fourths of a mile long, oxtends from the NE. t NE. ·}'seo. 5, 
T. 21 s., R. 21 E. to the middle of sac. 32, r~. 20.iS., R. 21 E., .:It:Jpai"'al-
lols~:and is· slightly east of' the ~joir axis ot the .. dotne described as 
tenninating the largo anticline.on the south. Numerous dry bolos have 
bean clri1.led on t?lis antioline. V:1 th the axoepUon of those in tho 
producti vo areas mentioneu, few of tha:n ·t'ound more than 5 to 10 fe~rii ot 
snnd. A dry hole in. the sw •. :j, SE. f s~o. 13, T. 20 s., ll. 20 E. had 
a showing ot heavy oil in sand from 755 to 766 feet. Two dry holes ~hat 
reaohed thG ltississippinn limes~one are reported to havo Md only 5 
feet of sand, and that was i!'!llnetli.utely on top or the "lime''• 
Along the west £'lank of' the productive sreo botwoen Garuett and 
Greeley is a series ot small domes and ant.iolines sopnratell by basins 
. and synclines. The largest. imtioliue, which hus a closure 0£ 30 feet, 
· is in seos. 17, 20, and 29, ~. 20 s., R. 20 ~., a mi~o northeast of 
Garnett. The major axis extends north-south. 'l\10 dry holes have beon 
drilled near the top.and tw~_.on the south tlank. T~o· hole in the 
(27} 
1~1 • .;.Si • .;. soo. 20 encountered sand from 642 to 663 feet that held a 
~ ,., . . 
smll urnount of oil. More sand vms logged from760 to 765 feet. 
A structure with closure ot about 20 foot lies ·just .west 0£ 
Garnett in seos. 24, 25., 35~ aud 36, T. 20 S., R. 19 E. Its flanks 
dip gently .fro~ the t.ipex in the N. ! seo. 36 •.. Seve~l dry holes have 
tested the struoture. 
·"n ulmost ci-roular dOI!le about ,·a. mile in diarrtetar::..arid·i,.,vi.t.h:.ul olo~ 
sure of 20 to 30 · feet has its apoz i11 the nort 11.east corner. ot· seo. ll., 
R. 21 s., R. · 20 E. A d~y ho~e · in the southwest oornor of sec. 2 \Vas . 
drilled to 10-:1:5 feet and !"ound only a few foot of 0 dry" sand. 
Two and a hulf miles south 0£ Kincaid and on the southern edge of 
the county is a very pronounoe\l structure ituovm .as tho Mildred dome. 
Its axis is oriented about '.iJ. 65° W. The steop-dipping flant.:s form a · 
closure of at laaat 30 teat. Among the four dry holes ~n tho dome is 
ona in the southwest corner ot the mv. t soo. 10, · 1. 23 s., R •. ·21 E. 
that was drilled to the "second break" in the ''Mississi'ppi lime". The 
holo £'illed with sulphur water at 1232 feet.. Tho three. other _wells 
had showing ot heavy oil in the ch.arty· zone on top of the ltin~issippian 
limestone. 
Origin of tho loonl structure. 
The origin ot the minor atructur11l fo:ltures o.f' Ander;;on County 
must be attributed to agenoies which cause struoturea that are irreg- . 
ular in sizo and shupe, which have no ragular·arrangement. and whose 
axes extend in no single general direotion. Tl1e following agencies 
have been oonsidereJ: ( 1) direct later:-:.1 compression. ( 2) uneven oom-
paotion, (3) uneven deposition, l4) folding influenced by sand bodies, 
(28) 
l 5) folding causel by 1·e~idjus trnents fn ~~ deep, competeut rolits. · · 
Direct· lateral comnrossion.--Until recently• the theory of 
direct lateral compression was a fuvol'ite· for explaining tho origin 
of folds in sedimentary strata. r-rowi., hO\'leVer, it has come to bo. 
realized that lateral stresses are not transrni t ted long distances 
through rolativoly thin vertical seotions of incompetent bods, suoh· 
' as thin limestones and shales. The co!'!lpetont beds of Anderaon County 
are oonsidored·to include those ~elow the Pennsylvunian formations. 
?he rocks older th:m the ?onnaylvanian are massive limestones and 
dolomites· which rast upon a basement of very dense, ;hard crystalirtes •. 
The Pennsylvanian strata ura ohiefly shales. separated by thin lime-
s tones, which, in their separ!J te s ta to, are mero .shels in a ger1eral 
inoompetont mass. 
In oxa:~iuing tho possibility of the formation or Andernon County 
folds by direot ln toral compress ion, points of origin of the toro1-JS 
necessary to oronte them must bo sought. Tho l~gioal places to look 
ror those forces ~re in the.areas or disturbance nearest this district. 
These aro .t'ound in tho Ozarlt Mountains of southeastern' 1Iissour1 und 
the Ouaohi ta, Arbuo~le, and Wiohi tu !fountains of Arkn11sas and Oltlnhorna. 
'l'ho Ozark roglou was not the oout <.if suf.f'ioiont ioroe to wri1ide the 
. 4-
roai~S far from its borders. Sharp folding ooclrs 1n tho oompotent beds 
about ,tho Ouaohi ts-Arbucitle~Wiohitc:& group Qt uplifts. bµt these folds 
die out inn oo:nparativoly short uistnnoe. The folds of ce11tral and 
northern Oklahoina and south-central Kansas are smaler, havo different 
shapes. and hlve different oria.;1tation ti-u~n those which might be caused. 
bJ latoral rressure exerte1 directly from the mountainou3 regions. 
Anderson County is at leaot 200 miles from any of the are .. s of disturbance 
{ 29) 
mentioneJ. It r.iay be stated with certainty thnt incompetent beds 
would not be thrown into compressional folds at this distance by 
foroes of the size shown to have been in operation. If the deop 
competent beds had been thrown into compressional folds, the sur-
face strata should conform with them, because they rest like a 
bla~tet on the firmer orys tall ines and are subject to all · changes in 
elev3tion that appear in the latter •. 
Uneven compaotion.--Practioally all sedimentary' deposits undergo 
compaction after they aro laid down. Many writers have discussed this 
subject on bo.th its theoretical and practical sides. The latest and 
one of the best discussions, and one baaed on laboratory experiments, 
5 . 
is by Hedberg, who shows by quant1tutive studies that the amount of 
,./ 
compact ion of shale is relate.d closely to the weight of overburden. 
Compaction, chiefly of muds, is most likely to show its ef£eots over 
uneven land sur£ooes or over isolated sand bodies. According to evi~:::. 
dence already aaaumulated from various souroos, shalos and their inter-
bedded strata dip over old ~opography in oonforrnity with the slopes .of' 
the buried surfaoe, but at a lesse.r rate. The tlips are from the high 
points, or hills, wi1ere the blanket of s.ediments is thinner and where 
total consolidation is less, toward ·the lowor points, or valleys, where 
there is relatively more consolidation ot the thicker sediments. 
When the __ praot_ical worker attempts to test th.is theory, he gen-
erally finds t!l!lt its strength deponds mostly on thase~·!oonditions: 
(il) the amount and sharpness of r~lief of the buried surface, l 2) the 
thloit:uess of overlying sediments lMo doubt, these sea1menva should 
preferably be strata which at one time were deeply buried, but now, 
because of erosion, are now the small remaining portion of a onae·thiok 
(30) 
series), ( 3) a factor that is not directly assooiate~i with geology. 
but one to whioh the practionl geologist is torced to give due reoog-
nition--the aoouraoy of well reoords. 
For obvious reasons it o:.in. be understood why it is desireable 
, that there be a relatlv·:ly thin cover of sediments ove.r the buried 
topography. The chief reason is that the effects of differenbial 
compaction become less apparent as the upward intorval incroases. 
Sinoe the weight ··of overbur~en is an important cause of the amount of 
oompaotion, a condition favorable to the expected results of this pro-
cess would provide for a remaining. relatively thin cover of argilluoeoua 
seJiments which had undorgo~e the limit of grav1tat1011al compuotion. 
~en a thick cover of sediments is involved, there C..in·be less 
expectation or finding dips that resulted from oompuotion, not only 
because these dips must nooessarily become moro ge11tle aw.iy i'rom the 
burieJ surface, but also because the factor of time is brought in. As 
ti:ne goes on, the likelihood or the dips remaining essentially as. formed 
or reaching their extreme i~olination ,;ould be lessoned due to the in-
creasing onportunities for the introduction of other geologic prooessas, 
auoh as the unev~n deposition of se<iiments, tho oreation of unoont"orm1 ti.es• 
the deposition of sediments that varied laterully in chtlraoter, and true 
folding, which, taken oolleotively; are as common (and generally more 
pronaunaed in their.effects) as tho process under consideration. 
The examination of this theory depends largely·on subsurface studies 
\Vhich in turn are dependent on well records. The laymen who matte these 
records invariably lack the personal interest in such duties that \VOUld 
insure accurate data. This ciroumst.anoe is a tremendous handicap to th~ 
investigator and retards greatly the examination of tne .problem at hand, 
as well as many other problems~ 
(31) 
The irregular surface of the Mississippian limestone is very 
attraotivo for the application of the theory or gruvitational oom-
paotion to explain some or ~he structural features of eastern Kansas. 
'?!ells drilled to the "lime" show that th~ Mississippian floor beneath 
t 
Anderson County has a gentle relief• like that ot a land surf,ioe in 
the oyole of old age. Tho presence of sharp ridges, fault.scarps, 
or steop-sided valleys is not suggesteJ. It is believed that the 
relief amounts .to no more t}ian 126 feet. At one plaoe a dip of 90 
feet in a ~1le ooours, which is very muoh above tho ave~age in the county. 
The cross section in Plate III inolud•:s an area .where the greatest amount 
of relief has been found. . ·No conclusive. evidence of refloct1on .or the 
Mississippian erosional surface in the upner strata is turnished by this 
seotion. The writor thinkd. that di.f'.t'erential settling over th~ uneven 
surface of the lfississippia~ li:'.1estone is responsible tor only a few 
of the surface dips in this area, and that it has produced only those 
dips of n gentle type that would not be likely to sttra.ot attention. 
The ooourrenoe of different kinds ot deposits at the some strat1-
graphio horizon may cause· dips when consolidation has taken. place. · 
Beo:::iuso sand aonsolidutes less than shalEl • tllo upper surfaoa or a sand 
~ody would undergo less vertio~l oubsidenoa than the surface of an equal 
thickness of shale on the sides. The shale would dip_ away trom the sand 
and the strata above would bo inolinel by the s~ma sottling process. 
Mind~ul or this settling, goologists have undertaken to determine favor-
o.blo plaoes to drill in regions of scattered sand deposits by making surveys 
of tlie surfuce rocxes. Their primary purpoae·in such oases is not to find 
places structurally favorable for the aocumulntion of oil or gas--in the 
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(32} 
in which oommoroial deposits of petroleum or natural gas commonly . 
collect • 
. The qu.ali ty of the. sand in Anderson County is ~ drawback to the 
uneven compaction theory as used to discover .or ':trace .s.:ind .bodies •. 
The s:md is very fine-grained. Port~ons of it· are so .fine as to be 
silty. Lenses of shale.a are· inoludod, -in many places~ These olmraoter-
· istios induce compnotion more .nenrly:equ4l to that ·or;olean shale th.an 
a c_lenn, ooarse-grained quartz-sand and, therefore, would tend to lessen 
the relief ~n the overlying sediments •. The. structure which supports. this 
theory best is the antioline northwest ot Welda oooupied by _the ?,olking~· 
horn gas, field •.. This fold,. tor which the sand body ma1 b~ .responsible• 
is long and. narrow, .oocµrs directly ovor the snnd,. and its major· axis paral-
lels the.trend of the sand. However, a somewhat s1m1lar structure, only 
a short distance east of the produt1tive one and having the srune, orienta-
tion, has no sand under it. Moreover, the latter f.idea into ne>rmai dip 
where the sand is near its maximum thickness.·. 
l!"old1n£, influenced ~ ~ bodios .--The belief that snnd bodies. influenoe 
.. 
folding is.an outgrowth o.t' the differential settling theory. It is argued 
that the beds of shale at the sides of the·sand body have an inolinat~on 
away from it oaused by ditferontinl settling between the sand .and shale. 
With this initial inolinntion as an aid, horizontal fories ·would oause 
- ' 
folding to take plnce over the foreign.'body. in the shale.· The horizontal 
forqes qalled upon by this theory are supplied by movements in the oom-
pe tent basement-:roeks. Thin o~ very narro\v sand deposits, suoh as beach 
or shallow water sands o>.·, ohamiel fillings, probably would not influence 
the conversion of lateral stresses into vertical ones. Sandbars, whioh 
·have greater thickness in proportion to .their width t11an the other kinds 
of sand deposits, might exeroise an influence. Strong obJeotions to this 
·. (33) 
theory ·are· that ( l) the dips of the· strata on· the sides ot the sand would 
-
not·be steep enough to invite folding, (2) no horizontal forces would be 
in effect at the horizon~£ the sand deposits, but ·Only in·the deeper.rocks--
the daeper folding would be in control and the uppe.r be<.ls would be bent 
without ·regard for the type·of sediments they contained. 
Uneven deposition.-·Unevan·deposition is oonsido1•etl by the :writer to be 
an important cause or· some 0£ the :abnormal dips in Anderson County. Both ~;·~= 
the· shale and· limestone members of the Lansing formation very ;oonsiderably 
in thiokness 'and some· of the other Pennsyl van1a11 rooks ·change in'. t'hiokness, 
thOugh not ·~s radionlly as those of the Lansing. no unoonf91·mi ties are ·. ·: ·. ·. 
notiooable in· the surface 1·ormations.. · ( See desoriptions of members of· the· 
Lansing formation., pp. 12-17 ~-) 
The wieven deposition ·of shale may be caused by: (l) · varying dist..;. 
ances from· the source of supply, {2) variations in the rate of, supply of 
the sedirnant·s, {3) ·variations in the velocity. of the transporiting agent, 
(4) the unloading of mnterial into a oommo:c1 nrea from .more thnu one direo-
tion, { 5) irregular distribution of the sediments by currents and waves. 
·~mien sediments al'o ·brought into a quiet sea at a constant rate by a 
single. stream, a lonti.-Oular deposit is formed whioh thins :radially·,£r6rn 
/,.,.its thiokest p~i?J'tion near the shore. · Vl'hen the amount of material is de-
creased., tho size of the deposit is decreased, probabliy·roost noticeably in 
. the vertical dimension. When the volooity of the transporting agent is 
slewed up, t'.he :litriits to whioh' the material is oarried are· drawn .in.· If 
more than one transporting ugt?nt brings material to a. pla.oe of deposition, 
the shape of the deposi tad loads llas addition.al irregularities due to the 
intarfingering or overlapping of sediments. Currents ·probably play an 
important roie in the final disposition of muds by talcing the loads dropped 
(34) 
by the rivers: a11d. carrying. them long distnnaes- to redistribute .them. 
The sediment is scoured from some post ions of' the ooean flo_of and 
dropped. at o_ther points where the currents aro oheoke,l or def'leoted. 
The result of all these conditions is a formation of uneven thJokness. 
When a limestone i·s laid dO\\'ll on a gently s;Loping su~taoe,, suoh 
as that. pf a ·layer ot mud, the limestone oonforms itself to the relief 
of, the mud+,beoause it is deposited_ in t.lte man11er ot a prooipitate. 
After oonsol1dation, the limestone. has an inolfoation. resembling. that 
oaµsed by f'plding._ In.many plaoes. in.Anderson:Oounty the Pla.tts:t>u.rg 
Hmeston~ and sianton limestone have. dips that are .traceable. to ·ohanges 
in th1omess of the, Lane and Vilas . shales. suoh dips,. when opposed to 
the regional dip, form '~pseudo-struoturesn. They are depositional features 
.. ratner thall, true struatttral fea.tures and hold no signifioanoe in the search 
.tor oil and gafJ pools. 
One br.oad anticline in tho county hus 50 feet of reverse dip QS 
mapped on the.base of the Plattsburg limestone but at least 40 feet ot 
this dip may be aooountad . for by the thinning of tho Lane shales from 
150 to 110 .feet. 
Polding cnused J?.i·reud.iustments !!l-~ doen, competent rocks.--some 
of the structures may have beon formed as ,tho result of readjustments -in . 
the deep, competent rooks. It has boon observed tha.t the more prominent 
ones,. those with relatively ateopor dips, have about the same orientation--
N.' ~o0 -4&~·;:w. In Oklahoma there are syst.ems of :folds and f'aults arrangatl 
4 
.!m.·. echelon. lferri tt and !.icDonald qa.ve explained the .origin of these as the 
result of rotational stresses transmitted to the overjying incompetent roo~s 
by.shearing in the crystallines, giv~ng rise to compressional antiolines 
and tension faults. It seems doubtful whether th.e same thrusts. that caused 
the wa·rpings and f'aul ts in Oklahoma were responsible .tor those in this part 
(35) 
of Kansas~. Thq scattered .fol,ds here that may .be segregated .intQ 
systems iare._.fei.ver and have more v.::..riation~ in. s~pe than the, Oklahoma 
. folds. Faults are very soarse and of inconsequential displaoement. 
Howev.et, the 3!a.ot that the folds. deorease., in ·sharpne~s and numbers· and 
the faults become less .numerous as. they ~:ire followed .north\"iard, lends a 
. . ;··: 
faint ~suggestion toot· the ... same thcusting ef"£eot,. ar!gi:nating .somewh~re· in 
the southe~n.oitlahoma region,·was. in.play. 
6 
Moore has oonol utled that the 0gran1 te · ridge'' of central. Kansas was 
formed by up-falllting in Pre-Mississippia11 time .. ,· pl'Qbably in the e~rly part 
of the Paleozoic era. If movements of.suohmagnitude.were.in play, their 
effect in.the way of smaller movements oan be ex.peoted to bav~ reached as 
far east .as the Anderson County area. 75 miles. away. Movements ,along the 
lines. of weakness oreated in earlier geologic time were rane~d 1n later 
Paleo~o_ic;, time, nnd ,perhaps in other eras. 
The writer is not prepured to say whether. these deep-seat~d disturb-
. ' . . ' ' 
nnoes ~vera of' the "stress and stra1n". type that account for the Oklahoma 
folds, or were ·faults that f~de into folds in the so:f'ter. rooks near the' 
surface •. · It is oonoluded, however, t't1at some suoh deep-seated regional 
forces were involved in £orm+ng.the· 1irue £,olds of this district. 
Few data are available on the attitude or the deep rooks in eastern 
Kansas beosuse only one well. in· several humdrod !las bean drilled below the 
Mississippian limestone. A ~etter understan.d11:1g of' oondi tions in the older 
roa~s· might furnish .an interpretation of Q.OW the struotures were formed. 
In, swnmury, the abnormal ~ips of tha strata in Anderson: 001.mty are be-
lieved to have been, oaused ohiefiy by _thio..cnning and thinning ot the Penn-
sylvanian sedtments, especially the members of tho Lansing formation, and 
by rendtjuotmonts in the deep, competent · rocks. Diffe~ont1Al settling over 
.the Mississippian floor may, be, responsible tor some of the .very gentle 
dips •. The. ~riter reoognizos the plausibility of, the uneYen oompaotion . 
. theory but. hus no_t found suftioient evidence to oonvinoe him b.hat. the 
refleot~on Qf subsurface features: in .this district onn be trao_ed upward 
as far as the formations now exposed~ 
I 
AOOmIJLATION OF OIL AUD GAS. 
General conditions •. 
Oil and gas fields in areas of sheet ·sands have a close relationship· 
to the structure of the rocks. W~re the sand contains water, the oil and 
gas ~re on·top of the water 1n the highest plaoes in the reservoir. Thay 
) ~ i/ f'.J ,., .. ,/\ ' ' ' /,.#l r~. 1 ,, \..,. ~ t, ~ ' ' : > • ' • .' - C ' : ' ' ' ,, 0 : \ ~- ', 
,yecome oonoentrated in the traps formed by the fil-aittaning or revers.:il of the 
dip ot the rooks. Antiol1ues, domes" noses• and terraces are the most 
favorable types of structure on whioh to drill. Oil may settle into syn-
clines or basins \Vhere no water oooupies tho porous stratem. Where the 
reservoir is partially water-filled, the oil rests on-the surface of the 
water where it' reaches up the flan.its of the structure. This theory of the 
arrangement of gas, oil, and water, nooording to density, is known as the 
antiolinal, or structural theory. It is one of the basic prinoiples which 
guides tho petroleum· geologist in his searohes. 
'Not all \Vildoat wells 'looated on structures are sucoess£ul. The fail-
I , ' • 
ures oan be uooounted for by' the absneoe of one or more or the oondi tions 
' whose colleotive effects are necessary to insure the sucoessf'ul application 
of the struoturnl theory. Some of the reasons test wells are dry are, 
· l l) the oil may never have been formed in the ar9a being explored, ( 2) the 
absenoe of a suitable reservoir roale, (3) tne lack of an impervious root 
over the sarid, such as a water-wet sh!Jle, or a 11·:iestone, (4) the laok ot 
{37) 
. suffiaient pore space to allow the gas. -oil; and water. to undergo grav-
itational ~ep~ation, . ( 5) the presence of avenae~ of escape £or -the oil, 
furnished by faults, or by ~xposure of the oil .saud by erosion,· ( 6) the 
surface struo~ure i~ not a.true rofleotion,of the structure of the rooks 
', . 
in which the. oil is f:lxpeoteti, ( 7 l drilling may nqt hav~ been ~rried to 
,· 
a suf'f'1o1ent <tepth. '(8) heat furnished by igne·ou~ intr~t11ona or. the meta-
morptiio aotio~ induo~d by sAarp fold1ng µiay have dextr<;>yod the.oil, 
(9) ~ha struo,~re may have peen.flushed free or ;ts oit by 0 cirpulating 
water. 
Conditions in Anderson Ooµnty. 
The structural ;heory Qf. aoou.-nulation has 011ly limited application 
in A~derson County beoause: ( l) the sand have very soa~terad dist'triba-
.tdon, (2), the pr1noipal oil"'.'bea~ing. sand does not contain water, (3) the 
. struqture of the surface rocks is not nl~ys, an indication .of tho struo-, ., 
ture below the surface. · 
,The theory may be used.,with mo.re confidenoe when dealing with the. 
poss+ble prod1toing hor~zons in or.~elow the M1ssiss1pp~an limes,tono. 
Conditions th~re wnrrant it1::1 application beonuse the srmds in those lower 
horizons are quite. widespread and contai~ water. As yet, they.have not been 
< 
foun4 productive 1n this county but sufficient tests have not ·been drilled 
', ' ,; ' :,,• ·, 
in areas havi~g the proper structural conditions to throw light on thefr 
po~si bilities. ·-. 
The ohie:t feature of the sands ot this district, their scattered dis-
tribution, is made more not t,ceabla by th~ pre.sence of trenda ot sand only 
·q < 
a few hundred feet in width but several ;niles in length, and bf many small 
diocqnnacted bodies .of sand. All the sands, exoept the main 0;1 aand, 
oonfain salt water w}?.ere they do not ho.ld oil or gas. In every onse the· 
(38) 
gas J1as: migra;od. to the, points iwher~;, the reservoir roo.k:has the h5..gh-
est alev~Uon. In. on~ plaoe _ a ·body' ~f, dJhe of the shallow gas -~.ands 
extends ove~. flll untioline. On :top of _the structure the. ~and is 'ooou.pied 
by ga.s'"".-~own., ;he· ai~ea.. by sa1t water~ l See 1'1ig. ta~. 'rhe · same rola tion-
ship ooours o~ a · sh_ogstring of' gas wells near Garnet tr. Qt:ts haµ_ bean 
found i:q. this s~n(where it 1orosaes a do~e. 
In, a narrow trend of a dt3eper sand that yields ·-gas,. in .rr oontinu.ous ,' . . . ;. ; . '.I-,;;~·;;)/·_ ·; ' 
belt from Colony;· to a'' point. hear Uont Ida· pro.duo~ ion ls .ou~ off on enoh 
end by r1al t, ~te:r. A major relationship between .. the s~iid and: the regional . 
. dip bas.caused.this sopar~tion oi"_gas and.water •. Tl?,e oonditio~smay be 
illust-rate,d as~·~ollows:~ . If a hollow, slass .t~pe \Vore bent. into tht) form 
' • ' t )~ I _ ' 
. of an a-rah on1 filled /ri th ~as :and wator, were. sealed. and ,laid on a flat 
surfaoe, ther~ ·would be a slight sepnrat;on 0£ the oonte.nts, oQhtrolled 
. by the. diameter. ot the tuj)e. It_ ·t,he surface on which the tube rested 
' ' ' : . ' 
were tilted s~ th~1t the o~nvex side ot the arch became, the highest pa.rt t 
. ~ . ; ' 
an approoiabl!3 diffQr~=mce in .elevation would result between the ends and 
the middle of the re$ervoir. The·gas woqld oollo~t at tho top of the 
aroh pr ••autiQlil1et' ~o tomed. The gas-producing area between Colony 
and Mont Ida is representod by the a:roh and the_ parts o.f the sand body 
whic}l contain water 'by the ends ot the t~po.. (See F1g._l9l • Recent 
development. indicates that .~he sa'lle bodf of sand swings up the dip toward t; 
the. t:l,Ortheast an~ again becomes high enough t.o be gua-bearing in an area 
' . •.;-: 
a m~le long •. 
, .T~e aocumulatio_n of gas, may ,be controlled by the s~mpe ot a body 
of sa~d,. Thi~ _condition apparently holds true 1µ a small gas pool in 
*Credit tor tl'le reoognition•of suoh relationshins between shoestring 
sand b~dies at1d tho rogion~l · dip is due John t,. Rioh. 
l39J 
seos •. 16, 17 ,. 20, and 21, T •. 20 ~·, R. 21 E. I~ this pool a. ~arrow 
I?,Orth-sout~ group of .. gns 1wells produces from ~ ~ar-/s~ped r_idge of sand. 
The top of ~he ridge is wide enough tt? al~ow for. bf~ one row of wells. 
·.\ .· 
. -':\ 
Thos_e drilled down t~e flanks,:o~ :,the r~dge l_ound: it: .t~inner,: broken wit~ 
. ) ; 
shale, and ~-ator-bearing. In Figure 3 contour. l.i~es, on ~iff'er.ent. horizons 
; • ¥ _l l· ' • , ' ' ' ~ 
show "'the attitude of· the beds. .One pla.t indi9ntEta .. t}:l~ distance o~ the 
', ~ j ' • : "'• j,' ,: .~ • 1 ! , ;' \';, t ·; _.' I 1 ·, . j ~ • 
t?P of the sand be~ow th~ Fort Scott limestone and shO\YS that the san(\ 
has an n~.ntiolinal'' form: caused by lensing. The oon~ex top of th.e:i:reser-
voir rook serves the same purpose as u folded. sheet sand, but it has the 
distinot disadvantage to the geologist and producer of not being re£leoted 
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Ba~e of Ff.Scoff .. Infervol from Ff.Scoff fosa 
: , + dry .If> qos -· 
~ thickness of' :)and 
· Fi9 . .3. 51-rucl-ural confours on dil/erenf horizon..s 
above a narrow bar-shaped hody of sand Poorly re-
corded well loqs occounf lor some of fhe oddihe.s 
of slrucfure. "The sfrucfure of fhe Ff. Scofl /imesfone 
c• S!.:!91es~s,, fhol later wesf ward f i!lin9 increased fhe ''compoc-
hon c/,p ohove fhe down-dip f lonlr of lhe sand body 
and decreased if above fhe up-dip flank. 
l40) . 
The ohiet oil sand contains no water and tha limi~s of :the sand 
define.§ the limits of a field. Exceptions to this statement· are ·found 
wher~ npparort~ly ne+ther gas, nor oil, nor water are present. The 
manner in.whiQh the relative elevation and oleanness of this sand control ,,, . ' ' . . , . . ., .. 
tlte ~istr1but+on 0£. the oil and gas will be. demonstrated in. the discussion 
. -~ 
of the ·different fieids. S(?.$.ar as the writer.Ms been abite to ascertain, 
surfaoe.strtioture hao no aignifioanoo tn·reapeot to th~.ooourrenoe of 
thi.s . oil sund~ . 
.C>IL . .Al'1D OAS SAlIDS. 
The oil and gas sands o_f Anderson ~otmty nre oh.a.raoterized by their 
limi tad extent. · They are ne>t sheet suIJ.ds. which were deposited uniformly 
. ' 
over n wide.area. but are long, narrow bodies or srnull. restriot~dpatohes 
0£ sat1d buried in the shales. The long, narrow ~rends are called "shoe-
strings'' beoause· tlleir leng~h is so muoh .greator than tlleir width. .in 
many ins tanoos the st rat igr~phio horizon of any ot thes(3 sa.uds may be de-
teoted by the presence ot sandy shale. 
The chief' productive sarid.s . have been nameq in acoord~t.1100 with the 
dapthat whioll they are i"ound. They are the 300-, 600-, 800-, and 900-
foot sands. The appi.iontion or the
0
.ciopths at which they ooaur as the 
names of the ~ands is inaooiirate beoau,se their depth is varied by the 
dip, by changes in thioknoss of the fo~t1ons, aml. by .the topography. 
Other sa1?,da, }.yh1ch are oil-bearing in other !X,lrts or Kansas, b~t which 
have not yet furnishadoom.merotal production int.his area, are bolow those 
that havo reo(3.1VeJ t~e most development to date. 
-~-!Q.21 sand.~-Shal~ow, stray sand.a at about this depth ara itregu.lar.-
.. ~ :~ ; ' 
ly distributeq. in the northeastel"1:l part of tho oounty. Sands at diffe:rent:.> · · 
stratigraphio horizo;is, but approximately ut the same depth, are \:nacfo{u.-.· 
. (41) 
atoly ·referred to· as the same· snnd. · The one ·encountered most ·oonunonly 
is a ·gas sand riear tho top 'of· the Lu Oyc:;ne sh.ale, whioh. furnishes· .. wells 
of 'about ono-qua_rter million·1 reot initial. volume. Its maximum thickness 
is 36 feet. · Goner:.1lly, the shallov, gas Ms oOtn:"!leroiul vitlue only when · ·, 
produced' 1n ·oonjunotion with tho gas f'l•om the· deeper wens ·with greater' 
~ 
volume •. 
A11other sand, in the ?rowata ·shale, has produce~ henvy ·oil in ·a· few 
wells.: ·Those sands have very·little ·oommeroiul importance. 
;~00-foot ~.--The 600~foot sand loonllY. serves as. a reservoir for 
gas. Depoafts of this sand are chiefly straight, nurro\"1 bodies with 
convex' tops. I1i many soa ttered ,Yells -throughout the oounty the sa11d 
contains only ·water. Its maximum reported thickness is 60' feet. · 1~llis 
'sand was·· deposi tad· at about the stratigraphio middle of th.e Bandera· £; 
shale and is correiated with· the Weiaor· s;md of southern K:lnsas. 
·aoo-.!Q..Qi ~.--Th~ GOO-foot sand, often referred to as tha ·11shoestring" 
sand, produces most of the oilc and some of the gas in Anderson County.· 
It 1s ver--J limited in ex.tent and its thickness is equally .variable. This 
sand ooours in two phases: (1) as long, narr0\'/ 9 shurply-definad bodies 
with flat top~ but oonvex bottoms, 800 to 1400 .feet,wide. Oto 60 feet· 
I 
thlolt, and several miles long, ( 2) as irregular patohos oovering 40 to 
) . 
400 ao'res and O · to 30 feet thiOlc. Both types or sand bo.dies are· 20 to 
50 fet,t below the top· of the Cherokee shale, and occupy approximately· the 
7 
sama' stratigraphic horizon as the Squirrel s3nd of otlahoma. Tho Squirrel 
1 
.sand 1s·,equivatilent to the PrU;e·sand. The sand is b?,4own, iine-gr:'.'.l1ned, · 
and mia:,iceous, and is very impure locally becuuse of included laminae ot 
silty ·shale. Anderson County probo.bly represent.s about the oqtward limit 
of sand deposition during the. time· this plrticulsr stratigr~hlc horizon 
was· be 1ng laid dovm. 
_l4Z) 
900-1.<1.Q..t, .rufil<!.--The, 900-.foot sand furnishes, p:ractically.:all tho 
g~s _;of t~ ~otmty. , Opero.to:r:s frequently, cal~ it the .colony sand be-, 
oausa,\t)iietfirst maJof :developm~nt in. it ~ook place on towl}: lot~ a_t 
. 991,on:y, \ 1'~e 1 .J.ar~es~. b<;>dy, .of this sand· 1ms been traoe'1 through ,a· gently-
win~ing;ocurs.e i for. is rnile-s· ln the : central part of the. county. ,. .This .. 
~rand, .. ?5 to ,.100 feat, belov,. the top or· the Oherokee sliale, .attains a 
m~x1ml4'?1 thickne~s of 140 feet and' r:inximum width of: about, one~hal;' mile. 
Lens~~; of~ shal~ ~re inc).uded nnd it ,srades ,into a_andy shal~ · and broken 
sand _both,;o.terally- and vertically. In th~ e~uitem part of. :the county 
are other,straight 9 lenticular bodies of-sand with a.general·north--•• • I ' • ' ' . ' ' I . ~ ( 
south direct ion :;tha t aro cor,related with.· the Colony .horizon. ·: They1aro 
150 .. to 180 feet _bel~w _the top of the Cherokee .formation ·mid nre. thinner, 
narrower; and more sharply definecl than/the large Colony ~and ,bo.dy., 
Most of ,them aro 500 to 1000. teat wide and O to· 50. f'oat thfak. 1They 
yield gas wells having l to 8. million feet initial open flow.· All .the 
. sand at the 900-foot level. ia fine-grained, ,sruy t and mioaceoua, and. 
varies .over a wide. range in purity, aocording to the amount of shale 1 t · 
contains. 
!loma people. refer to the Colony sand as ·the B£u•tlesville, a name . 
applied.freely to s~ds in th~ Oh~rokee shale, even to scattered deposits 
n long distnnoe from the t1,tpe looulity of the .Bartlesville.. Although 
the ,900-f'5ot sand of .Anderson County was laid; dovm. at or near tha true 
. ' 
Jiattleaville horizon, it has not. been detemined definitely of that uge. 
I • • ' ,' • ·, 
Struy ~.--on the southe~storn edge of. the Oolony g,as, .t"ield n well 
which to:und .only sandy shale at the 900-f~ot level was, doepe11ed to 1000 
' ' \ . 
fee_t where a flow of about ono-half' million feet of~ gas was obtained · 
:t·rom a, str111 aand. The daily producUon and pressure declined very 
slowl:,y, / probably becmuse only one \Voll was ·drawing gas £rom the reservoir •. 
(43). 
[ 1n so!-.lttered armis ·throughout the; county. thio .doop· stray. sand hus 
bee~ disoove;recl, bu.t with the except io~ of· the Colony well,· which is 
hig~ struoturally,,Elll other holes have found.only sait water. It 
is very like~y, that it will be .productive elsewhere under· the proper. 
strµcturul conditions. 
l 
· : ~urgess sand.--A · rer.iar'Ka,bly thick sand lies: cm top of the Mississippian 
· lim13atona ini the extreme w~storn part ~t the 001,lllty. · several '.dry holes 
..,,. : ' . i 
south of. l'lorthoott and. between Uorthoott nnd 7rastphalia h~vo penetrated 
'; I • • ·~ • I 
100.:to 160 ~?et·.·or it. A 4cy hole thre~ and·a ~a.lf miles west of Harris 
had ·150 feot. Tho~o widespread oocurrenoas indioa to tho t. thi$ sand muy 
. extend· tho ent;re length 0£ the wnstern slde .of. the county. , A tow gas 
wells about two miles soutl). 0£ Uorthcott produce f'rom the upper ,10 · to 
15 feet of the doposit. t:ater is under tha .gas .. 
,' ,,-·' . Showings of oil ·1mvo 
bee~ reported in two or throe dry holes. Perhaps gas·or oil will be 
f'ou??,d i!l the upper fart in places where the snnd is relut 1 vol? high due 
to uneven deposition or folding~ 
~ .Q! ~ 0 Uississipni JJ..m2'' .--1t1 that southeastcr~1 pa.rt of the county 
set off by a line between Lone Elm und Selma tho, top 0£ the ''ltissi~sippi 
lime" is composed of a oher", rot tan zone tlv.1 t is very porous. This 
zpn~ may be tho result of we~thering before the advance ·of tho Cherokee 
sea. Almost evory well which has boon drilled through this zC>no ho.a 
found a showing of' gas or low-grav1 ty oil. ~s yet, not enough oil has 
he~n found in any well to make it n comr.iaroial produoar. Tho. umount 
of tho showings is npp.:1rentl:,._ moro depe11dont on the porosity 0£ the 
limestone than on its nttuoture. 
••First break" .--Any change of· format ion whioh includes shale, sand-
stone, or san4y limesto~e ~etwecn 5 to 75 feet below the top ot the 
l!ississippiall limestone is refe,;-red to as the "f'irst break". Where 
(~1) 
the break is sandstone or sandy limestone·. it invariably contains salt 
water. No production has been seo~red·from it in the count~, and so 
far as the writer itnows. no .showings have been credited to it. · 
"Siliceous .!!.!fill" .--The widespread "sllioeous limen of the: Midoonti-
nent region underlies Anderson c·ounty at. a depth of 300 to 350 feet 
bel6w the top ot the Mississippian limestone. This porous zone is the 
'' 
trunoated Arb·uokle limestone of Ordovician age;· It is. the only one of 
the ,,,second breaktt or "Wilooxtt sand series· common to Oklahozra ·- that has 
been found in this area. One of the nine wel~~ drilled to this deep 
horizon is reported to have had a showing of oil; the others encountered 
great quantities of sulphur water. 
SUGGmTED OBIGI!{ OF THE SAND BODIES 
'l'he sands of' Anderson County represent individual. units 0£ deposi- · 
tion thut can be outli11od. and studied separately. 
y 
Where. it ~s oonsid-
arable thickness, .the sand is concentrated into .forms that: resemble bars, 
shalloi'w· water or baa.oh deposl ts, or the fillings of channels. Cross 
sections of the oil sand. can be secured wl.th a fair degree ofccuraot. 
from the lQgs of wells 300 feet apurt that are drilled through the sand 
into the underlying shale. Sections of the 900-foot gas sand cannot 
be outlined as definitely because the wells are farther apart and, to 
avoid encountering water, drilling is stopped before· the sand has beon 
completely penet~ated. 
Bars.--The deposits that resemble bars· are long and narrow, straight 
or gently curved. The underside is practically flat or partly convex 
downward and the top is convex or nearly flat. The sand thins gradually 
to the edges. In places the total thickness is replaced by sandy shale 
{45) 
before all traces of· the clepos it· disappear into the surrounding · shale. 
Fingers· _of sand 10 to· 25 :f'eet thick· project 500 to 2000 feet f'rom one 
or both sides 0£ some of tho bodies. There appears to be no way to 
distinguish between the land\vard. und seaward sides, probably because 
dnta are :not avidlable to outline the bodies in detail. The unexpeoted 
shapes of. some ttbars" whioh . have 11 t tle rose~nblnnca to familiar types 
may be traceable to marine erosion, migration during deposit1on, and 
poasU.1ly to inacourate desoriptions m.1.d measurements in well records. 
However, ~t is likely that their shape is. truly variable and that · 
ideal forms are the exoept ion •. 
The general prooesses by which bars are formod are so well ~nown 
e 
that the writer does not oousidor it neoesaary .to describe thom here. 
Bar deposit!.i are reproaentc~d among f:\ll throe of the main sand 
hor.izons of the oounty. 
Shallow water .Ql: beach de nos its. --'l'he sand bodies which· are believed 
to havo been laid down in r!-}ther shallow water, perhaps on the floor 
of an emba.yrnent .,. are quite wiiform in thioltness. Their upper and lower 
sides.are clean out, but· they grade laterally into sandy shale. They 
are irregular in outline. and the matjority of them are oblong. In many 
places several small patches .ot sand at· the. same horizon are s~parated · 
by barren zonos'of shale. The patohos have no systematioarrangoment 
among themselves but taken ns a whole may !'orm a distincw trend. The 
slight irreguln.rities in the thio1mess may be due to deposition on an 
uneven sea floor or to work of' currents. or w-aves •·: The sandless ureas 
may indionte the .former presence or ialanda. I:f' these.sands ware ever 
above tho strand line, as beach sands, the. ·v,ind. may have shifted them about. 
It seems. likely ·that these sand .bodies were lnid d.own alont~ the edge ot 
. n · lO\v iand occupied partly by svr..1mps. Coal is f'ound in plnoes near the 
·(46} . 
the s~me horizon as the sand. 
: Chr.nu1el fillings.--Tho ob...aunel-shaped· dcposi ts, \Vhicll ttziy be ·several 
miles, in length but only a row hundred f'eet in width, are the most 
. . 
extraordinary of all the, sand bodies.; Such ,deposits in this d,istriot 
a:r:e ,gently ourved. ,bttt maintilin ,tho same genor,'.~l di reotion ,for . six to . 
eight ·mqes. The minimu..~ a~plitude of any of the· ourvos in ;two miles. 
Thei! cross sectio11s have considerable Vtlriation in shape. but the oros·~-
. sectional·· area re!'!lains about the same. Where tllo oh.annal is narrow, 
it is' refati vely de~por. Tho sections are· not .-always symmetrical but 
the deepest part swings from si4o t9 oidt_~. · ttth<f top· 0£ tho sand is 
nearly flat in most instances, but ·places exist where· a shallow, channel• 
shaped depression has be~n oaryod, probobly the final work of the our~ 
rent of the stream. In oontru:st to ·the depressions are convex portions 
projecting above the aver-uge level. ~hey have the appearance of bai·s 
suo!1 ,'ls. are oommonly thro-,vn up at the· bends of streams. In some plaoes 
sand or sandy shale is sp!ead out ip. a thin. layer a quarter to half' a 
. mile wide in the hori~on of the top, or slightly above the top, of thtl 
main ,channel deposit. Developments to date have not shown that those 
ish,lated patches are .evet·ywhere oonneoted with the main body of sand. 
Dry holes that had no snnd have been drilled between. the thin deposi,ts 
an.d the mnin 'body, but 1 t is reasonable to expect that. somewhere t.hey 
are connected by nar:row necks or sand that _represent tempor:.1ry out-offs 
of the· stream. · '!'he isolated deposits .loo~illy furnish small wells with 
oil ot lower gravity than th:lt in the negrby shoestring • 
. ' ( 
.The ohnnnol filling v·:,rios 1n quality but everyv,h~re remo.ins in 
the glass of fine-grained sand. ~ha be3t is f'ine, sugary sand conta.in-
ing 
1
ilery ,littlo f'oroign material. Most of it has much silt and a largo 
·peraentage of miaa in the form of tiny· flakes. 'Thin streaks of silty · 
shale.show thst the material is cross-bedded. 
hlock, calcareous. sand 
/-,olds liff/e oil, S-8 feef fhick 
convex under -.s/de 
Thickness 
Widfh 
35c-60 feef (maximum) 
0 - 35 feef ( minimum) 
600 - 2000 feef. 
Fi9. 4. Typical cross secfion of a channel fillirul The .small 
body af fhe side is a local feafure_ (Nof drawn fo scale.) 
(47) 
, : , ·.'t'he p.roqoss by ,vhioh the channels that wore o:lrved in the so£t 
· Cho~okee. shales were ·1uter .filleJ to· th~ top with sand seem:l.ngl:ycoan- . 
not be ax.plained by ordinary stream deposition. Present-day streams 
whose channels .are· pearly_. filled with a~nd flow. in sharply meandering 
' ·,. :, ' . 
qoux-ses ~ Thq :buried onannels of Anderspn County are only. gan~l:r curved. 
1 
It \s · suggr~s~ad that. the .history .of the filling prooo~a which did not 
". s •• -'· •' • ' • ' , 
ind~ce moandoring· i~ about as follows: Sluggish streufs- th!it carried 
-. rnos;J.y ~mu.d .e~ptiocl :~nto a ;l,hallow embaymant. of ~ho- Oh~rokoa · se,a -·!1hose 
' ~ . 
low., marshy shore vias .s~ve1\il miles eas1; of the '.Anderson County area. 
,,' . ...... ; ,,, .. : .. ' 
Whe $ea bottom was ~ smooth marine- flooi- that ·sloped ~ery gently~ 
,c _:· 1- ., , • ·-: ' 
,} ~ ' ,. ' ' ; . 
p~o~lding s~llow water; aeva~l miles from shore. .After uplift of the 
region., the ~ea began to r~trent ~lowly. ~nd as it rot'l.'":9uted, tho stre:.ims 
ndv~nqed the1r-;rno1.1ths. and thus len~then~cl their courses on .the lo\iter 
end. Perhaps au. 1:n.oroasod gr~dient helped them· out rather straight 
channels, .~o. ~o, 59., t~ot.,deep., in the soft froshly-expo·sed. ~ea bottqm: 
i i ·, i ;; ·: . . ' '-"' ' . ' . 
ov:ei; .\vhioh they mado new·. paths to the sea. Their ste~p grAdient and 
entrenohed qhannoln ,rov~n~od tnaanderotn-g~,:::d,1:u1d,. a pr\'lduot to be. ~x-
peoted in; a rajuvannted stream, was carried by- these st~e~il~. Soma of. 
the sand oamo to rost ,on the channel botto'.1ls; some was trunsported into 
the. ,sea and was drifted along tne ahore ,, by- ,currants, finally ,to come to 
rest JlS beach sands and low bars. Wlien subsidence of tho land too_k place 
and the sea started to regain ito former boundaries, it advanced first 
up· the river channels. The sand whioh the rivers were carrying was 
dropped when it reaohed the quietor, deeper water und was added to that 
which alre3dy partly £1llei tho channels. As the edge of the sea 
continued to advance; the sand-cl.,ogged part of th~ channels_ wasi.;;:p~ahedI .. 
up-fJtream •. ~rob~bly a sta!le of ~idal ebb anti flow during the silting-up· 
of the oha~als is respons~ble for the intrioate lamination of mud with 
(48} 
·; fine-grained sand. Tho siirplus san~. -beyond that needed to level-up 
the. filling, was spread. out on the sea noor along tne sides •. · This 
took phce ·;mostly at the western etids· of tha stream coursos. b"inally. 
the. entire area wns submer~ted. more deeply and a blanket of mud \Vas 
deposited, o!er the long str~ngs of sand before any fonn of sub~}1U:eous 
' erosion could dfstrub ther_n. 
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Fi9. 5. Deposif.:1 of f he 800-loof, or shoesfrinq,. sand 
in fhe Anderson-Linn Counfy disfricf The lwo fypes of 
sand bodies of fhe some horizon form on inferesfin7 comb/nafion. 
The :theory thus outlinOdi provides for an ;ordinary 'drainage system 
made 'up· 'of trunk streams and· br.mches th.at wore generally ·corifineJ. to 
single ah!lnriels bt1t loo:illy may have sent part of their ,•r.:1ters down 
small, natur:...l depressions na::tr the· eatnblisheu. courses to form tempo-
. zrary out-ofts. The comparatively straifJht 'ohanriels alrendy trace<l out 
do not suggest to the writer the existence of a brri.ide4:;.stremn pattern. 
Tlle ground plan ·of tho "system" of channel deposits in Anderson and 
Linn Oountie/ (Fig. 5) indi~ates westward drainage.·: As -'yet/none of 
these branches has been joined, by drilling~ bu.t the outloo1' seo.ms good 
for this to happen. In tho older and more thoroughly developed }Jumboldt-
{49) 
Chanute district of Allen .and Neosho Counties, shoestring trends Join 
es.ch other :l:ilte stream branches. 
The idea that these channel deposits are the fillings of' .delta 
distrihutaries does not appear acceptable. bedause the sand is oonf'ined 
to .one horizo:.1. The remains ot a· delta shold contain muah sandy shale 
) . 
and many. fragoents of channel fillings .that were made by ·several dis-
tributaries. cont111u..'llly changing their courses to the sea. . A del tn . 
resul to from a building-up process and ocaupies a. considerable strat-
igraphic interval composed or a large proportion of arenaceous material. 
Section. 
A-A '--~Channel tltfPe 111 the o~d :Potawatomie Valey .trend •. 
JlQ.Q:-f'oo i sand~ 
B-B'---Channol. type in the Garnet,· ~hoestring with vory ·sharply · 
defined edges. The dry hole on the north side, with .no 
s:1ud, is only 225 :feet. from· a ·producer with about 40 
feet ot sand. The'·base of, the white-shale cover. denot~s 
· the horizo11 of ·the top of the ohimnel. 
.aoo-f'oot . ~. ·. :· · 
·c-c•-.. -Another se.otion in tho· narrowest part of the Garnet 
shoestr1-ilg. The produativo are:l. i~ only 600 feet· wide •. 
800-toot sand/ · · · 
· D-D'---A wider, shalower: section in the Ga:rnet shoestring. 
The lower thin wedge may not be oon.neotod to the main 
body. In this. par.t of the trend a. thin sheet of sand 
· is spread o~it several hundred. feot in Uie horizon of 
the top· ot. the channel. 
800"'."foot sand. 
E-.E'---From s part of' the Carnet field whore the· sand holds 
large amounts of gas because of being higher structuraly. 
. eoo-!.Q.9.1 sand. 
F-1''--~A' channel soot ion .near the west. end or the Bush 01 ty 
trend. The depressed section and .flat section of t-he 
tcp ~re features.·,· The twQ end. wels. which had showings 
ot oil, ·Were driled several ,ye.a;rs before the trend was 
discoverod four miles farther wost. · 
. §Q.Q;:-foot ~. 
G-G'---The south edge ot the· Bush City d'hannel, showing thin s.:1n4 
extending from· t.op ot body .. The .two middle wels are 




another exmnple 9£. a dry hole and good oil wel 300 feet apart. 
8~0-foot·sand. ...... .....__._~
H.:.n' .. --This section in ·the Bush City f'ield has more irregularities: · 
than common but . is · sharply defined on the edges. 
J!QQ-iQ.tl sand. : ; 
I~I ,_.;. . The dry 'hole on the right miGht · have been avoide<l ·by ploting 
· the section of ,:the sand outlined by earlier wels. The 
d.istinct :rise in the botom ,of' the channel· would have ~eyved 




,:..J, ~--A bar-shaped deposit in! the Poikinghprn gas t'ield. Perhaps 
· · ·11oun1· of ,ho c~mvoxity i~ cnused l>,y setling. The body was 
disclosed by wels. dril~ei to a deeper sand. 




· K..;K' ~-on· sand with bul·-lrn:o>·putl ino from smal pool north of 
weidn. The botom of t'fie depo~it is sharply defined but 
t11a uppar part grades :i~to· bro~en sand and mmdy shale. 
Th~s is appart of the sf' alow-water qr beach deposits of 
.· tli~ . soutn:.:.centrnl part .·f. the 9ounty .·that extend at right 
· angles to· the ohannel:s. · ( See Fig. s ) • . · · · 
' 600-£2.Q! ~-
t~.TJ'.;.:-S•l'otion from ;t.ho Colo1i.vt.welda. . · gas. trend. · 17his section, .asd 
· · · · seotions o-o• and P-Pi l'ave features that fu.rnish contra-
: . , · 'diotory theorios · of ~he(.origin of the sand body •. · { See dis-
. · oussion of arrigin under! Colony. gas flold.) However, the 
sand body is belioVocl ·tr bo I noar-shOl'8 deposit of the 
beach-bar type. Atent
1
1on is oaled to .the lateral grada-
tion into sand:, 81310 or tho east sid~~ 
~ ~ l!fil9. 
'l' . ·.:t :' 
'lt··M'.:.--A .thin flat beaoh depos'.it trorn the _Colony oil field. This 
· · is o~e or the. widest o~T the .:ros~rioted. pat~hes of sand in 
· tho Oolony .. Walda dis tr1ot. The olenn-out top and botom 
and .. latoraly ·g . rndnt,ior.r .1n' to sandy shale shoald bo noted. 
The coal may be -intorp~eted as .indicating -that the sand was 
laid down ·along a ·1ow :-vfumpy.iland! · 
800-~ l!fil9. 
N-lf'---A short ,seoUon of be~9h ( ?),~and in .the Colony oil field • 
!Q.Q-foot !lnnd~. . . . 
o-o' .. --Tho fingers o.f' oand :)r.lJooting seV;arol hundred feet from the 
: · main body ·feature this section from the Colony-Welda t11end. 
The upward slant of th suncl on tho east side mny be traoe-
able to deposition on sloping ·beacl,\. 
. .2QQ-19]1 Mlil • · . . . · 
P-P'---'L'his saotlon f'ror:i the ~ov1?3i to of C~lony shows the shale break· 
that separates the "fi1•st ,gas~• trom the "big gasn. The 
· · · · ·. · sand body was penetr:itft over .100 foot 'in some o( tho wol ls. 
. The abrupt thinning or:1thw west sido ·. is noteworthy. 
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G~l~.s rf' al 
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THE OIL AND GAS FIELDS. 
Anderson Gounty has gaL11ed the reputation or being one of the 
outstanding shoest.ring districts of, ea.at·ern· Kansas. The three rnnin 
pro<l.ucinB areas are of ~he distinctive shoestring type. 
In the eu:rly pa.rt of 1927 the· average dai_ly :r:>roduction of· tho 
) 
oil wells was about 3 barrels~ 
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During the development' of tho Colony, Welda, and Polkinghorn fields 
the 9ounty lead all others in- the state· in gas produetion.' By 1927 
tho open flow volume had.dwindled to a few million feet per day and 
many ot the wells had been abandoned • 
. *These production ngures were. taken from the Oil and Gas Journal·. 
,{5;L) 
Pottawatomie Valley Field •. 
Looation.--The Pottawatomie Valley field is the produoUve terri-
to.ry that occupies the valley of south Pottawatomie Oree~ from 
Greeley to the narrow oil field south of Garnett. It is ?!l!ld~ up of 
many small groups of wells that fonn a trend half a mile t,o one and 
a halt miles wide 2nd eight miles long/' Uost ot it is 1~. ;'• 20 s~ ., 
; 
R; 20 E .• , through which it extends in a northeast oourso •. 
Development .--~his territory ~s the old~st i~ the oount_y' fn the ·. 
order of development. The first wells were .drilled ~n 'l9Q4 apd ,~9q5 
, . r , \ 
on t.he Myers-~. Bo\Ven, and Wast farms.• a mile southeast ~f Garn,ett. 
"; 
The development \Vas gradually extended down the valley or 'South .Pot ta-r I ·• 
watomie during the nax.t 12 ye:irs. The small market for. gas, the small 
• 1 ' \ '(, 
I \\ 
. ' . . \\ 
size of the few oil walls, and the poor quality of the oil.gave li~tl\ 
inducement for drilling. Interest was temporarily awakened in the fall 
. '. . . \. ,,, . 
of 1917 by several oil wells in sea •. 11, 1'. 20 s., R. ·20 E .. whioll h~d.". 
an initial capacity of 76 .to 200 barrels. The discovery of larger and 
r~oher fields in the county since 1921 .has relieved the Pottawatomie 
Valley of its attraction.. Most of the wells are now. abandoned. 
Sur:f'aoe·struoture.--The surface structure cannot be determined for a 
.,large part o.f" the belt beo:1use the wails are on an alluvium-covered valley 
floor. Furthermore. only a small amount of field worg: has been done in 
this old field and for that reason not muoh detailed informat1on:i 1s avail-
able conaerning the stNotura. Approximations ot struotural.oonditions 
have bean made from surveys of the Plattsburg limestone a.long_the sides of' 
the. valley. ·:a:1Shailtow, broad syncline near the (?Omnon to_wnship corner 
about ono mile south of G1'eeley extends north\vest-southeant. A narrow~ 
synoline, 30 feet dee.p, lies northeast-southwest in sacs. 31 and- 32, 
(52) 
T. 19 .s.-. R •. 21 E •.. The struotural .map of ·the county. (Fig. 2.) shows 
how · the rocks are \Varped a~Jacent to tho trend. 
. ' 
. Subsurface struoture.--The study of .tho atruoture b'?~ow the ~urfE{oe, 
l1~e th.at ot many old t'1eldEJ, has been hmidioapped bec~~se man7 of' the 
• , ' \ j ' ' 
well 10,~s. are not available and some. of' ~hose nt hand are noti~aably 
inaogurhte •. 4 deep syncline. whose ans lies }1. so0 W., ooo~pJes ·the. 
• I ,· 
!TIJ. ~ sec. 11, 11. 20. a., R •. 20 E. !!be small group ot g~s· well~ in 
·sea~· 32+ '!'. · 29 s., R. 20 E .. h on a west...:.plunging nose •. Its ·W~st.ern end 
has bean outl~ned, frqm the well logs~ but its. extent i{ indefi:nite~ · 
' . ~-. . . . ' ) '~· . ( 
·sands.--Th~ 600-toot· sand., generally only 460 to 500 teat below 'the 





valley floor, was en<?ountex-ed in many wells but was absent. 1~ others.· 
or. representeg. only by sandy shale. Thi~ sand oontainQ water, smstll 
. ' . . 
quan·U t1:es of gas and showings ot oil. The volume of gaa in most ·oases 
w~s not large enough~to. mak~ oommeroial · r,ella. 
The 800-foot sa-p.ct, at. about. 600 f'eet below ~ha surtaoe, pfOduoes 
· the oil and mqst of the, gris between Greeley and Garnett. It is very 
f ., ' • • ';·· f, 
variable in thickness and qunl1ty,' but it maintains a c::ontinuoµs trend 
~ ·, . . ~ .~ . , ' 
the entire le~th of tho field •. r Its average thiQknaas. in prod~cera is 
35 feet. This sttnd does not contain water and is oomplotely p~netrated 
\fhen the well~ are drilled in. Its cross section indicates th~t it is 
a channel tilling. (Section 4-A' , Pl. IV). 
'!'he 900-foot sand, only ob.out ?QO f'oet daep in t.his field,. is a 
water-J)en:ring sand thnt contains gas locally. ?ha group ot ·wells, in. the 
s. it aoo. 21 and the :rr.v. i seo. 28, T. 20 s., R. 20 E. and the small 
tield one and a halt miles south of Oreeley obtain gas .trom this sand. 
The albandoned wolls on the Enlow farm ills the' SE. ·i SE. t seo. 32,. 
I 
T. 20 s., R. 20 E. produced from the 900-foot sand. 
(53) 
·.); 
· Relation .Q£. accumulation 'to struoture.--1tost of t_he· ga:s in the 
aoo.-·i'oot ~and, was· .. found where the sand is arched over anticlines, 
and the oil was in tlle syq.cUnosoorHbas:Lns. Att ~~amples ot this 
oondi tion are · the· ,Co llowi~g pools~ Th9 gas wel 1~ iti ··the VI. ~ s eo. 32, 
· T. 20 s., R •. ~O E. are near the top of a west. plunging anticline. 
The. oil pool in secs. 2 and 11 is in a·synolirie. 
'y1gratiop. of th~ gas roay·be stoppe<l whe!e ·the sane}. .pinches out. 
The gus wells in seo. 21 nre flanked on tho w_est by a dorrie" whos·(l crest 
is ·40 teat higher struoturally than the wel'~s. The ·SU~ has orept u.p 
the side of the structure to .t.he edge of the· sand. 
P:roduotion •. .:.. ... The average initial volume· of the gas wells i~ the· 
600-f~ot snnd was ! million· oubia feet per day. 'The. la.rgest wells had 
a capacity ot about 3.milHon :f'eet. The rock pressure o·f.the first·.; 
wells was 240 pounds per sqtiare inch but the pressure or'· tr1ose drilled 10 
or mo1·e ye.irs later was only 80 to ·90 pounds. A few of the t101ls had 
remarkably long ;lvea. In 1907 t~e Garnett Gas Company's Folz Ho. 3 
in the SE. t seo. 2a. 'l'. 20 s., R. 20 B. ·came in'with an initial v·olume 
of l millio~ oubio feet and rook pressure of 240 pounds. ~'ifteen years 
later tho 1vell tested 20,000 oubio £eet volume and 15· pounds rock pressure. 
It was stili ·On the line 1n the. spring of 1924 •. The same company's No. 1 
·Henning, in seo. 14, was drilled in 1805 and produoed·until 1920. 
In general, the wells whioh obtained gns t"rom· the deep sand ware 
ahorter-11 ved than those in the 800-f'oot ,sand, but their initial volume 
was slightly greater. The record ·well of·the Pottawatomie V~lley district 
.;t. . was drille,1 in tho sw. 4 seo. 11. ' I-t·s initial volume was 7 million oubio 
feet, but 1t W'4S drilled tpo deep and· its productivity was lessened by 
the early entrance of water. 
(54) 
For. a few years the group of gas wells in the s. it seo. 21 and the 
NW. t sec1. 28 .furnished. a large part of the gns supply of oa·rnett, whioh 
uses a.bout 76 million oubio feet per year •. The initial volume of .these 
.wells wa,s i- ·to 1 ~illion t.eet eaoh. · 
Except .those in .one or two small pO'Ols, the oil wells are of neg~ 
ligible 1.mportanoe. The .initial production of' most of t~~m was 5 to 10 , 
barrels and they s.oo~ :fell to half a barrel or less. The· ·wells on the 
. Patto~ ~arm in, :soo. 22 .settled to 1/a barrel aaoh after starting at 4 
or 5 ·barrels. The Fraker walls in sec. 14 started at 15 to· 20 ba;rrels 
but lastac! only a year. 1'he .richest produoilhg area is tha 1>oss pool in 
the H~· f mv. t seo. ll, r,c. ;20 s, •• R. 20 E. Th~ wells came. in at 75 to. 
200 barrels. On one lease •. 9 well~. produoed ·51,000 .. barrels in 4t years. 
at :the end of. which tim·e their .average da1l:,~ yield \v3s 2 barrels per well. . ' 
Aft~r 9 years• they p.iuoduoad only l/3 barrel ·eaoh per day. 
Gal"llett Shoestring. 
Locntion.--The Garnett ahoest~ing is the long.,:: •. narrow strip of produc-
Uve territory whiah ·begins one mile southe:1st' of Gsr:tibtt in sec. 31, 
't'. 20 s., n. 20 E. an<l extends in·: a smooth, winding course as far as tho 
'. 
west edge of sec. ?, f. ?l s. 1 R. 19 E. This field is an. extension .. of the 
· o1d Pott::wmtomie Valley trend. _Tha sand body .is continuous, but it ims not 
traoerl westivurd until 15 years, after the wells' ·near. its ~aste~ri end had 
boon drilled .• · 
,., . ' ~ ! 
· Development •. ~-The disoovar:,10 well or the· n~v1 t.rend'vrar/.drili~d by · 
H.· 0. Ooop~r. a,nd. associates on the B •. t/ Bowmun farm i.11 · the S. i)t,'·sE. ·} 
seo. 31, ?.;20 s.·, R. 20\E., in'septembar,,1921. '·The.;.gravity:ot'tha oil 
f'rom this now produoar was 36 degrees. :Bau.me' , . which was .6. to 7 . degrees 
-'(55) 
lighter th.an ~ny oil produo~d in the county previously. The first 
rew wals· 11roveil that the oil occurred in a. vary·narrow trend that was 
' ' 
sharply define.d on the edges. The operators who held leases ip. advance 
· of the field ~riled many holes which found no sand. Gentles und others · 
driled toar dry holes on ~~ Smorohek farm in seo. l before they ,. , . ·. ' ·' ' 
looa~ed the s}1oestril,g. Three failures were the expe_rience of Bees ·and 
others on the same tarm. Sixteen·dry holes in sea. l reflect the dil-
igent searoh for th~ oil sand. The folpwlng inoident·demonstrates how 
some of thes~ oaused a greater loss than the pr&oe of the holes alone: 
The first hole on the Bybee farm was }ooated in the southeast corner NE.,k-
1\1'!';\ .3,;, l. 
.i.u:,. 4 sea. • Thh test p;rovad· dry and the rig was moved l5Q teat 
north, where another failure resulted. When the second wel oiune ·in dry, 
one Qf the royalty owners sold his holdings. The next ·test, 4~0 f'eet south 
of the second dry hole, oamEJ in as a 150 barrel wen hav1ng·47 feet of 
sand, The two dry holes formed a "gate": throu.ghwhioh t.he shoestring passed. 
Production was extended as far as the middle ol seo •. 2 Without muoh 
ditfionlty. ltost of the drJling up to this point was completed by June, 
1924. About ~o troles have b~en put down within ~ distnnoe of four miles·· 
west of sea. 2. The shoestring sand was i'ounc1·1n most bf them, but, with 
a few exceptions, it was barren, A smal Broup of wels in the w. if seo. 4, 
T. 21 s., n. 19 re. produces blaok oil of about 32 degrees gra~ity from 
10 to 14 feet.of sand at the south edge of the sand body. 
Struoture.--The structure of the aroa through which the sho£lstring ex-
te.ndf!' wa;s determined f'rom·tn.o logs ot the wals by find,ing ·the atitude of 
. : 
the Jola limestone. In oonJunotion with the Iola, the Platsburg limestone 
was used. The Platsburg crops out along the st<ies of the valioyoooupied 
*Atention is oaled to. the· north row of seotion~ in Township 21 South, 
which are about a quarter of a mile longer than:the normal seotion. 
by the eristerzi' half' of the field but aro~ses the field at several places 
in the °\"70Storn half• .. 
The: stra~.-:i in a~c. :n, ·T. 20 s., :a. 20 8. dip westward nt the rate of 
60 feAt per ·mtlo.. This wast;,.vard dip ·is arrested at the bottom pf a syn-
cline. Th~ ·rocks r~se from the aynolina to form a dotle whose ~op is in 
sec. 36, T.· ~p s .• R. 19 E. The oil sand is at about ~ho same elevation 
as if; bends ~round the soutp.ern e(lge of ~his dom~ to ttie middle of the 
NVl. -t- seo. 6. From there it swings alig~tly northward and diagonally 
~ ' ·' . \ \ 
descends the ~outhwest dip of tho doma.;mentioned above~. The sr:~nd reaches 
the·. iowest elevation in the. NE. t sea. 2. on the Zaskey farm. · The dip 
from the east endr,~ot the f'iold to 'here- is approximately 80 feet. From 
the Zaskey farm the sand rises about 10 feet to the midHo of the H. t 
seo. 3 and then resumes a westward dip ot 50 feet to the east.edfle of 
sac. 5. 
Rel~t..!.QA .Q.{ accumulation. to structure. --~he oil and gas hav~ ts.ken up 
~heir position ncoording to the elevntionof the sand~ Howave;r, ~ho line 
.. 
between them is not well defined and their separation aooo:rding to struc-
ture is not ns complete and distinct as ,vould be expected. 
In the extreme eastern end of the fiold abottt half' of the sand holds 
gas and the remainder, oil. The proportion of oil to gas inoreasos to-
ward the west, to the point where ~he sand is lowest. The wells in the 
deepest part of the syncline in the NE. t soo. ~ found tho sand almost 
oompl'etely satur~ttej with-·011. It is believed that tho oil is held baok 
in this ~ow urea by tho gas that occupies the s:.:,nd at a· higher elevation 
fart.her west. A sharp increase in the amount of gas is noted where the 
shoestring starts its wostw2rd rise in the middle· ot sea. 2. In tho Gomao 
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H. c. Oooper's LoUk· well No. 2, .the diagonal southwest offset, ~t 
767 to 799 f'ee.t. The elvvat ion of the sand is only l . foot /higlier in 
the latter well.; The Nichols well had an initial production of 60 
barrels of oil and a good showing of gas; the Louk well about 25 · 
barrels of oil nnd i mil lion teet of gas. The snnd appeared to be of' 
'\ 
about the same quality . in each well. The producer 325. re.et southeast 
of lUohols ·No. 2 mnde 125 barrels initi'ally. The sand· is 8 feet lower, 
The top of the sand is 296 · feet above., sea level in n. O. cooper's 
Hutchinson well Uo. · l, a.bout 1370 feet trom the north iit:ie and ·1470 
feet from the west line ot sec~ 3. This well was drilled into the 
shoestring sand 33 feet and made 2 million f'eet ot gas with no oil. In 
Louk well No· •. s. an oil well three~quarters of a mile east of the Hut-
chinson well, the elevation of t11,e s~ud is 285 teat. In an oil well a 
quarter 0£ a mi~e west :,1of' the gas well i 1 t is 286 f'eet. These two oil 
wells had 20 feet of gasf~sarid capable or p·roduoing. nbout i million :f'eet 
on fop or 20 feet of oil sand.· 
Prom the west side of seo •. 3 to the. east side of seo. 5 the sand 
dips 40 f'eet. In the east half of this distance it probably· contains 
oil ot about 32 degrees gravity•. bttt id.n the remainder it has none except 
a small quantity on the -south side of the wr. t seo. 4. Through ~eo. 6 
it lies practically tlat and has only e trnoe of oil. 
sand.-..:.The sand is a channel-shaped deposit about 700 to 1000 feet 
wide, 2Q to 30 feet ·below t_he top at the Cherokee shale. Its thiokness 
ranges toa maximum di 55 feet. The wells are oomplo~ea at a depth of' 
700 .to S50 feet. The extreme width of' .the of the sand body does not 
indicate the width of tne productive area, because the sand wedges out 
at the top. It has su1".f'1oiont thioknes,s at right anglos to its trend 
to allow tor,. the loo.;ition ,of two wells, 300 feet apart. Its oro~s 
sect ion dpes not mairituin the same shape averywbere. ( See sect ions 
B-B'. :t0,iE-E'. Pl.IV). On the east end ot the trend it is narro\v, 
olearJ.-out, and , steep-sided •. ~mples may be oi tad to show how sharp-
ly the bottom of tne oh.annal i·lses to the/ edge where it is 0 oho1lpad-, . . . 
of£rr. uooper• s Bowman well no. l, the seoond location west of the 
northeast ,corner· of sea. 6, ~. _21 s • ., lf..1 20 .B., had 44 feet 01· sand. 
The dry hole whioh oftsets it on the north., Hnfel & Templeton Brothers' 
No. l :a~wL:an, had no sand •.. !t is only :50 £eet from t_he pro~uoer. 
Connelly and assoc!iates drilled t.heir No. 3 lianners well _225 f'eet north 
of their No. l Manners. Well llo~, .3 had no sand; lfo •. l .flowed. 70 bar-
rels per day <luring the first week. from a·bout 35 feet of sand. On the 
Bybee :farm the shoestring passes bet\vean two dry holes 1150 feet apart. · 
· k!aoh dry hole, had only 5 re~_t, or less, of sand. 
In the west half of sec. 2 the channel. is wider and shallow. The 
top of the sand oody begins to spread out at the eastern.edge ot sec. l, 
and the spread increases rather uniformly until i ta ea .. uth side is about 
halt a mile wide. Dry holes a quarter of mile,.:·:, south of .the trend have 
found a showing of oil in this thin stratum 0£ s.!jnd. on· the north side 
it is representecl by a thin widespread d.eposit covering a large area in 
T. 20 s., R. 19 E. In the sg. ·t SE. l· sec~ 34 and the SW. t SW. t 
. ' 
sec. 35, T. 20 s., R .• 19 E. a few wells of about 15 'barrels initia!\·pro-
duot ion obtain oil from <\.O t·eat of this saiid. · In this pa.rtioular area 
tho thin deposit is not connected wit.h the. shoestring because dry holes, 
one with no sand and another with but 2 feet, are between tha small pool 
and tl1e main trend. lt is probable that· commercial produotion is avail-
able in this looali ty because tho s~.ind pinches out toward the oenter of 
a synol inal busin and the oil has drained down to form a pool at the edge 
I 
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of the' sand. The oil is 32 degrees gravity• 3 degrees lov.,er than the 
oil from :·the shoestring pool neHrby. 
The sand body has been traced as far as the middle of sec. 5, 
T. 21 S ... :a. 19 E. The sand is of good quality and normal thickness 
in ,this seotion but holds only a "rainbow" or oil. 
The material which.makes up the ahannal filling is rather clean, 
fine-grained aand. The port ion which contains gas is _g;ray; that which 
conta.ii1s oil is stained brown. Looally, a black, coarse sarid about 
5 feet thioit forms the bottom_ of the deposit •. It holds black oil of 
slightly lower gra.vity than the dark g1•een ell in the upper purt of the 
sand. 
~ white shale.--Oonsiderable importnnoe is attaohed. by some people 
to a white shale, 5 to 20 feet thiclt, irmnediately above the shoestring 
sand in many wells. It is 1: .. ound locally ·at the same horiaon in the 
small pools of the Colony-Welda dist!iot and in areas where there is..-
no production. On account of i~s um1sually light color, this deposit 
has attracted attention, and its occur:rence abovn the oil sand has 
served to give it a· sig11if'i6anoe whioh it does not warrant. Although 
. somewhat irregular in occurrence, it appears to be a regional ·r.nhher 
than a. looul deposit and 1£ it did not oome in the geological section 
Just above the oil snnd would probably attract ·little notioe. · Its ohiet 
value seems to. lie in furnishing an indication or v1here the 800-foot sand 
may be expected and as tvgood i'ormatiou in which to s·et casing. 
Produotion ~ deoline.--Oonsidared as a whole, the Gurnett shoestring 
field has been the richest in the' oo'.lnty~ The initial produoFion of the 
welis averaged about 100 barrels ang. some made 250 to. 300 barrels. A 
· few flowed natur:1lly. At the end of the first year the average well was 
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(60.) 
prod9-oing 5 ~o 6 barrels. at the .end of the sooond year about 3 -barrels~ 
and ~t the en~ of th~ third year, l!t t·o 2. barrels~. 
. . 
One ot'. the leases t·or· whioh complete i'igur·as are availabilieppr.oduced 
69,000 barrels. · in 2~ years, an average of 6,225Ubarrel~ per .well and 
\ . ' ' . 
3,285 barrels .P~r ~ere of productive ter:ri tory. * At tlls end o~ 3~ years 
... '. . : ' ,: . . . .: ' ., .... : . . . 
this loaae W()Uld ,havt1 bae_n i',urnish&ng about.tla barrels per wel~,. but, 
as tll,e result of theapplioa.tion of compx-essed nir, the yield ~f oaoh 
w~ll tvaa about 3;' baZ-l."els • 
.A!! i:eoovol';y. --Favornble .. resttl ts havo been aaou.rod from the use of 
air pressure on this ah.oestring £feld~ At the time this method was 
adopted, when the wells .were 3 to 4 years old, the 95 wells were re-
portod to be produoing about lS5 barrels. J\11 · ;noroase in product ion 
was obtained from some of the proport.ias ·withiu 3 ruont'hs. -.It is re-
. ported that after 8 months the irioroase. was ZOO per .. ce1~t, in. parts of 
the field and 50 per cent din tl1e entire shoestring.. The largest gains 
took plaoe on the 014est leases. 
*Per acre _recovery is estimated from the area within the edges of the sand. 
(61) 
Polkinghorn Gas Field. 
Location • .;,.-Th'is 1mport,snt, gas field is 2 miles northwest· of' Welda. 
The field covers ,parts of seos. 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, ~4. and 35, T. 21 s., 
' ' : 
R. 19 E. · It bears the name of the lessor who oned most of the produ~-
Uve territor;i•, 111his field is a continuation of the long tJ:rend which 
winds through T. 22 s •• R. l~ E. and has its southern te_rminus ju~t · 
southwest of Colony-. The P~lkinghorn field is treated a.a a separate 
unit because or its individual history and unique geologic conditions. 
Development.--ittention was first directed to this area in !toy, 1922 
·by an oil vmll produoing .from the 809~foot sand in the Nt. t NE. t sad. 
29. An attempt to obtain oil in the same sand in the E •. rt l:W:, t sec. 28 
resulted in the discovery or gas in tha 600-:foot sand." Only a few w~lls 
had been completed in th!i .shallow sand before one in the sou.theast cor-
ner of' the NE. f SW. t sec. :n encountered snlt water instead ot gas. 
,.~hi.s well w,.1s deel)enad and at 905 t·eet the Colony gas sand v,as found. 
A good market induced the rapid development of this lower sand. About 
50 gns wells and 25 dry holeswwere drilled ii1 the district during a 
period of.2 years, beginning in Sept~ber, 1922. 
Surface struoturo.*--The surf'aoe struoture of' the field is one ot 
its moot interesting ret.\tures. A narrO\V,;; anticlinal f'old, which brond-
eus toward the northwest, extends from tho 1m. l seo. 35 to tho NE. -?;, 
sec. 20. .4.t the southeast end, where the .anticline is ,,or:, narrow, its 
son.tht1est flan:, dips sharply. 'the other flank dips into a shallow 
syncline that, S,'8p!lrateB the main fold. from a. broad Structur:.il nose 
which s1.~i11gs from the SE. l sec; 26 through tho SW. 1:- sec. 23. Another 
nose, tho·ax1.s of which ox.tends northeast-southwest,. is in seo. 22. 
•sur!'ace st ruoture in Pigu.re va. was mapped by H. E. OrU:m t.md .E. L. Bradley. 
. ( 62) 
The fold on whi°oh the 1"iald is locuted is parallel to a larf~£1r and 
higher st:ru.ct~ro in secs. 25, 26, and 36, T. 21 u., R. 19 E. and 
seas. 30 and 31, T. 21 S., Ii. 20 g. The sand is undor only thE> 
_northwest tip of this larger structure. 
Saml~· --Tho three main producing sands are present in tha Polking-
horm field. The· deaper gas sand f'urnish~s the l~rgost part of the· 
production. The l:IOO-root. oil sn.nd ranks second in impo,:tance. 
· T!1e first g:::.s well in ~he field was cornpletod in tho 600-foot sand 
b'u.t later development outlined tho productivo portiol,l of this aund to 
inolqda only a small nroa drnined by lesa than half a do~rnn wells. · 2his 
sand occurs in a narrow trend on the west side 0£ the .fiold. It is 
appro.xir.iately, throe-quarters or a mile in width ancl va1'ios from O to 60 
f'aet in thickness •. Crons sactious have tho pppenruneo of a typical 
b'.lr deposit. l!eotion J-i-;.J', Pl. IV!)i. It is gray, fino-grained,r:and' 
miouceous and is broken with sll~le in places. Tr.ucos of' the sHmo deposi~ 
are found as sandy 3hale in wells so,1ttered throughout the field. 
~ha 800-foot sand produces oil in small, disconnected areas. :Most 
of this oand was disaovored in ttie oourse of drilling to the g.9.a horizon. 
The largest group of' oil producers is in the s. ft SE. t soc_- 27 an.d tho 
NE. i· sec._34. A few more wells are in tho w. ! soc. 27. This oil sund 
is a p~;1rt of the shsllow water or beach deposits ocSmmon to tho Colouy-
Welda district. A sootion of' tho sand body in the SB. } aeo. ,!7 has the 
shape of a :bar. ( Section K-K', PL IV). In othe1• places i_t wua laid 
down 3S thiu patahas which grade.into sandy slulo. However, it may be 
replncod by sh3le very abruptly. Wall lfo. 4 of D. v.~. J?clll:inghorn' s in the 
southeast cornor of sec .. 27, ori the !.!a.rsthull r~rm, had 32 fat· t o±" s::.md, 
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(63) 
The 900-foot sand gives the·Polkinghorn field its importance.· In 
this field it furnished wells with much larger initial volume than .the 
average in the· county• exoept those in the village of Colour. The sand 
has the same oharaoteristios as in the Colony pool. Shale breaks~ 5 to 
20 feet thiok, qoour in the upper part. The 0 big gas" oomes from 20 
to 60 f'eet of sandundur the broken section. The mwcimum thickness of 
the body exoeeds ot 100 · feet. Its suggested origin is montioned in, the 
discussion of the Colony field. 
Relation of production !.2. struoture.--The 600-foot sand extends across 
the \Vest end of the antioline at almost a right angle to .its major axis. 
( See Fi:g. ~8.). On the highest part of the structure a small number of' 
gas wells were developed; down the sidos.• the s.md holds. salt water. To 
illustrate this et.f'eot of structure the £ollov11ng walls are mentioned: 
D. W. Polkinghorn' s No. l Bell. southwest corner of the .SE. t seo. 21, 
was orginally completed as a gas well in the 600-foot sand. This well 
is 40 feet higher struoturnlly than the dry hole.in the northeast corner 
of the SE. t seo. 29 on the Frank Alexander farm, which had only w-Q ter in 
the shallow gas sand. Lynds Brothers' well No. 4 J •. M. Watkins, south-
enst corner of the NW. t NW. t seo. 28, had a showing or gas in the t"irst 
12 feet of this sand but was drilled into water. This well is 20 feet 
lower on the structure than No. 1 Ball. 
Scattered deposits of the 800-foot s . .md oooupy the top and sides of 
the antioline. The wells. on the Uarshall and. Melville farms in seos. 27 
and 34 are on the steep s~uthwe.st £'lank. Perhaps tho sand is relatively 
richer here because. the o.il· drained from points higher on the structure. 
However, it is more reasonable to believe that struoture has l~tt~e 
ef'fe·ot on the ocaurrenoe of oil in these small isolated patohes of sand, 
(64) 
· and that the amount of oil is aooounted for ·oy· the nature of the l~oal 
oonditions undor whioh it was made .and preserved., and by .the .cleanness 
ot.the snnd. 
The deep gas sand hus. a very interesting and apparently close re~ 
lationship to the structure oi:' the rooks •. The axis ot the sand body is 
' 
approximately parallel to the major axis ot ~he fold. The southwest 
edge ot the sand ex.tends parallel to the antioUne about 40 f'eet below 
the orest., The northeast edge Js not well defined but is thought to/~ 
reach as far as a line passing through ~he oente~ of .sec. 22 and .the south-
east opn:ier of seo. 23. Thus it passes at a right angle across the oon-_ 
tour lin~s that outline tha noses and synclines on that side of the 
f'i'eld. 
Where the sand . is presrmt, the gas .is found on those purts .of the 
stru.oture whioh are generally considered most favorable for_ its aopum-
ulation. The waJor operator gave careful attention to the structural 
map ot this area during development and confined his looations to the 
highest parts of the anticline. :&'or this reason, the narrow syncline 
in. tho E. t seo. 27 and the S\V, t seo. 26 was not test~d. ,It 1s pr?b-
able that production oould have been obtai.nod in i~·also, because.it· is 
no lower structurally than the dome in. secs. 21 and 28. Even this policy 
o( locating the wells according to structure was not always successful 
because three dry holeer in sec. 21, on looat ions as .favorable· as the · 
average, made less than half a million feet or gas, due, 110 doubt, to t,he · 
shaley sand. 
It, is worthy of note that wells of about the same initial volume are • 
in belts parallel to the trend of the sand body. Probably the S!:1nd was 
sorted into lent ioular seot ions ot olaan sand and l'lllJdd)':;sand ... whU·e· being 
laid do\qn. The olean sections yield the large wells· and the _s.naley 
sections furnish wells of small volume, or dry holes. 
The maximum thiokness of the sand body is maintained where the 
axis .ot the ·structure. plunges to the no~th\vest •. · The holes in tho s. l 
seo. 17 had a Sm.9.l~ amount of gas that.was soon drowned out by salt 
l 
water. These holes are at the edge ot the original ,1ovel ot the water 
in the sand. 
Produot ion ~ deoline.--The largest well .in the 600-foot sand had 
an initial 'V'olume .of 2!j- million £eat and· a rooK: ·pressure of 175 pounds 
per a,quare inch. ·, 
The oil wells onme in at 25 to 125 'barrels. ·. On ono of the louses: 
7 wells produced about 4,;ooo barrels eao}J., in 30 months. At the erid of 
this time their average daily yield was about 2 barrels • 
. The. gas wells in the deep san,d varied ·greatly i.n initialt,,1roduoti.on. 
The l~rgest well, Gra.ha.m & Long's No. 5 Mel ville, in· the northeast oorner 
of seo.- 34, gauged 32 million· feet. Two wells in sec. 27 started off at: 
28 and 36 million feet. Four wells made .between 15 and 20 mill ion; 
< 
5 between 10 and 15 million; and of the remainder only a ·few were rated 
at more than 5 million cubic feet per day •. The maximum open flow of the 
field is estimated to have been 260 million oubio feet. Adourve which 
shows the. decline of the open now of tho ohief properties ia given in 
Figure 9. The original-rock pressure was 280 pounds per square inoh. At 
the end of the first year. the pressure had decreased to 175 po11nds; at· 
the end of the second year·to 95 pounds; and at the end ot the third year 
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Looation.--The··vrelda field ex.tends halt a mile. no~th of Welda to the 
Polkinghorn gas field and three and a half miles south of \,.lelda to · the . 
Colony oil district. · It .,includes the following sections: s. t seo. 34 
and s. i- seo. 35, T. 21 s., R. 19 E. and secs •. 2,33, 9, \O, 15, and 16, . . ) 
T. 22 .. S., R. 19 E. 
Development ~--The produotive area has a oonneotedu~ppearanoe,;now,.1::b:lit 
its development did n,ot take plaoe progress i vo ly from one end to. the . 
other. ,scattered semi-wildcat wells were brought in during the period 
foll01.ving the disoovery of g:is a.t Colony, until the present field was 
.outlin.ad •.. It forms the oonneot1ng link betweon the important gas and oil 
fields on eao11 end. The Welda district is left for consideration after 
the areas on eaoh side,, with individual reoords, have been separated from 
1 t. When the territory was being developed •. the operators. were anxious . 
to seoure gas production. In some instanoea, the 600-foot. sand.was oased 
off and drilling continued to the.lower sand. Later,.dt3Velopment of the 
oil sand was talten up •. 
-Struoturei--The lack of outorops prevents- a satisi'aotory survey of the 
suri'aoe rooks.- 'l.'ne subsurfuoe structure was investigated by use of the 
Iola limestone. This forrnation·oannot be used in the west half of seas. 
10 and 15 beoatise the operator in this area did not keep complete logs 
o"f the \Vells. Many of the other logs are known to be inaccurate. Al-
though-a subsurface structural map cannot be relied on for the aoouraoy 
of the details, it should·show·the oontrolling_dips very well. 
The general dip. over ·most of the' area is toward the northwes~. :In 
the NW~ t seo. 2, T. 22 s., R. 19 E. is a small· dome with a closure of 
10 feet. A ·syncline, 30 f'eot deep. in sec. 3, plunges westward. The. 
l~west part of this depression is ·1n· the NV!. f SE. t of' the sootion. 
Irregular warping o~ the strata has taken place in the central part 
of the E. ~ seo •. 9. The 870-t'oot contour line follows an irregular . . 
course in outlining three radia~ing noses that .extend west ·and south-
west. , There'. ~s 
1
evi'denoe of -a, synclinal .bas in in . the SW. ·! · seo. _9. Tho 
elevation of the Iola 11mest&ne in three wells along the west side ot 
' -~ 
the SE. ·t seo •.. 15 ·1s slightly· over 900· feet; in. the dry hole ·in the, 
SE.·".';t m:., l sec. -14, it :1s .893 feet. These data. indicate an east dip, 
. . 
but· the location of the a1':is -of the told is not detinite. It -is rather· 
hazardous to draw definite conclusions affecting so large an area from 
the log of, the one dry hole.: However, the topography tends to. indiante 
lhat .;a stru.~ture is present ,here. 
:Sands.--The 600-toot, 800-foot, and 900-toot sands -furnish the pro'-· 
duotion •. They occur very near the depths indicated by ·their -names. 
·The shallow, sand .yields a small amount of gas; · the 600-foot . sand pro-
duces qll the 011 and part of' tho gasr and the deep ~and produces gas 
exclusively, Some of.the oil sand is present almost everywhere but is 
productlve only in small areas where it attains su:f"tiaient thicirness -and 
cleanness. About 30 to 45. feet of' it occurs in the_ small group .of wells 
in the ·north-central part or seo. 2, T. 22 s., n. 19. E. It seems pro-
able that b:his area will be oonneoted vtith a like area· in tho middle of 
sec •. 3, because the gas- wells 1lietween them had 20 to 30 feet or oil sand 
at the 800-foot horizon. About 30 wells 1n seo. 9 have 25 to 45 feet of. 
snnd.. The sand is replaced by broken sand and sandy shale at the west .. 
ecige. It is thinner and broken on the: east edge i:ff seo. 10, uccording · 
to the logs of the gas wells drilled to the Colony sand. 
The 800-.f'oot sandcis believed.to Qe a near-shore shallow-water de-
posit, the same as in tlle Colony oil t"ield, which will be de:soribej la tel'.'• . C. :_ ·. 
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SUBSURFACE._ MAP Of ·coLONY-MONT IDA DISTRICT 
__ ! 
Fiy. 10 .. Subsurface strucfural map of fhe Colony-Mont Ida disfricf. 
( 68) 
The.900-foot sand is a part.9f .tho same sand.body found,in the. 
Colony :and Polkinghorn fields., It maintains the same form but hns. more 
brolcen sund and .. 1s·, not as. thiok. ( See sectiontLd,~.; Pl •. IV) •. 
;Production.~~The oil· wells, hnd an initial production of 5 to 125 . 
barrels. 1The gas wells had an open; flow volu.'Ile of l to. 17 ,million 
' J 
oubio. feet . µnd rock pressure. of 240 to 285 pounds par square inoh. , 
Colony Oil Field. 
Locution.--The Colony oil field is 3 miles northeast of Colony. It 
is made up of disoonneoted areas in parts of secs. 21, 22, 27, 28 • 29, 
32, and 33, T. 22 S. • R. 19 E. 
Development • ..;•Most of the wells were drilled in 1921 ·and 1922 during 
the intensive onmpaign that took plaoe in the southern part of the 
county during those years. 
Struaturel--The structure ot the surface rooks onnnot be determined 
aoourately, because they outcrop in only a few plaoes. The outstanding 
subsurface featut'e is the ohange from north to northwest diP:·1in the 
oentral part of the field. The north dip forms one side of a dome that 
oooupies seo. 33, T. 22 s., R. 19 E. An abnormally steep dip of 50 feet 
in a quarter of a mile is th th~, S. · ft se~. 28. A long, .f'la t, trregula-r 
' . 
nose begins in the middle of the SE. t sea. 2s· and extends into the 
SE •. t NE. t of the same section. The western end of a steep-sided, 
narrow syncline, 25 feet.· deep, is in the northeastern part of ·seo. 33.· · 
.;crSand.-~Tha ;eservoir rook ··1s a brown, .fine-grain~d micaoeous sand at· 
a depth 'ot 800 feet. Most of the wells found from 16 to 18 fee~-ot it. 
The thickl.Aest portion, ·20 to 25 feet, is in the s. ~ SE. t aeo. 28 and the 
NE. tNE. t seo. 33. The middle of the deposit is rather uniform in thick-
(69) 
.ness and .ordinari,ty does not have a broken upper portion: as is conrnon 
. . . 
in the shoestri~ fields. The edges may gradually be replaced by sandy. 
shale, or may pinoh out abruptly. On the eastern edge of the small pool 
ne:1r the southwest oorner of seo. 28 the sand thins from 20 to 6 feet. 
in 300 feet. A well on the south side of the po~l has 7 feet . of broken 
sand on top ot 12 feet of' upay''. The dry hole in the northeast corner 
I'll. t SW. t seo. 28 is credited with 40 feet of sandy·shale. The produo-
tive area in the SE. t seo. 22 is sep~rated from the larger one to the 
southwest by a dry hole that had no sand. 
'fhe 01l-bear1ng··rocic. is considered to be a near-sll.hre deposit. It 
is made up of thin, disoonneoted patohes whioh were probably laid down . 
adjaoan. t to a· land very near sea level--perhaps \Vi thin a shallo,v embaymont. 
Its thin, evnn aross sections imply that it was not subjeoted to the dis-· 
turbing effects of str6nr3 wave or ourront action. (See seotion M-M' and 
N-N' , .Pl. IV). 
Relation .Q.! accumulation !.Q.. structuret--Gas is in the sand on the dome 
in sea. 33. Where the snnd is lower, in seo. 28, it is oil-bearing. It 
contains no water, and oil and gas ocour wherever thore is sand, regard-
less of' the minor structural features. Aooording to the statement of one 
operator, the wells located higher structurally had a slightly ereater 
initial production •. 
Production .!ill5! deolina.--The thinner but more thoroughly saturated sand 
in this field furnished wells of 50 to 125 barrels initi~l production. 
This compares favorably with the production ot the wells in the channel 
sand bodies that are 36 to BO feet thiM but which are made up partly of 
broken sand. At the end of the first year the average .yieild per well in 
the Colony field was 5 ·barrels; second year, 2t barrels; third '.year, 1,t 
barrels; fourth year, l barrel; ,fifth year, fl". barrel. 
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Colony C.lsa· i:feld. 
Location.-"'."The Colony gas i"ield extends ip. a sharply defined northeast-· 
sout.h\ves.t :course through the .village of Colony and includes half' u mile 
or, the. eas-produoing area on ~aoh .side. {Seo. Fig. ~2) 
~. I,; :- - ' , ..... ~~l'~· ' • 
. Development •. --Tho .development .. of the 001o·ny. field. include er- a.: town.lot . "; . , . ,_ 
drilling campnign that was .a~.tended by the, usua~. financial .loss to most 
· of thqse who partioipa ted and a f'urther irreparable loss of a constantly 
dimini,i:thing natural; resource~.. Wonder is {)ften expreaseti that. the village 
of Colony dtd ~ot suffer sOtnEi great disaster when this·.llp.restri'oted oam-
paign was being carried on.· This ~astefu~ drilling toot place in spite 
of the earnest efforts of some o:f' · the ·experienced, O:J;>erators to avoid it. 
Plans were hurriedly t"ormuls ted to "pool" · the aoreage and drill· only ·one 
well on several blocks. However, the opportunity presented to the un-
scrupulous to obtain °provan" aor:eage for purpoi3es of their o,vn; · prevented 
a sane development progl*!!!1$ from being carried out. Many drilling blooa:s, 
each made up ot a few city lots, required numerous protective offsets. 
:b'everish drilling oontesta were oonduoted by p.eighboring orews to·. reach the 
sand first. l!'if'tean to twenty por~~ble rigs were runnill6 at 011e time ond, 
on certain days, the air surrounding the villnge was filled with rook dust 
and gas blown from the open drill holes. IUg~d precautions fuld to be. taken 
to prevent fires. Frequently, the engines o~ the drill rigs were operat_ed 
.by gas·pressure because steam could not bo used when no f'ires were permitted 
in the boilers. Hour,awivos temporarily abandoned their homes ·'t'O ·osoape the 
d::i.nger attendant on wells being completed in ilUrir dooryards. Vli thin 
f'ive months, beginning in July, 1921, the drilling orgy had spent itself 
and_ left in its wake 90 gas wells in an area 2000 teot wide and a mile 
io~g. ·,.'.~n:. one 4-0-aore trnot were 31 gas wells and 2 dry holes. Ono woll 
.I would ·have been suf.t"ioient to drain those 40 acres. The rock pressure of 
( 71) 
some of the wells was-lowered so rapidly that truJy could not push gas 
into \he gu the ring line aft or six week·s of life.• 
The moat regrettable thing aboat au.all useless drilling is the waste:~ 
of ga~--gas that oan never be replaced •. Probably enough· to supply the 
oi ty ~t Garnet~ f?r 10 years escaped when· the we~ls ,ver~ being drilled in. 
Other mUlion.s esoaped through the avenues always associated with the 
development of a gas field. 
The posiUon io:f three dry holes northeast of Colony ( indicated on 
lfig. 10 by diamon~-shaped enolosuresi) in respect to t·he. shoestri11g of 
gas snnd illustrates how the hancl of fortune delayed the discovery of 
the Colony field. The two south wolls \vere put dommin 1908, tho other 
in 1917. In 1921 the gas trend was traced through two ~ides of the 
triangle of old· wells th.at arc only a mile apart. This is anothereex-
ample of how, unknowingly, dry holes are drilled close t_o oil and gas 
pools, and aliso, how .dry holes in shoestring territcra;-y ttcondemn" only a ::1 
small area around them. 
surface structure.--The testing of a large untiolinnl nose, on the 
strength of geological advice, led· to .the· disoovo1•y of the gas sand at 
Colony. 0 The struoture extends about N. 45 w. throush sea. a, T. 23 s., 
R. 19 E. and o,;osses tho northeast edg·e of Colony. The rooks dip about 
*So .. ~e idea or the effectiveness v,i th which the gas can be drained f'rom 
£ts reservoir and the uselessness of so muny wells ma.y be gained from 
the development of a .240-aore lease northeast or the village. This . 
louse, made up of the NE. t and the E. it mv. t seo. 5, .T. 23 s • ., R. 19. E., 
origina.+lY had 5 wells 011· it. All the wells we~e drillod .in the fall 
of 1921. Their average initial volume was 14 million oubio feet and 
rock pressure 285 pounds.· !live years later, another woll was ppt down 
ne:1r the center' of the lease and 1100 f'eet from the nearest vld well t 
with the hope of 1•ep'lc.en: ishing the production.· However. the at tempt 
was disappointing because ~he open .flov, of the hole was. only 65,000 
·ou.bio feet and the rocie nr~s~ure 6tr pounds• the lat tar.. the same as in 
the other wells. 
R.taE. 
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>i:r drillin9 ~topped above boq cias" * qa~ well in 1000-foot :iancf 
Fi<j- ll... Pr~perfy map -~f fhe, Colony fown.sife Jo5 field. 
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50 feet from the top of the stru.oture on the northern side of sec. 8 
to tha ~icldie of sec. 6, T. 23 s., n. 19 E. The 0011tou1~s which re..; 
~resent the 'lowest 20 to 25 feet of dip awing so.u.tlmard to inolude 
a minor tht nose, or dome, in the N. rt sea. 7. The north flank of. the 
_rnaJqr structure <;iips: into a parallel syncline whose axis _passc1s through 
thEf NE. t seo. 5. 
The first well, on the highest part oi" the nose and i11 the 1:iw. l· 
sea. 6, round no sand at. the Colony·horizon. A seoond test, about 
hnlf a mile_ fartner northwest, encountered a small f'low ~t gas and 
was completed after being drilled· through the gas sand into shale. Luter, 
it was discovered that the sand penetrated in ·this first well was only 
a small portion of' a thick body separated by a shale break from a lower 
portion, 50 to 100 feet thick, that yielded the "big gas". 
The majority of operators gave no attention to surf'aoe structure 
i 
in the development of tho field •. Tho limits are defined by the exte11t 
of the sand body, ex:c~pt on the southwest end, where the sand is lower 
and is ·water-bearing. 
Subsurfaoti_ struoture.--Oontours on the base of' the Fort Scott lime-
stone follow ·the. trend 0£ the sand body and define a long, a.arrow anti-
. . 
oline hav~ng a west £luruc ·that dips sharply at the edge of the sand. 
Contours on 'the Altamont· limestone and· Iola limestone indicate structure 
essentia'ily like that or the surfaoa rool-cs. It 3ppoars that the dips in 
the· Fort_Soott' limestone ~re caused by differential settling over the 
sand.· The higher horizons ·do not reflect· this condition. 
Relation .Q! production to struoture~--At1_ ·has been_ previously pointed 
out, the pool is only a se@nent of the 14-mila shoestring of gas sand 
that winds through the county. It ands about half a-mile southwest of 
Colony where the sand becomes low on tho regional ·structure and contains 
,( 73) 
~alt water. The greater aocu."Ilulation at· Colony may be aooounted for 
. -
partly·by the auticlinal position of the sand in I>?irts of' seds. 6, 6, 
and 7. · :It dips· of:£ into syncliuos on eaob. side.:-the 'one on the south 
holdinu water; 'th~ one on the north, sm.1ller quantities or gas. Thus 
it ·muy be.: observed that the Colony wells are on an autiolinal "high0 
. ' ' . . 
that 1$ part· or a still larger nnntioline'' formed .by the. position of 
tha long sand· body on the regio11a.l dip .. 
. . . . 
sand.-!"'The sand, at the·;.,900-toot horizon. and gE3nerally referred to 
as the Colony sand, is included. in a body havd:ng ~ nµ.dmwn thickness of 
at loast, 135. teat aµd having thin \Vedge-like edges at a uniform distanoe ·, 
of upprox1nutely 3000 feet apart. It is fine-grained, gray., and mioaoeo us, 
.and covers a considerable range 111 ·quality as oontrolled by v.1rying a · 
amounts of' shale or -sandy shale. A,brea~ ~~ pure shale·or sandy shale, 
ct"'oours commonly in the upper part. o_f the sand body and separated the · 
ttfirst gas'', a relatively small .amount in 10 to 50 feet of sand or snildy 
sh.ale, from the ''big gas" thu·t oomos from 50. to 100 foot o'f sand~· 
Outstanding ~euture~fqof' the sautl body are its grout thio~ess. its 
abrupt thinning on the aidos, and·, fingers of sand, 5 to 25 feet thick, 
projecting 500 to 2000 feet from about the middle of the sund body. In 
places there n.re at least three of these fingers of sand, separated ,by 
a t:ew feet of shale •. The top of the sand is olightly oonvex, or·flat, 
and the bottom is outlined as·convex. where the lines defining the under-
side are ~rojeoted benai1t1:>, the' depths to which the wells penetrated the 
sand •. ·At, Colony, the east 'side of the sand body dooreasos in thicl:Cness 
from more thun 100 to 10 feet betw'eon ,vells GOO feet apart. On the west 
side. the deore;.;.se is at a lesser rate, or f'rom lOO to 10 feet., in 1500 
f'oet. , 
( 7.1;) 
. Tho ·Oharq.cteristios of tho s.1nd body offer oonfliQting evidence 
as to its origin. Oonsider:i.tion of its origin here wil include .fil 
. ' . - ' · .
the features ·qbserved throu~hout its extqnt in tl'!e county. {.See soo-
Uo~a L-~', ,0-:0', and P-P', Pl. IV} •. Its gently wi11d_in~ course, in 
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9' OrY. hole in Coloni $<Ind 
-i:i, Gos wel with zo to za milion 'teet initial volume 
structural contours on Iola limestone 
@ 
fij; 13. 5ond fh/ch.ness· and sfrucfural maP. of 
-/he Colony fownsife 90s field. . The sand fhic"!t:ness 
confours ore o.ssumed from clofo :furnished by dry 
holes on fhe ed~es of fhe sand, . from wel.s which 
p_enefrolecf 100 1eet or more, and From o wel in 
-!er; . .S, which wos driled fhrou9h fhe sand-· where 
tf ts 1.35 leef fhick . 
it to ha a ohunnel deposit of some. lth1cl. Its ooµvex to,p, thickness, 
direction, L:i.ter:11 and vartical gradation into sandy alu\lo, the in-
oluslon of lenses of. a·ha.le, and the :variation in thickness along its 
tren~f, imply ~hut it is a near-shore bar or beach deposit. The oonvax 
tlnderside. is, not as sh-qrp as in the· channel deposits of the 880-toot 
sand. The average slope of· the clepressed section is orily l foot in 25, 
or 4 pe~ oent, whereas the slope of the µndersid~ of the 800-foot 
chann,els,is often l foot in&, or over 16 per. ~e~t. ~~ depression is 
gentler than is suggested by the seotion~, ploted at a~ exa~gerated 
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soale. lfe2r-shore bars are often deposited by ourrents:tlowingpsrallel 
to the·shore. Such a ourront.might_snour a shallow dopression in the 
soa floor a.long its course. If' the current wero given a loadJof snrid, 
it wo.uld· fiU. this ·dai,ression, _and 1~1ter, the exceso sand would be ,piled 
up to for.n the conventionally shaped.beach deposit having,featureo that 
' ) 
would ~nolude a gently convex top., gradation into snndy shule on. the sides, 
~m<L.t)11nn1ng to trreg.geelike edges. The included lenses of shale indioa te 
t imea when muddy \1raters drowned out those bearing sand. Perhaps the 
. ,fingerrs of stlnd resultoJ. from a part of .the d~posit be_ing pulled out 
over the ooasn floor by the back-drag o.t·, the waves. . It seorns likely that 
the \yavesaided in piling up the·sancl where it 1s· thic~:est .. Most of 
the stream .. ohannel shoestrings or -·this district, regardless of their 
; ' • , 
I 
position in. the Cherokee shale, have general. east-west courses. The 
direction of the Oolony-~elda trend oountoraots evidence that it is ·of 
the same origin. 
Production and deoline.--The estimated open £low ot the wells at the 
peak of the development is 900 million oubio feet. The original rock 
pressure of 285 pounds per squnre'.inch declined rapidly because of the 
muny wells that tapped the reserl'lolr. Within ono ye..;.r the -pressure was 
down to 50 pounds, even in wells outside the Villnge and.loa,atoJ relatively 
f'nr apart.· The decline of pressure of some ·or tho wells on town lots 
was plummet-like in rapidity.. A curve th.at shows tho decline of one of 
those walls is shown in :Plate·, VI in oonnootion with the ourve for 10 
representative-wells in the. outskirts of the village • 
. A rather peculiar and interesting situation developed while the 
drilling. progressed at Colony. It was noted that. the la.~gest wolls, those 
h .. !Ving an initial open flow of 20 to 28 million cubic· feet~· were 1n 
straight, narrow alignment., 600 tg 800.feot from the eust eds~ of the sand 
' . 
( 76) 
body. , 'l'his line. or large wells. reaoheJ. from the . southwest. corner 
ot -the.nW~. t, NE. -} sec. 7 to tho middle of' the south line of tho 
SE. t w. f· seo •. 5. All we1•e drilled 100 i"oet into the sand. After 
f' fev1 had. been drille,l, the 5ize or later wells could. be. predicte~. 
very .closely fron their position· in r<1spaot to this narrow trend. It 
seems probable that the cleanness of the thiok sand was an important 
. fa.oto.r in furnishing these large. 1·>roduoors. 
'l!ha in1 tial volume of. the m'lny wells indicates the vast ;qu~nti ties 
.of .,gas ~hat were stored by Nature beneath Colony. A rosu.rne' of the, 
producers ,shows that about 11 were rated at 20 to 28 million, .12 from 
· 15 to ,20 million,;35 from 10:to 15 mil~ion, 26 from 5 to 10 million,· 
.'Jnd 11 below 5 million. Eaoh of th~se groups 'might be enlarged from 
the 30: unolassified wells. Seventeen. dry holes wore dr1lled 11 .. 
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Bush City !Jhoos tring. 
I.ocution.--The Bush Ci.ty shoostri11.g is the lonp ,trenc.l which ~ls boen 
developed trom' sec.· 14, T. 21 s •. ,: R. 19 -rn. to sec~ i-17, T. 20 ,S., n .. 21 E. 
Thfs µurrow ti,eld, 13 miles in length but· averaging only a qttartor of a 
mile iu 0 width, ro.~lovm a gently·ot.trved east'.""west course· .in 6 miles of its 
t:retl.d on the wostnrn end and th~n turns, northeast for 6 miles., It appar-
ently Joins t~e S4nd·pody of the older Goodrich shoestring ut the eastel"Il 
oJ.ge of, the county. 
tovolopment.--Approx.imutely 775 ,oil wells were drilled in this 13 miles 
or productive. territory from tta1·di, 1923 to January, 1927, andt in addition, 
about 100 dry holeo resulted f'rom ~ttemptn to extend ,tha1~-:trend ·or define 
its edges.· On January l, 1Q27 proven locations~· for a~out _ 50-wells, re~ 
maineu.. so tho total n-:.lmber d.11 the· field'. should .eitontually be about 825. 
The discove.ry wull wan drilled by A. H. Koys on the :)nrnu tT. Ware 
farm in tho, southeast corner of the NE. t sec. 15, T. 21 s., R. 20 E. 
This well was located on a· large anticline with the prtrpose of tasting 
the Colony gns sand-1horizon. Two previous tests on the same structure 
wet"etailures. When an oil .sand was encountered uuexpectedly ~t· ~00 feet 
1n the third well, it was oomplotod·at thut. depth. Fate seems to huvo 
hurried the discovery of the Buoh City field, beca·u.so the suooessful 
well was drilled to retain a lease about to expire and on a· location 
·seemingly less favorable than mn.ny. Tho next well th•illed after the dis-
oovery well, the southeast offset, ·was dry. The initial producer is only 
500 feet fro~ the edge 0£. the .sand body. 
In another instance the discovery: o:t' this shoostring was delayed 
by only a narrow margin. Several dry holes, y1hich had uhowines of oil, 
were drilled along the. !3outh Forlc of Pottawatomie· Oroek 1n. seos. 12 und;:.13, 
( 78) 
'l'. 21 s., R. 19 E., three to fiv~ · years be.fore the first wel ~~ 
brought in four miles west ot them. T"ne trend that was subsequently 
developed passed between two of' these old dry holes. 
The history of the Bush_ City fie~d is characterized by a series 
of spprts of act i ~1 ty controled by the prioe or oil and by wildo:it 
,vels brought in ahead of proven torri tory. · 
' 
Wels which served ~ extensions !.Q. the ~ City field 
during its development. 
". 
. ltength I 




~eerless Oil oo. .No. l Crozier northwest oor11er l . !March, 1924 
Si'1'. "f SW. t seo. 
'· 
18-21-21 
• 1. t. Rich et al. ?io • l Whetstoni ~ SW. t NW. ,;}c seo. 4 l{ay, 1921 
13-21-19 
•' 
Dougbs Oil Co. No. l s. p. southeast corner 2 June, 1924 




3/4 Litrel and· No. 4-Hydorn Northwest·, corner April, 1925 
Polkinghorn S\V. t SW. t seb·. 
s-21-21 
Whitesicle and No. l Badders southwest·· corner 1/2 April, 1926 
Fielder· NB.~ seo. . 
8-2l-2l 
Denton et al. No. l Rosel · southwest, corner l May, 1925 
mv. J. ·sm .1. ,1, Ii.tJ sec. 
4-2l-2l 
Denton et al. Bo. l Ja.okson NE •. 1. SE • .!. 4 4- l Oot. 1925 
sea. 32-29:..21 
Childs et al., No. l Clevalund Southeust oorner 3/4 .ran. 1926 . 
g!l'. t sea. 
28-20-21 
s 18-21-21 indicates seot1on-tovmship-range~ 
E. Thia is the firs.t wel driled beyond the bend north of . Bush 01 ty. 
Struoture.--The surface :rooks alo~ tn,is shoestring have been surveyed 
_os-ire!Wy, beoause geologis,tsr still cling to, tho hope that some peoulia:tt-
itiea ot s.truoture rosy be f~und \Vhich will prove useful in looat1ng looal 
doposits of sand or tracing suoh deposits beyond their known limits. The 
Bush City field pasaos over a variety of minor struotural features. 
. . ' . . 
At the ,,~9stern ond of the field, in soo. 14, T. 21 s., R. 19 E., 
the ~ooks rise to the east ab' about the normal rute anq then flatten 
for a distance of one mile across seo. 13. From this rather flat area,. 
·, or .terrace, the normal northwest dip is present for 3i miles to the 
middle of seo. 15, ~. 21 s., R. 20 E. Tllo base qf the Plattsburg lime1 . 
stone is 90 feet hig~or at ~hut point than at the west end of the field. 
In the E. it seo. 15 and the W. i seo. 14, tho sa~d body orossos a dome 
on the north end of an untioline that oooupies tl'le eaa~-dentrnl part of 
T. 21, s., R. 20 E. ~,rom the middle of sec. 14, T. 21 s., n. 20 E. to 
tho N. t, sec. 5, T •. ,,21 s., :R. 21 E. no key beds ~re exposed. subsurface 
studies indio:1te thut the s~nd rises about· 45 feet tro~ the west side 
of aeo. 13, T. 21 s., R. 20 E. to the orest or a dome in the NE. t of.;.,, 
that section ELnd the Wl. t Meo .. :,., 16.. T. 21 s., n. 21 E. A shal~ow syn-
olin,1 area it,1 the NW. t NE. ,; seo. 16 1s encountered ,afore the sand 
ag:iin ~eoomes higher· in the SB. · t seo. 8. In the next 3 miles . it· has 
minor .f'luq$:.u:u t ions 'in elevation that am
1
ount to a maximum differenoa of 
35 feet. The ~and is highest in the NW. t soo. ·8 and the Stf. ! sec. 6, 
at 425 to 430 f'eet above sea level, and Jowest .in the mv. t seo. 4, at 
396 to 405 feet above sea level. ,At ea.oh end of this 3-mile seotion, 
and· at points between. the sand is ·about the ·smne elevation. because 
it follows apprQximately the strike of the beds. ·on eaoh ·side 0£ the · ... 
line between seas. 27 and 26, T. 20 s., R. 21 E. the sand is relativeiy 
low, being 360 to 370 above sea level. Prom tho western edge of sea. 27 
(80) 
it rises about 80 feet to th.e county line, where it is replaced by . . .. 1 
s~mdy shale B.Jld broken sand that have only showi~gs ot oil and gas:. · 
~.--The producing sand is a channel-:-shaped ~eposit, 0 to 55 
. . 
feot thick and 1000 to 2000 feet wide, that oooura 20 to 40 feet 
below the top-ot the Cherokee shale. The depth to the s:ind oh9.nges 
I '\ ._; 
from about 60Q feet in the E,ast~rn part of the field t'Q a.bout -~O:J 
feet in .the western pnrt. This difference is acqounteq. £or mostly 
by the regional dip and the topography. The lowest part of' the channel 
is not always midw:.1y between the edges1~and therefor~ it. pinches out 
more abruptly at some points than others. 
· The folle>wing examples are mentione~ to pio~ure how sharply the 
channel bottom rises. A well with Z6 feet of sand in ~eo. 8~ ~. 21 s •.. 
R. 21 E. is o~fset on the s~uth by a dry hole th~t had 10 feet or broken 
sand. A drytiole·that htld 6 feet of sand, in sea. 18,,T. 21 s., R. 21 E., 
is 425 feet southeast ·ot a well with 46 fet:t of sand. A failure with 
2 feet, of' sami • in the Nll. i seo. 8, T. 21 S., R. 21 E., is 300 feet 
west of an oil well that had 44 feet. 
Patches of S.ind, 2 to 30 f'eet .' thick:, have been discovered outside 
of the main trend. "t'hey contain small quantities of black oil of lower 
iravity. Two to four feet of shoestring sand that had a showing or oil 
wore logged in three tests in the nw. i aao. 17, T. 21 s., R. 2,$ E. On 
_tho north side or the shoestring, i_n seas. 6 and 7, T. 21 s., R. 21 E., 
12 to 30 feet of sa4d yield oil of 22 to 30 degrees gravity. This patch 
of' sand is not oonn·eoted ·w1 th tho main field through the urea closest to 
it, put the eµds of the patch may have "leads" i11to it~ Perhaps it re-
pres~mts nn n~andone~ tempo;,:ary channel. of' the s;ream that was responsible 
for the main µnit. A large numbor of failures a . qurfrtf:lr to· half a mile 
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channol horizon. 
The ohannol filling ia s!.mdstone that varies ovor a wide range . 
in quality. according to t~e amount of shale or snndy shale aseooiated . ' 
with 1t. Tho shale ooours mostly as fine laminae but increases 1n· places 
to form beds at least 2 teot thick. '.ehe sand is di_vided into .al ternat-
ing layers·of fine and·coarse materbl that .may be no~ioed.1nthe.dr1ll 
cuttings. Those of the fine ··sand are so fine us to appear muddy; those· 
of the coars~ sand }'µlve a texture like. sugar. ·r~ is likely,th.at the 
san<l is far more impure than generally, asnumed. beonuse., by £ollow~ng 
the.genoral custom of washing tho cuttings in a bucket. the finest sand 
and the mud aro . eiiminated, and tho smn.J?le left for ·.examination is made 
u.p of the cleaner' oo'a.rser sand. 
too.ally, o.. bye,r of hard,. bllok, onlo3reous . sand,, 5 to 7 teet thick, 
and li~e that in the Garnett shoestring, covers the bottpm of the 9h~nnel. 
This sand ia not believed to holdmuoh oil. because µo increase.can bo 
noticed whon it is penetrated. It is ,not included in ~he part 0£ the 
sand that is shot. The main produoing zone, or "pay''• is above the 
black sand and oooupios abm1t tw~-.thirds of the channel. · Itis relative-
ly oleJ.n snnd tl)at bletids freely il1, wells of average size, ·or larger. 
The rom~inder is ohi~fly brownish-gray "broken sand" that holtis soma gas 
everywhere, but in varying amoun.ts as governed by tho structure. ~he 
term "broken sand" is of~te11 erroneously applied to olean sand th!it. oon-
tHins littl'e oil. In sorne·plaoes tho quality.of the sand 1s·unilorm from. 
top to _bottom. 
Fragments o?Jtained from wells after they have bean shot µf't"ord a 
good means of studying the produoing rook. A poor cleavage is developed 
along the thin laminae whose surfaces are covered with flukes of mica. 
Tiny layers 0£ ail t appear as dark tu~nds, and by meams of theso .and the 
( 2) 
edges o tho l minae o mio· oross-beddin~ can bed te t d. fter exam-
inin specim nn o this 1. ine, ail ty sand, one concludes th t it l · o 
muoh of be ng an ideal reservoir rook. 
Fiq. 14. Fraqmenf_ of s_ond from fhe Bush Cify . shoesfrin'J 
The fine cross- beddm9 1.s shown by flakes of mica fhaf 
line fhe beddin9 plane.s and seporafe.fhe clean band.s of 
sand This channel sand retains a lar9e percenfaqe of d-s 
oil because of ifs fineness and lenticular slruc'fure of 
impure maferia/. 
ruot·~re.-- not1oe l co d1t1on n 
ro peo to the ush it 1eld 1 thtt variation 1n th ·mount o 1n-
it1 l otio o th ells in di fr nt action. he res ot 
initial y1 ld ar tructurully hi h st. Thi 1 sho· oon-
olust ely by oom r1son o the pro 11 of the nd d tho pro ile 
of the ostio te initial produotion n ar oua p rt o th tr nd. 
( S e l. VII ) • 
rel, 
ll in son o· the synclines r.d only 6 o 15 our-
on djaoent ntiolines rd 50 to l Ob rr l the 
1: 1r t d y.. Local ynoli · l r a that i.irn1sh.ed oder· tel largo producers 
~ener· lly p:rt or Jor h1·h r 3uoh condition e lats 1n 
(S3} 
· fhe NE,.
1 i; seo. 18, T. 21 S. , R.. 21 :!! .. , \ihere wells that made 50 to 75 
barrels are in .a shallow s;.mclino which is u part of a 3-lllile rmti-
olinal section that proved to be the most prolific -of the entire shoo-
~tring. The individual wells within the areas of different productivity 
. vnry greatly among thcmsel ves. This is evidently onuseu. by dif_ferences. 
in the quality of the sand, which is made up of fino and coarse. dirty 
and clean lenses. The quality of the s.:.ml m:ay offset t·he effect of 
. ·' 
structure, o.s demonstrated by the barren broken sand in sec. 26, T. 20 s., 
R. 21 E., on the western edge of Linn County. This area is higher thsn 
any, part of the ohoestring in -Anderson Ootmty and would have been oxpected· 
to furnish large wells had the sand been clean. 
· ~ · Heav;y: oiL--Condit"ions somewhlit s~ilar·- to t.hose in the west end of 
d>he Garnett shoestring aro alad~}prosent in ·-the west ond of' tho Bush 
City field. The dark green oil of 3,5 to 36 degrees .~rsvi ty is replaced 
by heavy, black o1l before .the sand becomes barren. However, the drop 
in gravity is more abrupt. A .well near the we:st edge of seo. 13. T .. 21 s., 
n. 19 E •. produoes 34-degree oil; a ·1.~iell 300 fe.et farther west has 28-degr.ee 
oiL The oil pumped on the las.t oo:nmercitfl' lease on the tr.end tests 
25 degrees. A stringy, ,tar-like on has been found near the middle of 
sec. 14. Beyond there the ~and· Qarries only a stain or. on. 
Production~ decline.--The extremes in in! tial production or the 
welts raugc from 5 to 800 barrels. It i$ difficult to estim.ate the 
average initial, product ion, but 1 t is placed at, npproxims-toly 60 barrels. 
A few wells flowed naturally and most of those of average size flo\ved 
by heads ,for. a day t9 ~ week, after being shot. About 10 per oont started 
at 20 barrels ·or less and 10 per cent at more thun·l50 barrels.· The 
largest well of the field ±'lowed 34 barrels ·per hour during· the, first day. 
(84) 
This :well v1ils···truly a £teak because it produced ~ni tial:ly 500 barrels 
more per day than its neare11t rival •. -
A study of the de~line · of lea·ses which were drilled up rapidly · 
·. and had a good flush produotica:n, furnished ly 75:_·· tci 15.o~ · bar;el · 
WE3lls, indicates t~t the recovery by natural ·methods after 15 years . 
. ' 
will be from 4500 to· 9000 barrels per well', or 1600 to. 3000 barre_ls 
per acre.• The average recovery per acre on the best leases oan be 
. ' 
expected to be about 2500 barrels. · The prqduotion· of a well that made 
100 barrels initially is 4} to 5?; barrels at the end of_ the first year, 
2 to 2~ barrels at tho end of the second year, and 1 to 1l~arr'e1s. at 
th~ end of th~ third year/ After the third year• the production will 
probably decline very slowly during the next 10 to 12 years until the 
av~rage. dally production is l/5 to 1/4 barrel pe~ well. 
The possibilities of increasing the recovery in the Bush. City f'leld 
. . 
by applting ~ir pressure are still unknown. The 'f~w air_ Jll'a.nts that have 
been installed have not been, in operation long enough to furn~sh .. det-
1nite information as to their worth. Judging i'r.om ·the favorHbla results 
secured by the use of air on the older Garnett shoestring, an additional 
recov-ery muy ·oe allowed ·,ror in the Bush City field, al.t~ough poorer 
sand conditions there may lessen the success of this method. 
*Por acre recovery is o.st ima ted f'rom the ore a. included within the edgos 
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{85) 
Other' Fields •. 
A ·tew gas wells, which· produoe from ·the 900-foot sand. have been 
drilled 3 miles west and 1 mile south of Ga:rnott. The largest walls 
are on the. top ot a .small dome •. Dry }}oles drilled off ... this demo en-
countered salt. wa·ter. ·The initial daily pa.paci ty oi' the wells varied 
from 1/10 to 2tmillion cubic ·reet and their roclt pressure was 275 
pounds, per ·square incb..· 
A short shoestring oil pool, 3 miles nouthwest of Colony, trends 
0 N. ·30 w. The pool is about a mile long but only 700 teet wide. The 
·channel-shaped sand. body has u maximum thickness of' 30 feet and is 10 
to 15 feet below the top of the Cherokee shale. This trend has not beon 
developed fully, because the wells ho.d very small initial production. 
A shoestring gas field in sec. 28, ~. 21 s., R. 21 E. produces 
from ~he Colony· sand, which is at a depth of about 700 feet hero. The 
initial open .t'low averaged about 2 million oubic feet per well. The 
sand body is sharply defined on the edges, as shown by the dry holes, 
.with O to 4 feat or sand, that are .offsets to gas wells with 20 to 30 
feet. A peoulinr feature of this !:JhOestring is that no water oocurs in 
·tti~:._·bottom of' the sand where it has been davel<?ped to date. 
A narrow gas pool in the Colony sand is 7 miles east and l~- milt"e 
north of Garnett. The sa.nd body· is on the west f la ult of nn .un t ioline. 
Seven wells. wllioh average about 2 ro;111on f'eot open flow when drilled in, 
make .up the pool. The 300-root sund is produotivo·ulso 1n this field. 
The source of the gas used in Garnett is in a shoestring field 7 
tniles east of the city. The. gas comes from tlle Colony sand. Eight 
wells, with initial vol~es of l to· 4 million feet and pressure of 250 
pounds, are in a narrow line 1 mile long, . trending slightly'' east of: north. 
(86) 
Refineries and Pipe Lines~ 
No refineries have been built in Anderson County. The oil enters 
trunk lines that reach.refineries in Missouri, Illinois, and Indiuna. 
!ehe Prairie Oil & Gas Company and the Sinolair Crude 011 Purohasiug 
. C~mpaey buy the oil from the producers. The tormer oompany wus the· 
original one in this distriot and its liries conneot most of :thetle~sea:.,\ 
The Sinclair oompany,takes oil from a few of the properties in the east-
. ' . ' ' : . 
ern end of the Bush City field ~nd tra11spo1·ts it to Oeritervillci in. 
; : ' ~ . 
Linn Oounty, where it enters a trunk line. The main lines ot the Prairie 
Pipe· Line Oompany whioh arc ·-laid through the county consist ot one 8-inoh 
and three 12-inch lines.· ,A pump station-at Greeley has .a, oapaoity of 
189,000 barrels per day. 
The Kansas Natural Gas Oompany and the J.B. Kirk Gas & Smelting 
Compan1 are the chief purchasers of gas. Tho Kansas Natural has tv10 
l~1noh lines·whioh extend north-south~ They cross the southern boundary 
of the county about 2 m1les ·soutbwost ·ot Colony, extend to Colony, thence 
along the Santa Fe. Railway to Welda, from there to Garnett, · and then pass· 
straight north from Garnett across the Anderson-Franklin county line •. 'rhe 
gas is raised to tho line pressure, about 200 pounds, at a compressor 
plant at Welda ~nd ia transported with the gas from fexas and Oklahoma 
to Ottawa. Lawrence, !opeka, Grea~tlr Kansas 01 ty, Saint Joseph, and other 
towns and cities in that general district. 
The J.B. Kirk Gas & ~melting Company. supplies gas to a market made 
up principally of cement plants at Iola and Uildred, and the o1t1 of Iola. 
lta lines take gas from wells' in the Oolbny-Welda distriot, from-the 
field 3 miles weat ot Garnett,. and' trom small pools on the eastern side 
of the oounty. 
(87) 
Future Poss i bili t ios of' A11derson County. 
The conditions under ~ .. :hich .tho oil :::.i.nd gas occur in Audorson County 
make ~n app1·0.isal of its future possib11-it1es .rather uncertain. Prob-
ably-they rest principally in the a.ands ~hat hn.ve already givon the 
most production. 
A few sc~ttered deposits of the :300-foot sand that will yield gas 
may be expected, chiefly in tho northeEistern quarter of the oouuty where 
this sand has been found most often. 
The 600-foo.t nand,. like the shallow one above it• b1ls little poten-
tial worth. IJp to this time, only a very small p~roent!l.ge of the gas 
production has come from it. ~he short 11vos of the wells, \Vhich had 
original srr.all volume, make estimates of its .future out·put ulmost neg-
Hgible. 
The two main sn:nds, ·the 800-foot, or shoestring s.rnd, .!lnd the 900-
foot, or Colony sand,. will prob.~bly contribute most 0£ the future pro-
duction. The part of the county south of the Bush 01 ty field offers 
good pros.peots for more shoestring fields of the channel tppa. If these 
deposi~s are the fillings of stream .,cham1ela, .it ·,d:ci.es not appear reason-
able to believe thnt more tna.n one or h:o or the size ot the Bush City 
field, and two or three narrower ones, are present. stroamo .a quarter or · 
a mile in width would be expected to be several miles upu.rt •. ltinor 
branch deposits may be found, but. as yet, conclusive e1t1dence 01" their 
existence has not been brought to light. 
·1.tore small oil pools should ba opened up in the Colony-Welda ·dis-
dtrict betv,een those already discovered •. and als~.:: in an. ~re3 one to two 
miles wide. paralleling the west side of the trend nmv outlined,.· The best 
prospects are believed to be on the west side, because the sand was laid· 
down as a. near-shore or beach ·deposit, vrith the sea lying to the west. 
(88) 
It is oasy to conceive h.ow scattered rrnnd bodies nay have extended 
some distance off shore. The almost complete bck of s:md on the 
eust side cf the pools discovered to date makes it uppoar thHt the 
e1ge oi'1\the land bordered olosely to tho shore lino alrendy trncod out, 
and: that es.st of tho Hue, channel tilllngs are the only type of de-
posits to bo e1q1ected. 
Northwest of G~~nett and between Glenlooh and Scipio many·wildoat 
wells· have found good showings of oil in 2 to 50 feet of sand at the 
800-toot horizon. . Enough oil was found in some wolls. thut other tests 
· ..,,.,era drilled only a location from thos.e that had the showingo. Although 
no pools hsve been opened to date, the shov1ings lend eucouragemont to the 
belief that . this part of the county may yet yield commercial _prodtiotion. 
: It· is doubtful whether any larger deposit of the Colony sand· than 
that oi' tho trend extending from Colony through Welda and northward will 
be f-ound. rrhe best place to expect thin sand in laree bodies ia ip. the 
western ~art of the county where traces of it have been round in some 
dry holes and where little prospootiva territory has been eliminated by 
dry holes. Muny more small, narrow.fields, ouch as have bean devolopod 
near tho enster11 odge of' the county, will probably be openod up, some of 
them in gonernl· ulignmcnt with those found to date. Othor north-:;ou::n 
trends, made up of similar small uand bodies, may ocour b_etwoen this 
enstern aeries and the largo Oolony~Welda. sand body. /.JlY gas in the 900-
foot sand wont of' the Colony-Welda shoestring is·moro likely to be collo~ted 
only undor· anticlines or domes, because the sand would be below tho water 
level as o·stubli.shed by a line drawn between the two water-benring ends 
of the trend. 
Considerable drilling hns bean done in .the Harris-Westphalia-North-
cott district, ch.iefly in search for oil or gus in tho thick sund im.'nad-
iatoly above the Missis·sippittll limestone. A very small gas pool nenr 
1'Jorthcot t is the only favorable ri:sul t of this drilling .... ' A few show-
ings of oil· induce a few operators to prospoct in the area. · Because 
this sand holds wuter, .testij shouid be clr~lled only on structures. The 
absence or key beds in most of the. _distr~ot prevents· selection of: the 
fnvorable areas. The fact that the sand 'is only partially filled with ' ; . -
water in plac:i"?s must· be taken into .consiµ.eration in locating tests for 
qil, Which wo~ld moa.t likely be on· the· tlank:s of structures ·just above 
the water-level •. '?he gas, however, should occupy tl}e highest po,i.nts~ 
regardless of the .. imount .. of water in the sand. 
· The weathered zone on top of ,the Miasi;v.;lippian rocks in tli~ south-·, 
eaotei~n l,)art. of the oounty locally is capable or ,producing omall amounts 
of ga~ and heavy oil. The rupid depleticm of the gns. that appears to 
be 1~ 0 pocketa", allll the poor quality of the oil, do tract all commercial 
possibilities from this i1sal';l,dtt iui long us tho rnuritet tor those products 
remuius us it is. 
The "first break" in the ,fflime 0 has furnished no pa-odu.otion in thi.s 
part oi' Knnsas. It i,s wortbq ot being tested .Q.!1 tJtruoturus by wells that 
have missed tho 11ppe·~,, sands. 
The 0 seoond break't, :reprosentad by th~ top of the 0 siliceous lir.:a", 
migl1t furniah(~amall pools of low gravity oil. The aoc-qmulatio~ ot" oil 
at this ho1·izon is very sensitive to structural conditions. \ ov in this, 
"sand" in Montgomery and. Chautauc1ua Gountios has oollooteu. in small pools 
at tho top of ·domes with 20 to 40 feet 0£ closure. Tho oil is hoavy, 
22 to 24 degrees Baume', and about· the same· grade would prob.a.l,ly occur 
in Andersou ·county. ln view of the tlif'i:icul ties of determining the 
struoture below the Mississippian limestone,· and the small pools of heavy 
· oil to be expeoted, 1 t does not appet!l'" that there is at present sut1·1cient 
(90) 
inducement for prospeotlng in this zone. 
· The fine, impure· sand of tho Anderson County fields probab.~y t~i ves 
up far loss than tha uvor~ge pHrooutuge of oil obtained from suud by 
mtur~l drainn.ge. Tho laree quantities lei't in ·the sand should act as 
fl!l incentive ror tho applio~tion of qrtif'ioial. r.aethods of recovery. 
Those may be depended on to account for a large portion or· the future 
..J} ' 
supply. It is likely that air or. gas· pressure will be applied to most 
leases ·be.fore they are abandoned. Mining mehhods may be adopted in the 
end. 
(9l) 
~ATION BEZ~BEN' ACCUMULATION ~.UlD STRUCTURE IN THE OIL SHOESTRINGS 
The two main oil. shoestring tronds in the county show a rnarkod 
relationsh.ip between the accamulation of the. oil and gas,. and st~J.oture. 
1:ri· the Bush City shoestring the largest oil wells. and those which had 
tho most gas with the oil, were on the antiolinal portions of the trend; 
the' smallest .oil .wells, and those .vhich had very little gas, 't?ero in 
the'·synclines •. 1\.n explanation for this exceptional aocwnulation in the 
·waterless sand isbaaod on the ,;ommer greater saturation of the sand, 
higher rook pressure afforded b;( a thicker overburden of sediments, and 
the character of the reservoir rock. Except for a few v:irfations and 
9 
addit .. ions,utha writer i.s in aocort\ with the theory offered by Rioh to 
explain the present unsaturated condition o.t" aoma or the shoestring sands. 
In tha ousa of the Bush City shoestring it is-believed that the sand was 
originally filled with w~ter • a .nortion or which ·na.s ropfaoed by oil and 
gas. The oustomury gravitational separation in water-bearing sando took 
plaoe--the oil and gas gathered in the higher parts ot the trend and the 
water took up its· position in the lower parts. It seems I1ecessar-1 to 
' . grant thn~ the aoou.,iulation of gas and oil in tho antiolinal portions o:r 
the trend took place while t11e sand held water--otherwise thera would be 
no induoernent i'or them to segregate in these.higher plaoes.- Equal vol-
umes of oil and gas were not exchanged for water, because the sand is not 
satu:ratednow, assuming. of course. that only negligible amou.nts of the 
hydrocar~ons have escaped since they migrated into the sand. All the 
oil and ga~ available for th~s replacement may have been used tiefore all 
the water was taken up. It is believed that the water continued to travel.· 
into nearby s~ales to replace that which escaped with gases formed during 
the metamorphism. 01' tho sb.alo 9 or perhaps into uo:..truy shales of continental 
(92) 
origin that were never thoroughly saturated with water.• As the water-
bearing portions of the trend became smaller, the gas slowly followed up 
the water as the latter withdrew. The spread ot the gas was fao111tated 
when the rook pressure was lowered by the erosilon of the overJ;ying sed-
imentary column.· The gas carried some oil with it to the parts of the 
. ' , 
trend vaoated last by the water--the synclines. However, the very fine-
g17ained, silty sand retarded greatly the spx-ead ot· the gas so that only 
small amounts ot oil and gas reached the areas where the sand is down- '. 
folded~ Al.though no data are available, it migh~ be expected that the 
sand in the synclines contains more cement t left when the water was 
slowly reduced in volume and at lest oom~letely absorbed. This would 
also retard the movement ot the on and gas and oause smaller wells. 
4 different condition may be notice~ in the Garnett shoestring. The 
s~nd is filled with oil and gas throughout its course,· there being no 
sections of light production ,as in the Bush City ahoestriug. It ,is be-
lieved that t.hi.s is caused by a complete replaoement of the former water 
in the sand with oil and gas. The higher parts of' the sand are filled 
with gas; an· the remainder 1s oooup1ed by oil. (fig. 6) •· Even the por-
tion of the trend that crosses the deepest syncline in the county 1a thor-
oughly saturated with oil. 
'It 1s ooricluded that the relationship bet\veen aooumlllation and struo-
ture in the shoestrings depends on the degree of saturation of the sands 
with oil and gns and the tes:tura and purity of the sand. It 1s probable 
that the oil in an unsaturated coarse-grained sand would drain into the 
synolines. 
*Hore ~etu1led dlsoussio~ of unsaturated shales and their relationship 
to .. the "shoestring" oil sand is given under "Absence of water from the 
o'il ·,sand" on pages 96-100. 
(93) 
BARREN SAND AND. SAND CONTAINING HEAVY OIL 
One of the greatest disappointments to oil operators who.are drill-
ing ~n shoestl"ing territory' where sand depo'si ts are so diftioul t to 'find, 
' ' ' 
1s· ·tha discovery ot. sand at the· 011 horizon th~t ;euner shows no traoes 
0£, gas, Oil, or ·wat~r • or yie,l.ds unmarketable. oii. Examples Of the former 
ar~ the barren sootions at the ~est ends of the Garnett and flush Oity 
shoestrings; of the latter, scattered patches of sand in the eastern half 
of the oounty. 
;, 
The oil beoomes increasingly lower'in grnvity in the two shoestrings 
until the barren zone is reuohed. The more rapid deorease in the Bush 
Gity field may be due partly to tenkage of the lighter constituents, 
beoause two higher, normall.Y non-oil-bearing sands hold a thiok, asphaltio 
residue that is believed .. to have beon deposited ;from oil and gas that 
escaped along a fault from tho sand below. An unconfirmed report by 
.early residents describes a gas seepage in the vicinity of the heavier-oil 
seotion. 
The east edge of the barren zone in the Garnett shoestring is only 
a mile from a point where gas a.nd oil wero under pressure of 250 pounds 
per squnre inoh. A similar condition existed in sea. 33, T. 20 s., R. 20 B., 
only half' a mile trom good gas wolls in the same s:md. Ona would nat-
urally expect that the oil and gas would spre.ad into the barren sand, the 
physioal appearance of which d;ffers but slightly from that which yields 
9 
large quantities of 011. Bioh has suggested that the barren ends ot the 
shoestrings might be aooounted for by the torrner prusenoe of water that 
has sinoe withdrawn to the westward. Water-bearing sand has been found 
at the shoestring horizon on the west~rn side of the oounty. The sand 
may be cemented so tightly by mineral matter or mudc~y sand between the 
( 94)' 
barren and 'produot.iy~ -sections that the oil and g:-is onnnot migrate• 
The barren ~and i~ :·~arder and is lighter tO .. Cillored th.an the. 01~-b_earing 
sand, being more ne~u;ly. gr-J.Y tha~ brown. Some of eaoh :type of s&nd_ 
from the Garnett shoestring was tes·t.ed \I/1th aoid. A sample from the 
rioh part of the shoestring in ~eo •. · 6, f. 21 s., R. 20 E. did not cause 
any effervesoenoe~ ·A s3m:ple from a well on th~ west aid~ of seo. _3, 
which h?d oil ot 29 degrees grav1 ty, and :.mother sample from a dry .. 
hole in seo. 6, ,r. 21 S • ., R. 19 E., v.,hioh had 40 feet ot "dry" sand, 
both showed some eff'ervesoenoa, thus suggesting a cement of oal·oium 
oarbona~~e. Perhaps the oharaot·er of the shale -adjacent to the sand 1s 
responsible for the lack ot o'il and gas, particularly 1£.aocumulntion is 
not dependent on long-distanced migration. If the souroe ot the hydro-
carbons was in the underlying carbonaceous shales, a barren zone in the 
· .. 
sand might refleot a·"lean" condition in the sh.al~. The relative rich-
ness ot source rooks of petroleum is controlled by kind, quality, and 
oonditions for preservation of the organic material buried with them. 
These factors might change within short distances along a low shore where· 
the source-material itself would exist. in varying amounts. Some ot the 
material might esonpe oxidution and ultimately be a source of oil and 
gas; sor.ie might not be favored with the proper conditions and so might 
be de~troyed. Perhaps the change from sand holding light oil. through 
that oontaining inoroasingly- heavier oil to the barren sand marks the west-
wart\(fohange of the shales into which the channels out--the change being 
from rioh, oarbonaoeous shales to leaner, marine shales. 
In some cases, shales of continental origin that were never thoroughly 
saturated with water and held only a little oil may have noted as "blot-
ters•• to absorb the vu1tor _from the sand \Vi thout returning a not"ioeable 
·contribution oi oil. 
·(95) 
Small . patches of the . 800-f'oot sand... that hold nolpil:.:.torJ.only, · · 
small amounts of heavy oil are found· up the dip from the barren zones ,. 
in the ends of the shoestrings.· · Some of these patohes are· very near 
the shoestring ~ie~da of 35- to 36-degree oil. The heavy 011·oan 
perhaps be explained best by the escape of a· controlling· peroentaee or 
the ~as associated with the original oil ot normal gra'lity. Assuming 
that the rate·or natural le:aksge would be the same, ang because there·· 
would be a relatively g:reater oontaot with avenues ot esoape·through 
tho surrouncling shales; a small body of oil '.would be depleted or a re-
latively larger portion or its lighter o·onstituents than a large pool. 
The pore spa.oes of· the so..;.called barren sands are probably filled 
with small quantities of natursl gas and so would not be· vacuums, as 
the word "barren" might imply.• 
•suggested to the writer by R. o. Uoore. 
(96) 
ABSEOOE OF WATEBfl?ROll 'RHB OIL SAND 
The absenoe of water. from some of the shallow oil and gas sands 
or eastern Kansas and other parts of the Jafidcontinent field,,is a con-
dition strange enough to attract more than passing notice. The lack 
,· 
of water reacts favorably to tho operators in that the sand may be 
ent1roly penetrated when tho walls are completed, and, when the casing 
is set,properly. no trouble is .ex.perienoed during operation by the in-
vasion ot water. A disadvantage may rest in the lack ot pressure fur• 
nished by edge water 1~ toroing the oil into the drill holes. 
The te::rm "drytt ot the so-called dry sands has received different 
interpretations from geologists, some maintaining that the dryness is 
. \ 
only apparent beoause the proportion of.water to oil may be too small 
to be observed, or, in the case of sands that yield neither oil nor 
water, the interstioes of the reservoir rook muy be too fine to emit the 
contents. The latter condition is not related to this discussion which 
has to do with productive waterless oil sands. There appears to be no 
room for doubt that the oil sand of Anderson County ls free of water--
at least to the extant that free water does not ocour within the pore 
spaoes. All the wells are drilled through the sand into the shale below, 
and none, even those in the synolinea, produoea water af'tar several years 
ot pumping. The oolor of the sand is not the light oolor generally assoo-
iatea with water sands. 
It seems neoeasary to assume that the oil sauds were water-bearing 
at one time, because, even though they v1ere deposited under continental 
·conditions and dried out, they would eventually be·subjeoted to the en-
trance of some water when later water-borne aed"iments were· laid down over 
them. Therefore, the p1-tQblem must be attacked with the idea of aooounting 
(97) 
.for the subsequent elimination ot. tbe ·water, ,and \Vith the supposition 
tba~ the etfeotiva conditions ware peculiar to particular stratigraphic 
:tiorizons, because. water-bearing oil and gas sands are both above and 
b~low _the non-water-bearing oil sand near the top of the Ohorokee shales. 
I 
!he absence of.water from sands has.been attributed to, 
1. Hydra t 1on . of miner;1ls •. 
·2; Evaporation di{e to heat • 
. 3 •. Oompaotion •. 
4. Oementation. 
5. D2ainage as. the result ot elevation • 
. 6 •. ?J:ode of. origin. 
7. Absorbtion by unsaturated shaleo • 
.. 8. Removal .by gases~ 
·Hydr.at1pn:tponll.d'.Lp11obably have little· off'oot in tho elimination· 
. .\1, 
o,f oonna~e water from the sands,: because there are· faw, if any',· min~. 
' ' ' 
·· e~als, in them. that would take up water in chemical oombination, and 
· . :turthe:r, · such a prooess would more likely have taken plaoe when the 
sediments were be1ng transported. 'lha m1oa is oleur~y 0.1.a~tie..:mut-
erial ~hat :vr1s transported witll.; tho other oonstituents of· tho sand,and 
settled flat with the.bedding. 
Bvapo:ration by hoat· due to .inoreaseJ depth would ,not. be expected· to. ,. 
take rplaoe, baoauao corresponding inoroaaes ·1n pressure would tend to 
prevent the water from reaching.its boiling point. 
Qomp~o~ion migh~ eliminate some water by "squeezing'• during the· 
early stages of the proo~ss, but the degree of saturation would remain . 
the same, or be 1noreased, though some of tho pore spaae·wero eliminated, 
.Although oe~entation might .. force out some o~ .the water .by filling up 
· (98) 
the· pore space. the .t"lnal- a.treat would' be the same as with oo:npaotion--· 
the degree of ·saturation woald remain tha. same~ The extreme or suoh a. 
process would be renohed.when all the pora np3ce was taiten·up by the 
cement. 
The situ~tion might· be piotured wharu~nr,partially-satu.rated sanda 
would beoome dry alter tMi~r water-content had ~rained. down the dip. 
,fJifficu.l 'lti•.es arise· in' explaining this· thtainage from lenses of sand 
surroiinded by shale· and: ·.from a· horizon, betwaen others that hold water.. 
· Another theory ~uggests that the lack of vrdter tnothehsa.nds may be 
aooounted for by the geologic conditions under which the sand and assoc-
iated shale \1ere laid down. The difference is. thoucht to depend on 
whether. the sediments, while being built·'..Up, wore frequently exposed to 
the atmosphere beoausa ot their position near the shore or on i'"lood plains, 
or ware deposited in the sea and were never exposed to the atmosphere. 
10 
Reaves accounts for the absence of water in some oil sands by the supposi-
·t1on that,. because of their continental origin, the sands were not or-
iginally saturated with water. By experiments he f~und that water will 
not tho~ughly penetrate it mete1{f of fine ... grained sand after 1 t has stood 
under .water for several\}Weeka •· However, it does not appo:..r.r reasonable to 
the writer that the waterless oil sands in this district esoapod orig-
inal thorough saturation. No doubt the shoestring .channels were i'illed 
with sand under water, and the 1>thar kinds of sand bodies have the shape 
of those laid doivn in water. 
The provision or unsaturated fine argillaoeous sediments near the 
sand might give·a working basis to ·aoco\Ult for the present lack of water,, 
in the sQnds. Perhaps muds ·deposite-1 011 low land .near the sen during 
short por1ods o:t .. inundation would be dried and their pore· spaces filled 
(99) 
t 
with:air aftel'.' the waters withdrew. The gray to.white shale above the 
·Oil sand in this district hes the appesranoe of air-dried material •. · ,,. 
King, in discussing the entrance of rainwa:,fler into soil., sta~es: 
"whero the surfaoa is covered v1itn this finer· soi-t",. even 
a moderate shower is likely to fill up the surf'aoe pores 
so completely as to preve.nt almost entirely tho escape ,of . 
the.soil air, and this at 'tho same tima prevents the. en-
, trnnoe of water.. , Under those. conditions the: l.1ttltf'.· mois~ 
ture that finds en:tranoe ~o the so11 _penetrates so sqort 
·.a dtstanoe. under the great hindrance of· estrtingled. air that 
1 t is quickly returned to the surfaoa ~Y oapillari ty · and 
los~. by s~rfaoe evaporation .• " · 
While 1 t. shou+d not pe -axpeoted .that sheet· water .-would ·.ba s.o_ ef£c,ot-
i vely retarded from. ~ntrance into tine air-filled sediments,. it seems 
possible that ·a thorough s.aturat.1on would. not result. 1n ~11 oases. 
When· w~ter spread ov~r suoh seilimants. probably some ot the air would, 
by-pass the·water.nnd bubble to the surf'u.oe: other air might be driven 
baolt »:, thepressur~ or the water.into the fines~ pore spaces and grad-
ually be replaced by natural gas before the invading water reaohed it •. 
'· 
After the. addition .of more sediments there would be uo \V~y of escape 
tor the gas and it might even,tually roplaoe soma of. the water 11~ the 
burled sands. 
fhe original water-oonte~t of-some. of the shales may have suffered 
l'artial depletion by being absorbed and carried away ·by gases, principally 
methane, onrbon dioxide, and nitrogen, which are formed during the mota-
lZ. 
morphism of' organic matte1:. !his process might .. be so etfeotive under some 
oiroumstanoas -that the shal~s would lose all their· freo water and be dry, 
exoapt tor tho.films ~t moisture that _!ll1c;ht line t~e pore spaces. If this 
be true, the generally accepted viow that the ground w~ter oooupies all 
the rooks within the zone· ot traotura must have e.1:ceptions additional to 
those best known, to .. include not only the waterless oil sands, but also 
the ·non-marine shalos that. wore never saturated with water and were dried 
.(100) 
by .esqaping ,gases. Furthermore, in ureas where. the .atr.1.ta li~ nearly 
flat and \Vhere .there ·,is little inducement .for ,underground oiroulation 
or ingress or surf'no~ water, the roclts may _bo oharaoto~~zeq ,by. alter-
nating "drY" and ."wet". zones, depending, according to ,their :origin, on 
whethor their originnl~contont of water. has been retained. 
. . 
'!he most. plausible reasons for the absence of .;rater from the oil 
sand, ~OOOrding '.to the ,View .Of the Writer. provide: (l) shales. SUf'•, 
f'ioiently patrolilerous. to exohange .oil and gas for all the water in . 
the .compa:rntivaly. small bodies of .sand imbedtied in them, (2) unsatur-
ated shales co.usotl ohiQfly by the escape ot water with. ga$es formed . 
· during . t.ha metamorphism ot the sh."'llas--the unsaturated. eondi tion would 
not. be ~ne ot long du_ration but .. rather. one .which would .bring about with-
out delay tho roplet1on of the. water-content of the shales ,by nbsorbtion 
ot water from the coarser sands •. 
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DISCOVERHTG AND TRACIUG 3HOESTRIHG SAND BODIES 
The evidonoe sought in the attempt to discover or trnoe shoestring 
sand bodies 1s divided into surfaoe and subsurfa~e indications. In 
Anderson County the search for surf~oe evidence is confined to a study 
.of structure. beoant,,e all o~her kinds ot evidence, suoh as seepages dr 
bitumi~ous deposits, are la~k;ng. The surface structure has been em-
? . ~ ' ,. ' ' 
ployed theoretically on the bas±~ of the following propositGions :· 
l~ Sand bo~ies mi~ht be refleQted by dittere~t1al se~tling. 
2. settling might reflect topographic f'eatures that f.:wor 
the depo_sition of sand. 
3. The struoture of the surface rocks might conform with the 
subsurtar.~e structure, the former represent 1ng a renewal of 
folding that took plnce before the sand was laid tlovm. 
Further, that the synclinal urea might be above synclinal 
valleys that were ooaupied·by streams now represent~d by 
ohsnnel fillings. 
soma of' the factors· that would err~ot settling over sand bodies, 
\ 
or their later d:~teotion, arer (l) their thiokness 9 (2) width in pro-
portion to thio~nass, (3) cleanness, (4) weight ot greatest overburden, 
(6) pres_e~t distance· from the surface, (6) ini'luenoe· of other agencies, 
such a~ uneven deposition or true folding, (7) type ot conditions at 
the surface on whioh mapping is dependent. (8) personal equation repre-
sented in the geologist. 
J 
It should· be easily understood how a thick sand body would be re-
flected more readily than a thin ono. In the aaeo ot the tormer, the 
' 
. settling differential bet\'1een the snnd and the surrounding shale ·would 
.be large, with~ a resultant large depression of the strata at the sides •. 
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HowevHr • . a 'Ni4,e ,' thick sand: body,. that lenses out ve17 gradually, might . 
not oause dip~ that would 3.ttract attention. More settling should take 
plao~ adj~oent to a body of olean s~nd.. than one containing considerable 
materi~l like that ·at the same horizon. As previously noted, the amount 
. 
of oompaotion of sh!:lle has been shovm to be related closely to the ;wight 
.s 
of the overburden. Additional data to take into account the factor of 
· time would bo of interest. Do Tertiary and Devonian ( or older) shales 
oQmpressed ,b:, equal weights of overb1trden have the s.:.une porosity? The 
"oaveyrt. nature .of Tertiary olays and sands in deep wells in· ~he Cti.lf' 
Coastal and California .oil fields implies that the beds lack much ot 
·final oompaotion. If' time 1s an important £actor in the process of com-
paotfon, sand bodies in the ~lder formations would be more likely to 
cause ref'laotive clips th4n t-h.osa 1n younger strata. .The depth to which 
erosion has removed the rooks 1s vital in disclosing surface evidence 
of a sand body.. The. ideal situation w<;>ul.d be tho removal of a great 
th10:1tness o~ relatively old formations to within a short stratigraphic 
interval of the sand. Counteracting conditions, such as uneven deposi-
t1on and. true folding, may eliminate all. ef:teots .ot differential settl-
ing. Few areas are £roe of suoh ini"li1enoos, and in the majority ~t oases, 
it is probnbLe tlut upward reflect ion, if prosent, would not be repres~ 
ented by symmetrical dips that conform to the -Dh[!po ot the buried topo-. 
graphia featureL~.or depositional unit• .but by irregular "wrinkles" or 
••noseB'', the resultants of all oppo~ing foroes. Uneven.deposition is com-
p,~sated for rather peculiarly in. m:my districts. by relatively thicker 
seJiments ooouring over thin ones, so that the interval between the top 
and bottom of a thiok series is nearly the same over a wide area, euen 
though individual members are lenticular. The dioadvantage of fo·rmations 
ot ~even thiexness lies principally in their unsu.1tab;lity tor mapping. 
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In many ·instances tho propor 'o.llov,~nce Ct.mnot be made fol" depositional 
dips beonuse no evidencae' of_..1v~riations in thickness are noticeable 
uri.le·ss both contacts of a formation are exp·oseu.. or sufficfont reliable 
well iogs aro available. As another limitation to the settling theory, 
the type 'of ool°1ditiona at the surfaoe· on which mapping is 'dependent 
should. be oons'ide1•ed. Since is is desirable to examine· tho· aurt'ace 
atruotura in great detail. the ltay beds should be well exposed, persisent, 
. ~ 
not too numerous and similar within ~· short stratit;;1·nphio. diatanoe~ of 
uni'form thickness, and pre£erablJ.yrather thin. Finally, the .. personal 
eqnation, the abilitf of the geologi'st to map the structure and inter~ 
Th~ main issue oonoerned with ,Ufterential settling over sand bodi~s 
does· not involve its existence; which is readily g1•anted, but its iimit-
ations. Ample proof ·has been round by the writer that settling has ' 
ouuseu dips imnlf:Jdiately above S:.'lnd bodies in Anderson County. The posi-
tion of the, thin edgos of soma of the bodies, even the channel deposi tt1, 
indicate~ that depression has taken place proportional to the thickness 
of the sand.and has given a slightly convex surf'aoe to a body that :orig:-
inally may have been more nearly f'la t. In ono or two places whero the 
sand has exceptional ·thickness, 'it seems to have eff'eotetl the aurtaoe . 
1•ooks~ but in the great majority of oa'sos its effects appear to d·ie· out 
r-.tmong the unexposed format ions·. 
Closely allied with the uitt"erential settling theory in conneotion 
with sand bodies is that whioh pos~ulates tho retleotion of 'topographic 
features tworriblo to the deposition or sand.: Theso might· inolude sea-
oU.fts. ·headlands. or valleya~·. It is quite generally oonoedod that saoh 
features oontrolle(l the looHtion of some of the Burgess sand that· wa.s laid 
(~04) 
dotvn on, the !!issisnippian floor. 3ince the Burgess c.;\rries vory ,li ttlo 
oil. or g~s in Anderson Ooun~y, 1t is not as earnestly sought ns the 
other sands. ?lo data are available· to show whether the position of the 
sand .1a related in any way tp the old ltissisaip:phin topography. The 
most·irnportan~ sands were l~id down during looal breaks in tho !'.).eposition 
of the tl1ick Oheroke~ shnleff. The idea t!lat compaotion over the lUss-
isaippiun' topography ,vould be ·pronounoe,1 enough ~o cause foatures that 
would control tho lQ(l..~tion Qt sand deposits in the Oher~kee -mu~s does 
{not·· ~oom .tenable, becauso tlla mud floor shou14 havo been lovel~d oft 
by wave aotiop. .more ,rapidly th·m .ditterentir.ll settling would oroate. 
· r·e:f'le·ouons. ! A further: 'bnrrier to .tho use. or this theQry is the absenoe 
o±" ke.y- ~eds t9 decipq~r topography in these shales. 
The examination ot at~~cture along t,he shoestring ohannel fillings 
has not revealed that. they follow synoli?lRl areas. Probably the ohannel-
streams flowed ·through wide, shallow v~lleys. independent of tho dip ot 
the rocks. , 
Subsurface evidenoe of certain kinds has been found to-have more 
worth than surface evidence in the shall.ow tields of Anderson County. 
A suggested method by which the trend pt sand bodies might be predictoJ. 
involves contouring on ,a_ key bed a short distance above the sand, .. and 
warped by differential settling. Swings· in the contours v:ould be ex-. 
peoted to indioate· a\'tinga in the ,trend of the ,sand. This method. is 
impractical in th~s district because the limos tones in the. Marmaton 
formation {the· ones closest to the ma in sands} consist t.oe.nnan~ thin bects 
that seldom, receive proper_ rocogn1t1on from ~he drillers. Since some of 
the er~ors in measurement are cumuJ.ative, and may amount to 10 to 20 feet 
in ~'ill, the data that might 'nave· the pre9iso use suggested are untrustworthy. 
Furtherrnoro, walls a.head of tho trend would Ve'1n/ li~ely havo traoos ot 
(105) 
the.sand, and thone would.carry.oore weight thnn strnotural data~ 
Traces of _snnd at the producing horizon., even sand that doos .. 
not give showings ot oil. or gas, are important when areas are being 
outlined as possible seats of sand deposition.. A geologist should be 
. present when wHdoat wellsr~nre drilled-in to noto truces or· sand th.at 
might not be enough to be shown in the log. The position of sand in 
depth might be no effected by topograpey or ,up th~t it would not be 
at its usuul depth nnd so be passed by without proper notice by oper-
ators who. do not keel?, auch efteots ,·in mind. 
After the discovory ot a new pool, the .geologist should learn as 
soon as .pos.sible tho type of sand body that has been found. Suggeotions 
, 
are furnished by its regional location but more accurately by its cross 
sectio~. The most valuable information to use during develop.,iont of a 
pool· is inobatll.1o oontours of the sand •. These not only indicate the. 
thiokness 1rb11t outline the ground\plan. .By pro,1eot1ng the iaobathio 
contours of. the ohannel deposits, the tl}iokneas and position of the sand 
at undrilled looat1ons o::tn be foretold with surprising aoouraoy. Hany 
dry hole~. on the edges of tho trends oun be avoided by paying attenti.on 
to these sand-thickness mnps.· 
. Oore-d1·1lling of tho important aeotions of a drill hole would give 
uoourHte aamples that wottld allow uniform interpretations by a geologist. 
Features not disoloood by ordinary drill cuttings would undoubtably be 
brought to light and lead. to valuable conclusions. Tha opportunities 
to mako suoh studies would be welcome. 
( 10,6} 
GE!l;~":t~ CONOLUSIO!ffi 
!he follow~ng oonclu~i~~~ are·o;,rered·by the writer from his obser-
·4-·.' 
vations of the.;sho~string. oi} and gas pools ot· _Anderson Oount1,• 
l. Given~ G:md body fille~t wtt~.gas ~nd W'<lter, the gns 
w·ill oollect · in tho highest. pa~~ ·or the sand. !\ccumu-
lat ion maybe controlled by: (1) folding, (2) uneven 
deposition. (cl pinching-out up the dip. 
2. Thin patches- o! sand or long Mrrow channel deposits 
I 
ore not associated with any pnrtioular type ot sur-
.faoe structure. The idea that the-shoestring oil 
, 
fields follow s~1t1clinal arons 1s not supported by 
facts. They occur undar-all typos of flexures. 
3. Reflection of sand bodies-in this diutriot by differ.~ 
• ·,. ,'· .. ,.:4·:···.·. 
','; 
ential oornpaction d~e_s_· not appear to h..ivo been ei·te6it·"."' ., 
ive in the surface rooks~ , Strong evidence ot such 
reflection in a £ov1 aroas is so outb:\lnnoed by. oon-
trar; evidenoe i~ many oth~r nreno that nppliaation of 
the oettling theory cannot be made with tho same degree 
of confidenoa as imposed in the structural theory in 
regions where conditions ara favorable to it.· 
4. The aooi1muLit 1011 -0r on and gas in the non-water-bearing 
uand ia controlled by the elevation of the sand .and its 
olaanness. 'Where there is an abundance of g~s, the "highs" 
are occupied by it and tho oil is forocd to take up its 
*The 1.vriter wishes to empha$1.ze that these oonolusions are based on 
studies of one ·particular area of eastern Kansas--one that represents 
the extreme in shoestring.fields. Judgment oannot be passed on all 
the shallow fields on the basis of this report, beoause 1n a large 
portion of the eastern part ot the stste the sunds are sufficiently 
widespread to cause "struoture" to be given the usual primary consideration. 
(107) 
position in the synclines. Where there is a small 
amount or.gas, the oil is in greate~t ainounts in 
~he "hi~hs". q:,the eff'ect of struobure may be varied 
9y .the purity of _the sand.* 
5. Z:1len exploring for new deposits or extensions of 
the oil sand, a geologist spould grqnt mor~ import-
anoe to indio~t.ions or sand deposition than to 
~tructu~. Past experienoe hus shown that it is 
4angerous to ignore a traoe of sand at the signif-
icant horizon in proferanoe to an untried structural 
theory. 
6. When exploring for gas, it is beat to drill on atruo-
turally high plaoes in line with the defined trend 
of . .a sand body. Looal structure may be ignored if'_ 
the position of the ound in respect to· the ·regional 
dip is untiolinal. However, wells with larger vol-
mne may be looked for ~n tho higher portions of a 
trend~ 
7. Several noses nlong the thiok body ot 900-t"oot sand 
between Colony.and Mont Ida should be kept in mind 
while more data are being oolleoted to aid in the 
disaovery ot sand bodies. Perhaps future develop-
ments will point rather oonolusively to the faot that 
noses,·rather than closed str~otures, are the results 
ot differe11tiul settling over sand ·bodies. 
*Conclusion No. ,i ro.fle·Jts a vary exoeptionsl oondi tion tbs t probably 
·holds true only looully, where waterless oil sands aro very fine-
_ groined. The common condition wherein oil in waterless sundn is pooled 
. ·111 syn9l1nes is represented in fields only a few miles farther south. 
·. ( lOS j 
8. Geologic methods must oonform to the conditions in 
the territory -i~ which thoy are -~pplied. ltan:y · 
disannointments await !h2, geologist who™ the· 
prao t ioes ~ which .!!!?.· 1! 1!!2ll, familiar in areas 
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